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ABSTRACT
f
Y
The principal function of energy-storage do-to-dc converters is to
extract electrical energy from a given source at some unregulated voltage
level, but at a controlled rate, in order to provide a precisely regu-
lated do supply of power to an electrical load at some other specified
voltage level. The only means available for controlling this rate of
energy extraction is the turning on and off of the converter power switch
in a systematically determined sequence. It is the principal task of the
converter control subsystem to determine this switching sequence. Thus
the behavior of the system and its subsequent level of performance are
very much dependent on the particular control -Function employed to gene-
rate the switching decisions. Because of the highly nonlinear nature of
do-to-dc converter systems, classical analysis techniques have been un-
able to provide adequate guidance for the design and development of these
control subsystems, and consequently most converter control techniques
have been derived heuristically, with an inadequate understanding of the
cause and effect relationships which exist between the action of the con-
troller and the converter power stage performance which results from it.
Thus, it is usually very difficult to predict the performance charac-
teristics of do-to-dc converter systems over a range of specified operating
(iii)
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conditions, and it is even more difficult to determine what elements are
required in a control subsystem to alleviate the tendency of these highly
nonlinear systems toward instability.
This dissertation presents an analytically derived approach to
tea control of energy-storage do-to-dc converters which enables improved
system performance and an extensive understanding of the manner in which
this improved performance is accomplished. The control approach is derived
from a state-plane analysis of do-to-dc converter power stages which en-
ables a graphical visualization of the movement of the system state during
both steady-state and transient operation. This graphical representation
of the behavior of do-to-dc converter systems yields considerable qualitative
insight into the cause and effect relationships which exist between various
commonly used converter control functions and the system performance which
results from them. Furthermore, this theoretical insight has led to the
conceptual development of a state-trajectory control law which utilizes
all of the information available from the converter power stage to deter-
mine the unique system equilibrium condition whit" yields the desired
steady-state output characteristics of the converter and the exact switching
sequence which is needed to move the state of the system from any initial
condition to that steady-state trajectory in one cycle of control.
Systems operating in conjunction with this control law exhibit
short response times to external disturbances, precise static regulation,
and inherently stable operation over an entire range of specified operating
conditions. This performance is achieved by making the control decision
based on the location of the state of the system relative to a state-plane
switching boundary which is a function of the converter power stage component
values, the desired steady-state operating characteristics, and the extern-
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ally imposed operating conditions. The influence of parasitic losses in
the converter power stage on the shape and location of this switching
boundary, and consequently on the behavior of a converter controlled by it,
is investigated, and modifications to the mathematical representation of
this boundary are presented which accommodate these losses. Additionally,
simplifications to the mathematical representation of the switching boundary.
are presented which require less complex circuitry to implement but at
the same time yield less precise operational characteristics, and discussions
of the tradeoff between converter performance and the complexity of the
control implementation required to achieve that performance are presented.
I
Digital computer simulation data and oscillograms from an experimental con-
verter system are presented to illustrate and verify the theoretical dis-
cussions and subsequent control law presented.
I	 I	 I	 i	 t
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Figure
1.1 Modular nature of energy-storage do-to-dc conver-
ter systems.
	
The converter power  stage is com-
prised of some combination of linear inductors,
capacitors, and switches.
	
Sl , S2,	 ... Sn 	repre-
sent	 signals from the power stage which are
used by the controller to determine a switching
sequence for the power stage switches.
2.1 (A) Schematic diagram of voltage step-up do-to-dc
converter.	 Characteristic waveforms for (B)
operation in the continuous conduction mode,
and (C) operation in the discontinuous conduction
mode.	 Example circuit values 	 are:	 L=0.253m[[,
C=400uF, rC=0.05Q,	 VO r t d = 28.OV , vI,nominal
= 21.OV,	 and iO,rated•^A•
2.2 (A) Schematic diagram of current step-up do-to-dc
converter.
	
Characteristic waveforms for (B)
operation in the continuous conduction mode, and
(C) operation in the discontinuous conduction
mode.	 Example circuit values are: L=0.23mH,
C=300uF,
	 rC =0.052, VO, rated = 20.OV, vl ,
 nom! nal30.OV, and i O,rated = 2.OA.
2.3 (A) Schematic di anram of current-or--voltage step--
up dc--to-dc converter.	 Characteristic wave-
forms for (B) operation in the continuous con-
"' duction mode, and (C) operation in the discon-
tinuous conduction mode. 	 'Example circuit values
are:	 L=0.21lmH, C=400 11 F, rC =0.05p , vO,rated
=2% OV, vl,nominal = 21.OV, and i0,rated W 4-OA.
page
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	2.4	 Normalized representations of power stages for	 23
(A) voltage step-up, (B) current step-up, and
(C) current-or-voltage step-up converters with
normalization factors Vref - VO,rated, Iref
I O,rated, and T ref = ,PLC. Normalized circuit
parameters and variables in terms of original
network values are:
I re	 v	 v
	
f	 _	 i	 _ 0
L"!-VrefTr ,f	 vi-, V ref	 vU-,4 Vref ..
	
_ ref	 _	 X	 _ ^0
CN IrefTref	 ^X -.d I ref	 lO-`1 Iref
	
I ref	 _	 VC	 t
rC-; ,IT V reefC	 v
	
f	 C-;! of 
	
Tref
	2.5	 Voltage step-up converter model and mathematical 	 25
representation durin g (A) power switch on-time,
and (B) power switch off-time. Diamond shaped
symbol rep resents a depea dent current source.
	
2.5	 Current step-up converter model and mathematical 	 25
representation during (A) power switch on-time,
and (B) cower switch off-time. Diamond shaped
symbols represent dependent current sources.
	
2.7
	
Current-or-voltage step-up converter model and	 27
mathematical representation during (4) powe,-
switch on-time, and (B) power switch off-time.
Diamond shaped symbol represents a dependent
current source.
	
2.3	 Families of on-time trajectories (dashed lines) 	 30
and off-time trajectories (solid lines) in the
state plane of i X_;l vs, vC_ia for the voltage
step-up converter shown in Fig. 2.1 with
vI_;,I =0.75, and i0- 'q -0.5. Hiahlighted closed
curve is the steady-state solution trajectory
corresponding to nominal conditions used as a
reference in subsequent figures.
	
2.9	 Time waveforms illustratin g symbols assi gned to	 33
initial states for on-tine and off--time tra-
jectories for (A) steady-state continuous con-
duction operation, and (3) steady-state discon-
tinuous conduction operation.
(x)
2.10 Cxample transient trajectory which converges tc a
J steady-state trajectory for th y: voltage step-up
converter of Fig.	 2.1 with v I- ;, = 0.75 andi 0- , 1 -	 0.5 .
2.11 Illustration of relationship between state-plane
solution trajectory (upper left) and state-vari-
able time waveshapes 	 (right)	 for the voltage step-
up converter.	 The solution trajectory is com-
posed of segments from the two families of tra-
jectories displayed in Fig. 	 2.8.
2.12 Families of on-time trajectories 	 (dashed lines)
and off-time trajectories	 (solid lines) in the
state plane of iX_;) vs v0 - ,,l for the current
step-up converter shown in Fig. 	 2.2 with vl_;l =
1. 5,	 and ip_;a = 0.5.	 highlighted closed curve
is the steady-state solution trajectory corres-
pondinq to nominal 	 conditions used as a reference
in subsequent figures.
2.13 Families of on-time trajectories 	 (dashed lines) and
off-time trajectories	 (solid lines) in the state
plane of i x-o, vs vC- ,q for the current-or-vol-
tage step-up converter shown in Fig. 2.3 with
v I- , = 0.75, and i0-N = 0.5.	 Highlighted closed
curve is the steady-state solution trajectory
corresponding to nominal conditions used as a
reference in subsequent figures.
2.14 Illustration of relationship between state-plane
solution trajectory (upper left) and state-vari-
able time waveshapes	 (right) for the current step-
up converter.	 The solution trajectory is com-
posed of segments from the two families of tra-
jectories	 displayed in Fig.	 2.12.
2.15 Illustration of relationship between state-plane
solution trajectory (upper left) and state-vari-
able time wave-shapes (right) for the current-or-
voltage step-up converter. 	 The solution tra-jectory is composed of segments from the two
families of trajectories displayed in Fi g .	 2.13.
2.16 Changes in shape of on-time trajectories 	 (dashed
lines) and off-time trajectories 	 (solid lines)
for the voltage step-up converter with
37
39
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45
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(A)	 v_ ,j constant at 0.75 and i j- %l = 1)	 0.0,
2	 0.25,	 3)J.5,	 4)	 0.75,	 and 5)	 1.0.
(Q)	 it _,j	 constant at 0.5	 and v I_"I =	 1)	 0.1 ,
23-0.25,	 3)	 0.3,	 4)	 0.75,	 and 5)	 0.9.
2.17 Example transient trajectory (bold broken line) 50
for the voltage step-up converter responding
to a step-change in output current from
= 0.5 to 0.1
2.10 Chanres in shape of on-time trajectories 52
(dashed lines) and off-time trajectories
(solid lines) for the current step-up con-
verter with
(A)	 v_ 41 constant at 1.5 and i0_;I = 1) 0.0,
2^ 0.25,	 3)	 0.5,	 4)	 0.75,	 and 5)	 1.0.(0)	 i. :,I constant at 0.5	 and v1_ .1 =	 1)	 I . 1 ,
2	 1.25,	 3)	 1.5,	 4)	 1.75,	 and 5)	 2.9.
2.19 Chances in shape of on-time trajectories (dashed 53
lines) and off-time trajectories 	 (solid lines)
for the current-or-voltage step-up converter
w ith
(A)	 v.N constant at 9.75 and i0_;i = 1) 	 0.0,
2^ 0.25,	 3)	 0.5,	 4)	 0.75,	 and 5)	 1.0.
(0) i_N constant at 0.5 and vi_N = 1) 0.1
2^ 0.25,
	 3)	 0.5,	 4)	 0.75,	 and 5)	 0.9.
2.20 Example of a transient trajectory (bold broken 54
line) for the current step-up converter respond-
ing to a step change in output current from
i 0_M = 0.5 to 1.0.
2.21 Example of a transient trajectory (bold broken 55
curve) for the current-or-voltage step-up con-
verter responding to a step chan ge in input
voltage from vy_;1 = 0.75 to 0.5.
2.22 Change in shape of on-time trajectories (dashed 57
lines) and off-time trajectories (solid lines)
for the voltage step-up converter with vI_;1
= 0.75, i0_J = 0.5, and decreasina values of
inductance Lj = I) 0.1597, 2) 	 0.1136, and
3) 0.0505
2.23 Steady-state trajectories for the voltage step- 58
: up converter operating at v i _;^ - 0.75, i0_r,l
= 0.5, and successively smaller values of
inductance:	 (A)	 L:, = 0.1597,	 (3)	 L,,, = 0.1136,
and (C) Lq = 0.005.
(xii)
2.24 Changes in shape of on-time trajectories (dashed
lines) and off--tire trajectories (solid lines)
for the current step-up converter with VI-1
= 1.5, i0-^4 = 0.5, and decreasing values of
inductance Li; = l) 0.1291, 2) 0.097', and
3) 0.0577.
60
612.25 Steady-state trajectories for the current step-
up converter operating at vI -, .l = 1.5, i 0-Iy
0.5, and successively smaller values of
inductance: (A) LN = 0.1291, (B) LN = 0.0978,
and (C) LN = 0.0577.
2.26 Changes in shape of on-time trajectories (dashed
lines) and off-time trajectories (solid lines)
for the current-or-voltage step-up converter
with V I-N = 0.75, io-q	 0.5, and decreasing
values of inductance LI, = 1) 0.1597, 2) 0.1033,
and 3) 0.0505.
2.27 Steady-state trajectories for the current-or-
voltage step-up converter operating at vI-Id
= 0.75, io-N = 0.5, and successively smaller
values of inductance: (A) L°4 = 0.1597, (B)
L;4 = 0.1038, and (C) Li1 = 0.0505.
	
3.1
	 Pictorial representation of (A) constant on-time,
(B) constant off-time, (C) constant frequency,,"
and (D) free-running types of converter con-
trollers.
	
3.2	 Conceptual diagram of a single-loop constant on-
time converter system.
3.3(A)Illustrative transient trajectory plotted in the
iX- PI vs. v0-N plane for a voltage step-up con-
verter operating in conjunction with the con-
stant on-time controller of Fig. 3.2. The
bold vertical line represents the reference
level switching line.
3.3(B)Trajectories of Fig. 3.3(A) marped into the iX-N
VS. VC-N plane. The vertical switching line
of Fig. 3.3(A)maps into the slanted switching
line of Fig. 3.3(B).
3.4 CSMP generated response of current-or-voltage
step-up converter of Fig. 2.3 operating with
the constant on-time controller of Fig. 3.2 for
a step decrease in i 0-11
 
from 0.5 to 0.1. Con-
troller parameters are VR-N = 1.004, Ton-N=0.2
and Tmin-N=0.3. Scale factors for the time wave-(xiii )
62
63
69
70
73
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81
i
forms are, in normalized units per major di-
vision ,
	i	 ,	 1.0/div; vL-N , 0.025/div;	 and
v0-N , 0.05 div.
3.5 CSMP generated response of voltage step-up con- 85
verter of Fig. 2.1 operating with the constant
on-time controller of Fig.
	
3.2 for a step in-
crease in i 0 _ N
 from 0.5 to 1.0.
	
Controller
parameters are VR-N = 1.0007, Ton--N = 0.08 and
Tmin-N = 0.24•	 Scale factors for the time
waveforms are, in normalized units per major
division:	 i	 N , l.0/div; vC_ N , 0.05/div;	 and
vO-N , 0.05/riV.
3.6 A two-loop constant on-time current step-up 88
converter system.	 System component values and
parameters are given in Table 3.1.
3.7 CSMP genera-^er, response of converter system of 92
Fig.	 3.5 far a step decrease in i O_N from 1.0
to 0.5.	 Scale factors for the time waveforms
are, in normalized units per major division:
i X_	 l .0/div;	 vC_ N , 0.005/di v; and v0-N'
0.095/div.
3.8 CSMP generated response of system of Fig. 	 3.6 94
for a step increase in vl-N from 1.5 to 2.0.
Scale factors for the time waveforms are, in
normalized units per major divison:	 i^^{y,
1.0/div; vC-N , 0.005/div; and v0_ N , 0.005)
div.
3.9 Conceptual diagram of a constant frequency 95
coincidence detector converter system.
3.10 CSMP generated response of voltage step-up 97
converter of Fig. 2.1 operating with the
constant frequency controller of Fig. 	 3.9
for a step decrease in i 0_ N
 from 0.5 to
0.1.	 Controller parameters are VR=
-N
0.97, V F-N = 0.04, TeKA = 0.3, and A=1.0.
Scale factors for the time waveforms are,
in normalized units per major division:
IX-	 , 0.5/div; VC-NI 0.01 /div;	 and vo_N,0.0 /di v.
3.11 CSMP generated response of voltage step-up 99
converter of Fig. 2.1 operating with the
constant frequency controller of Fig. 	 3.9
for a step decrease in yr-N from 0.75 to
0.5.	 Controller parameters are VR_ N=0.91,
VF_N = 0.04, TcK-N 
'2 	 and A = 1.0.
(xiv)
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Scale factors for the time waveforms are,
in normalized units per major division:
iX-	 1.0/div;	 vG _N , 0.05/div; and vO-N'
0.05/ di v.
3.12 CSMP generated response of cu, - rent-or-voltage
step-up converter of Fig. 2.3 operating with
the constant frequency controller of Fig. 3.9
for a step increase in i 0 _	 from 0.1	 to 0.5.
Controller parameters are V N = 0.99, VF-N-
0.04, Tck.N - 0.3, and A = 1.0.	 Scale factors
for the time waveforms are, in normalized
units per major division: 	 IX-N,	 1.0/div;
vC_ N , 0.02/div;	 and v0-N , 0.02/div.
3.13 CSMP generated response of current step-up con-
verter of Fig. 2.2 operating with the con-
stant frequency controller of Fig. 	 3.9 for a
step decrease in
	
vI_h; from 1.5 to 1.25.	 Controller
parameters are VR_M = 0.98, VF_N = 0.05, Tck_	 = 0.2,
-- and A = 1.0.	 Scale factors for the time wave orms
are, in normalized units per major division: 	 iX-t1,
0.5/div;	 vC-N , 0.07/div;	 and v0- ., ,,	 0.01/div.
4.1 Off-time and on-time trajectories for the volt-
age	 step-up converter of Fig. 2.1 with
v I _ N = 0.75 and i O-N = 0.5.
	 Bold line  sepa-
E rates state plane into an on-region and an
^,. of' region.
4.2 Two examples of transient trajectories which
reach steady-state operation in one control
cycle.	 Initial states are indicated by X.
4.3 Switching boundary ( solid bold line) and two
examples of transient trajectories for the
current step-up converter of Fig. 	 2.2 with
vI-N = 1.5 and i O_N = 0.5.
	 Initial	 states
are indicated by X.
4.4 Switch i ng boundary ( solid bold line) and two
examples of transient trajectories for the
current-or-voltage step- - up converter of
Fig. 2.3 with	 v I-N = 0.75 and i O-N = 0.5.
Initial states are indicated by X.
4.5 Steady-state trajectories for the voltage
step-up converter of Fig. 2.,'
	
operating
with VI-N = 0.75 1	i 0 _	 = 0.5,	 and a
snitching frequency o	 (A) 10 KHz, and
_-, (B) 20KHz.
(xv)
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107
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4.6(A) Conceptual diagram of state-trajectory 127
control law for a voltage step-up con-
verter.
	
(B) Definition of function f
and region R.
4.7(A) Conceptual diagram of state-trajectory
r
129
control law for a current step-up con-
verter.	 (B) Definition of function f
and region R.
4.8(A) Conceptual diagram of state-trajectory 130
control law for a current-or-voltage
step-up converter.
	
(B) Definition of
function f and region R.
4.9 State trajectories and switching boundaries 131
(bold lines) for the voltage step-up con-
verter of Fig.	 2.1 with v l . = 0.75 and
i 0_ N =	 (A)	 1. 0,
	
(B)
	 0. 5,	 an ^ (C)	 0.1.
4.10 Transient response of free-running step-up 133
converter system to step changes in i0-
from 0.5 to (A)	 0.1, and (B)	 1.0.	 Dashe
N
 d
closed curves represent the original steady--
state trajectory corresponding to v i-N -0.75 and i 0-N W 0.5 .
4.11 Transient response of free-running voltage 135
step- ,ap converter system to step changes in
vI_N	 From 0.75 to (A) 0.5, and (B) 0.9.
Dashed closed curves represent the original
steady-state trajectory corresponding to
v I _ N
 = 0.75 and i0-N "I
4.12 State trajectories and switching boundaries 137
(bold lines) for (A) the current step-up
converter of Fig.	 2.2 with vI_N = 1.5 and
iO..N = 0.5, and (B) the current-or-volt-
age	 step-up converter of Fig. 2.3 with
VI-N = 0.75 and i 0_ N = 0.5.
4.13 Transient response of free-running current 138
step-up converter system to step changes in
i()-N	 from 0.5 to
	
(A)
	 1. 0,	 and (B)	 0.1.
Dashed closed curves represent the original
steady-state trajector	 correspondin g to
vI_N = 1.5 and i0_N =15.
4.14 Transient response of free-running current step- 139
up converter system to step changes in vI_N
from 1.5 to (A)	 1.25,	 and (B) 2.0.	 Dashed
closed curves represent the original 	 steady-
state trajectory corresponding to v I-N = 1.5
and i 0-N `2
(Xvi)
140
	4.15	 Transient response of free-running current-or-
voltage step-up converter system to step
changes in iO-N from 0.5 to (A) 1.0 and (B)
0.1. Dashed closed curves represent the
original steady-state trajectory corre -
spondingto v l _N = 0.75 and i 0-N = 0.5.
	
4.16	 Transient response of free-running current-or-
voltage step-up converter system to step
changes in v i _ N from 0.75 to (A) 0.5 and
(B) 0.9. Dashed closed curves represent the
original steady-state trajectory corresponding
to v l _N = 0.75 and i O-N - 0.5.
CSMP generated response of free-running voltage
step-up converter system for a step increase
in i 0_ N from 0.5 to 1.0. Scale factors for
the time waveforms are, in normalized units
per major division: ix, 1.0/div; vC-N,
0.05/div; and v0_ N , 0.d/div. The control
law is in the constant on-time mode.
CSMP generated response of free-running current
step-up converter system for a step decrease
in i O-N from 1.0 to O.S. Scale factors for
the time waveforms are, in normalized units
per major division: i X_ N , 1.0/di^ , t vC _ ,
0.005/div; and v0_ , 0.005/di v. I-he	 ntrol
law is in the constant on-time mode.
CSMP generated response of free-running current-
or-voltage step-up converter system for a step
increase in i O-N from 0.1 to.0.5. Scale factors
for the time waveforms are, in normalized units
per major division: i N, 1.0/div; v	 0.02/oldiv; and v	 , 0.02/dh. The contr — w i s
in the coA Nant frequency mode.
CSMP generated response of free-running current
step--up converter system for a step decrease
in vI_N from 1.5 to 1.25. Scale factors for
the time waveforms are, in normalized units
per major division: IX-N, 0.5/div; v	 ,
0.01/div; and v	 0.01/div. The co0ol law
is in the constgn^ frequency mode.
Detailed model and mathematical representation
of the voltage step-up converter during (A)
power switch on-time, and ( B) power switch
off-time.
	5.2	 Comparison of shapes of state trajectories for two
different models of the voltage step-up converter.
Off-time trajectory a and on-time trajectory e
correspond to the model of Fig. 2.5. Trajectories
b and d correspond to the model of Fig. 5.1.
(xvi i )
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5.3 Steady-state trajectory, a-c-a, of the voltage 158
step-up converter of Fig. 2.1 with v I-N = 0.75
and i0_N =- 	 modeled as shown in Fig.	 5.1
but controlled with a switching boundary,
bold line, derived from the simplified conver-
ter model of Fig.
	 2.5.
5.4 CSMP generated response of the voltage step-up 160
converter of Fig. 2.1	 Jodeled as shown in
Fig. 2.5 and controlled with a switching
boundary derived from the same model.	 The
operating conditions are v II	 = 0.75 and
1 0 _	 switches from 1.0 to 0. y at t 	 = 2.0.
Scare factors for the time waveforms are
in normalized units per major division:
i X-ffJ^ ,	 1.0/div. ,
	
vC-111 ,	 0.02/div;	 and v0-N'
0.0/'div.
5.5 CSMP generated response of the voltage step-up 161
converter of Fig. 2.1 modeled as shown in
Fin.	 5.1 but controlled with a switching
boundary derived from the model of Fig. 2.5.
The operating conditions are v I - ti = 0.75
and	 switches from 1.0 to 	 0.5 at= i	
-,tN _ 9.	 Scale factors for the time wave-
forms are, in normalized units	 er major di-
vision:	 i X- N I	 1.0/div;
	
vC-N , 0.82/div;	 and
v041 0.02/di v.
5.6 Model and mathematical representation which 163
includes the effects of parasitic losses
but preserves the parabolic shape of the
off-time trajectories for the voltage step-
up converter.
5.7 Comparison of shapes of state trajectories for 167
voltage step-up converter models of Fig.	 5.1,
trajectory a, and Fig. 5.6, trajectory b.
5.8 CSMP generated response of the voltage step-up 169
converter of Fig. 2.1 modeled as shown in
Fig,	 5.1 but controlled with a switching
boundary derived from the model of Fig. 5.6.
The operating conditions are v l _ E.^ = 0.75 and
i 0_	 switches from 1.0 to 0.5 at t N = 2.0.
Scale factors for the time waveforms are,
in normalized units per major division:
i X _	 1.0/div;	 vC-i^,	 0.02/div,	 and v0-N'
0.0 /'div.
(Xviii)
1725.9 State trajectories and switching boundaries
(bold lines) for the voltage step-up con-
verter of Fig. 2.1 modeled as shown in
Fig. 2.5 with VI-N = 0.75 and i0_N = (A)0.5
and (B)1.0. Dashed switching boundary in
(B) results if the value of vg_ N computed
for i 0-N = 0.5 is used to locate the steady-
state switch-off point.
5.10 State trajectories and switching boundaries
(bold lines) for the voltage step-up con-
verter of Fig. 2.1 modeled as shown in
Fig. 2.5 with v j ,,y = 0.75 and i 0-N = (A)0.5
and (B)0.1. Dashed switching boundary in
(B) results if the value of vB_ N computed
for i 0_ N = 0.5 is used to locate the steady-
state switch-off point.
5.11 CSMP generated response of the voltage
step-up converter of Fig. 2.1 modeled
as shown in Fig. 5.1 but controlled with
the switching boundaries illustrated in
Fig. 5.9. The operating conditions are
vr_ N = 0.75 and i 0_ N switches from 1.0
to 0,5 at N = 2.0. Scale factors for
the time waveforms are, in normalized
units per major division: IX-N, 1.0/div;
vC-I'll 0.02 / div ; and v0-N5 0.02/div,
5.12 CSMP generated response of the voltage step-
up converter of Fig. 2.1 modeled as shown
in Fig. 5.1 but controlled with the switch-
ing boundaries illustrated in Fig. 5.10.
The operating conditions are vI_N = 0.75
andi 0-N switches from 0 5 to 0.1 at t,,=
= 2.0. Scale factors for the time wave-
forms are, in normalized units per major
division: i X-N, 1.0/div; vC-N, 0.02/div;
and v0_ N , 0.02/div.
	
6.1
	
Program flow chart for digital implementation
of the state-trajectory control law.
	
6.2
	 Computed switching boundaries and resultant
regions of the system state plane which are
sequentially monitored by the control pro-
gram. Regions I and IV are off-regions, II
and III are on-regions.
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6.3 Response of experimental voltage step-up con- 193
verter system to a step decrease in load
current from 100%, 4A, to 50%, 2A, of the
rated value with v* = 21 V.	 Scale factor's
are: i*, 5 A/div;
	 6, 0.8 V/div; time,
l0 MS/ iv.
6.4 Response of experimental voltage step-up 195
converter system to a step decrease in
load current from 100%, 4A, to 25%, 1A,
of the rated value with vi = 21V.
	 Scale
factors	 are:	 illy 5A/div; v*, 0.8V/div;
time, 10 mS/div,
6.5 Response of experimental voltage step- 196
up converter system to a step increase
in load current from 25%, 1A, to 50%,
2A, of the rated value with yr = 21V.
Scale factors are:
	
i*	 5A/div; v0,
0.8V/div; time, lOmS& v.
6.6 Response of experimental
	 voltage step- 197
up converter system to a step decrease
in load current from 75%, 3A, to 25%,
IA, of the rated value with v* = 21V.
Scale factors are:
	
i*	 5A/di vI v*,
0.8V/div; time, 10mS& v.
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A THEORY OF CONTROL FOR A CLASS OF ELECTRONIC POWER PROCESSING SYSTEMS:
ENERGY-STORAGE DC-TO-DC CONVERTERS
lChapter I
I1TROgUCTIOA
One of the most useful and far reaching accomplishments of modern
technology has been the generation and harnessing of electric power for pur-
poses of performing work and processin g information for man's benefit.
Numerous techniques have been devised for generating electric power in both
direct current and alternating current farms, and a veritable multitude of
devices have been invented which use the power so generated to perform a kuide
variety of useful tasks from lighting homes and offices to performing complex
scientific experiments onboard orbiting spacecraft. It is of course neces-
sary that the electrical characteristics of the source of power in each of
these applications be compatible with those of the electrical loads so that
safe and efficient operation can ensue. Tice great majority of electrical
devices in use today are designed to operate from the well-regulated al-
ternating current supplied by the electric utilities industry and met this
compatibility requirement very well. However, increasingly more devices
are being developed for a wide variety of applications which either .-,quire
power in some other form or, in some cases, must operate from an unconven-
tional source of power which has widely varying terminal characteristics
and fluctuating supply capabilities. Such applications often present com-
patibility problems which must be resolved before the : ,;r, e can be effec-
tively and safely ap plied to the load.
(2)
3Examples of such interface problems can be found in most unmanncd
spacecraft systems. The electrical loads on board these spacecraft arr.-
often complex scientific experinn-_nts and telemetry systems which must be
supplied with precisely regulated do power at several different voltage
levels. Because of the size and weight limitations imposed on the space-
craft, however, the only source of electric power available is often a
solar array whose terminal characteristics vary with intensity of sunlight,
temperature, and the load current being withdrawn. Thus, before this source
of power can meet the requirements of the spacecraft loads, some additional
mani p ulation and management of the raw source power must be performed.
Classical ac--to-ac transformation and ac-to-dc rectification are two
such p ower handling processes which are widely-used and well-established ap-
plications of electro-technology. These processes cannot meet all electric
power interface requirements, however, and two additional power management
processes whic,l are becoming increasingly more important in the developmLent
of electric power are the processes of dc-to-ac inversion and dc--to-dc con-
version. The study and development of these two electric power transforma-
tion processes is the p rincipal objective of the relatively new and still
evolving discipline known as "electronic power processing" or "electronic
power conditioning." There are two particularly important and distinguish-
inn features of the power conversion processes treated in this field. First,
the inversion from direct to alternatin g current is accomplished entirely
with static electronic components, without the aid of rotatin g
 machines or
other mechanical devices. Secondly, the regulation of do voltages or cur-
rents is accomplished non-dissipatively whereby the only power wasted is
that which is unintentionally lost in nonideal circuit components, thus
distinguishing these processes from the more familiar and less complex
4dissipative regulation techniques which intentionally discard unneeded
energy in a controlled manner so as to maintain a re gulated output voltage
or current.
An early exploration into the fundamental nature of these power
processing techniques revealed that one or more switching elements must
be present in the power paths of these networks in order to be able to
achieve the do-to-ac or dc-to--dc power conversion processes [1]. This re-
quirement hindered the early exploration and development of the field of
power processing because of a lack of suitably fast and efficient switching
devices. Static power conversion, in principle, had been recognized for
many years [2], but the relatively poor operational characteristics of
available switching devices such as mercury-vapor discharge tubes rendered
further exploration and development practically unfeasible. With the in-
vention and rapid development of the power transistor and the silicon con-
trolled rectifier (SCR), however, substantial research efforts began to
emerge in the still somewhat undefined area of electronic power processing
[3], and the significance and applicability of this branch of technology
has since continued to evolve and grow.
One widely used subclass of electronic power processing systems is
that which is commonly known as "energy-storage do-to-dc converters." Other
names often assigned to this class of circuits include "switching requla-
tors," "pulse-modulated controlled do/dc regulators," and "switched do-dc
converters." The lack of conformity to an established terminology is yet
another indication of the still rapidly evolving stature of this field. As
can be inferred from all of these names, however, the principal purpose of
this class of electronic networks is to process power from an unregulated do
source with a possibly varying terminal voltage in such a way as to provide
ti
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a well-regulated do supply of power to a load at some other specified vol-
ta(ir, level. The conversion process is accomplished statically and requires
the use of one or more switching devices as described above. It is non-
dissipative and efficiencies approaching 100% are theoretically possible
and greater than 90% have been achieved practically. Converters in this
class can accomplish step--up as well as step--down transformations of the
source volta ge, which again distinguishes these systems from dissipative
regulators which can only step-down the source voltage.
Dc-to-dc converters have become quite popular during the past two
decades and are currently found in a wide variety of power-conditioning
applications. Because the do-to-dc conversion process is dependent on the
presence and action of high speed switching devices in the converter power
paths, these systems are highly nonlinear and consequently difficult to
analyze. The well established theories of linear systems analysis are, of
.:ourse, invalid when studying nonlinear systems such as these, but even many
of the more appropriate, although less complete, theories of nonlinear systems
analysis are not directly applicable to this class of closed-loop switching
systems. Because of this analytical complexity, the mast frequently used
tools over the years for the design and development of do-to-dc converters
have been engineering intuition and technical experience. As the effective-
ness and widening applicability of these converters and other static power
processing systems became apparent, however, increasingly more effort ryas
been expended in developing analysis and design tools to aid in the under-
standing and advancement of this new branch of power technology.
,Numerous approaches to the study of energy-storage do-to-dc converters
have been pursued during the past decade, and many analysis and design tech-
niques with varying degrees of usefulness and applicability have been pro-	 F
6posed. Some of the more significant contributions are described in references
4 through 21. Each of these efforts is an attempt to explain and/or develop
design guidelines for various aspects of particular do-to-dc conversion cir-
cuits which had been previously developed through engineering ingenuity and
experience as described above. This, of course, is one of the principal
purposes of investing time and talent in pursuing mathematical analyses of
physical systems, but another equally important and potentially profitable
goal of circuit and system analysis is to evoke, through the insight and
understanding gained, new ideas and inventions which reveal previously unex-
plored but potentially fruitful approaches to the systems and iA enable thade-
velopment of improvements in them. This dissertation presents such an ana-
lytically derived contribution to the field of power processing which takes
the form of a new theory of control fo ,, • energy-storage do-to-dc converters.
The application of this conceptuaily developed control theory enables the
accomplishment of converter performance that approaches theoretical limits
which are revealed through a state-plane analysis of this class of systems.
Furthermore, because of its sound mathematical basis, the nature of the oper-
ation of the resultant control technique is easily understood and additional
developments and extensions of it can be readily accomplished to meet par-
ticular application requirements or system performance constraints as de-
si red.
The analysis approach which has led to the development of this theory
of control is based on a state-space visualization of the overall perfor-
mance of converter systems, including large as well as small signal behavior.
A major shortcoming of many of the analysis approaches referenced above is
that they yield information concerning only the small signal behavior of
systems operating about predetermined equilibrium conditions. This limita-
7tion is due largely to the fact that most of these techniques are based on
Iinearization or averaging approximations which sometimes tend to obscure
the fundamental nonlinear nature of the systems. The approach pursued in
this dissertation, on the other hand, chooses to embrace the system non-
linearities rather than to avoid them, and it is found that in so doing con-
siderably greater insight into the fundamental nature of these systems and a
more complete understanding of their behavioral characteristics can be
achieved. This desire to preserve the nonlinear nature of these systems
throughout the analysis is based on the conviction that although it is the
system nonlinearities which usually are the principal cause of difficulty
in analyzing and understandin g
 the behavior of such systems, it is also
these same nonlinearities which usually are the keystone for successful
circuit operation and which consequently hold the most promise for yielding
further understanding and improved developments of them.
One of the most powerful features of this approach is its ability to
clearly portray the manner in which various control techniques accomplish the
task of turning the system switching elements on and off in order to achieve
the conversion and regulation processes desired. Both the steady-state and
the transient characteristics of converter systems are very much dependent on
the particular type of control technique employed, and different control sub-
systems applied to a common converter power stage can result in systems with
drastically different behavioral characteristics and performance capabilities.
This modular character of do-to-dc converter systems is illustrated concep-
tually in Fig. I.I.
Since the development and successful application of the basic power-
handling configurations of this class of networks, increasingly more attention
has been focused on developin g new control techniques which can enable those
g2
Fig. 1.1 Modular nature of energy-storage dc-to-dc converter systems.
The converter power stage is comprised of some combination of linear
inductors, capacitors, and switches. S , S , .	 S represent
signals from the power stage which are used'by the controller to
determine a switching sequence for the power stage switches.
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basic power stages to ireet more stringent static and dynamic converter sys-
tem performance specifications. The converter analysis techniques refer-
enced above so far appear to have been of little apparent use in this en-
deavor because the approximations inflicted on the systems in order to be
able to apply the well established and time proven analysis and desion -tools
found in linear system theory usually have rendered these newer analysis
ap proaches inadequate for the purposes of studying the nonlinear nature of
do-to-dc converter control. Consequently, most of the converter control
techniques, like the power stages themselves, have been developed through
engineering intuition and desi gn experience rather than through analytical
derivations. The resultant converter systems usually display improvements
in some aspect or asrects of the system performance, but the majority of
the performance indicators remain unchanged or, in some cases, even degrade.
Converters operating under the influence of these neuristically determined
control configurations can successfully achieve good steady-state voltage
regulation over a specified ranee of operating conditions, but they do so
by a more or less iterative process, and as a result, the transient con-
vergence of the systems to steady-state operation is usually rather slow,
and sometimes unstable operation results. In any event, the system per-
formance which results when employing many of these controllers cannot be
precisely predicted or explained, and any additional improvements or modi-
fications in the system must again be accomplished through trial-and-error
design based on engineering experience.
Tile control technique proposed in this dissertation, on the other
hand, is completely founded in a state-plane analysis of a widely used class
of energy-storage dc-to-dc converters. The analysis has provided consider-
able insight into the fundamental elements of control which are required
10
for the successful operation of these converters, and it has enabled a
critical comparison of various conventional control techniques which re-
veals strengths and weaknesses of each. This insic,ht has led to the postu-
lation of the control theory preseoted in this dissertation and to the sub-
sequent development of a state--trajectory control law which employs infor-
mation available from the converter power stage to determine the precise
switching sequence needed to move the system to a desired equilibrium con-
dition in one "on/off" cycle of control regardless of tine system's initial
state or externally imposed operating conditions. The performance of con-
verters operating under the influence of this control technique can be accu-
rately predicted for an entire range of specified operating conditions, and
all aspects of the system performance are incorporated in the control pro-
cess. It is the purpose of this dissertation to present the analytical
background, conceptual development, and practical investigation and evalu-
ation of this control technique as applied to a widely used class of elec-
tronic power processing systems.
A detailed description of the state-plane analysis technique em-
ployed in this endeavor and its application to a class of energy-storage
do-to-dc converters is presented in Chapter II. After briefly describing
the principal function and distinguishing characteristics of the family of
converters, normalized models of each of three representative converter
power stages are developed for use in subsequent analytic derivations and
illustrative examples. Within this normalized framework, the behavior of
the converters is characterized in the system state plane with particular
attention being given to observing how the behavior varies when subjected to
changes in internal parameters or externally imposed operating conditions.
Both the static and the dynamic performance of converters can be observed
i	 I	 i	 I	 l	 i	 f	 I
in this way, and examples of system trajectories are presented to illustrate
all aspects of this approach.
As stated previously, this analysis approach is particularly well
suited for studying the manner in which various control techniques deter-
mine a switching sequence for the converter power stage. Chapter III ex-
ploits this feature and presents a discussion of some fundamental elements
which are required for the control of these systems and an evaluation of the
strengths and weaknesses of several particular control approaches as re-
vealed through the system state plane. Conditions for the stability of
systems employing one of the control approaches are discussed and explained
in terms of the system state trajectories, and measures which can be taken
to alleviate stability problems are proposed. digital comp uter simulations	
i
of converter systems operating under the influence of each of the control
techniques discussed are presented, and comparisons of the system responses
to step changes in the source voltage and the load current are made.
From the analytical backcrround presented in Chapters II and III, a
state-trajectory control law for dc-to-dc converters is derived in Chapter
IV. ,'after presenting a qualitative description of the fundamental concept
of this approach, detailed derivations of equations which are needed to
implement the control law are presented. The performance capabilities of
systems operating with this control technique are discussed with respect to
both steady-state and transient operation, and simulations of converter sys-
tems are presented. The sane converter power sta ges are used in these tests
as are used in Chapter III so that mel aningful comparisons between this can-
trol technique and the techniques presented in Chapter III can be made.
For the sake of clarity in developing and explaining this state-
trajectory control technique, all of the data presented in Chapters II, III,
1W 1 2
and IV are based on the models of the physical converters presented early
'. in Chapter II.	 Chapter V extends the development and understandin g
 of this
new technique by considering some practical
	 aspects of its application to
actual converter systems. 	 The effects of lossy elements such as inductor
` winding resistance, capacitor equivalent series resistance (ESR), and semi-
conductor voltage drops and bulk resistances on the converter behavior and
their subsequent relationship to the control technique proposed are discussed.
F Modifications to the equations derived in Chapter IV are presented which
accommodate the changes in system behavior caused by these lossy elements,
-- and, in a similar vein, additonal modifications to these equations which
yield simpler controller implementations but less precise converter perfor-
mance are explored, and tradeoffs between various aspects of converter sys-
tem performance and the complexity of the control law implementation re-
quired to achieve that performance are discussed.
	 Digital computer simulat-
ions of converter systems are a gain presented to illustrate each of these
considerations.
The physical
	 realizability of this mathematically derived control
theory and its applicability to actual
	 converter systems is demonstrated
in Chapter III.	 The particular approach described in this chapter employs
^.• digital processing of the system variables to generate the derived control
function, but other approaches which employ analog signal processing or
hybrid combinations of digital and analog techniques are equally feasible.
After briefly outlining the steps involved in this digital implementation,
the behavior of an experimental do-to-dc converter circuit operating under
its control is presented and discussed with respect to the performance
measures described in Chapter IV, and the experimentally measured response
r ' of this system is compared to the simulated and theoretically predicted
13
responses described in previous chapters.
The merits and usefulness of the analysis approach and resultant
control technique presented in this dissertation are discussed in Chapter
VII. Possible further developments of the control law for dc-to-dc conver-
ters are proposed and the applicability of this control approach to other
types of do-to-dc convertr=rs in particular and power processing systems in
general is discussed. Because this approach is both general and straight-
forward to apply, its usefulness is by no means limited to the particular
applications presented herein, and it is hoped that the reader will
emerge from this dissertation with an interest in applying this approach
to other systems as well as with a better understanding of an important
class of electronic power processing systems.
(14)
Chapter II
STATE TRAJECTORIES USED TO OBSERVE
ENERGY-STORAGE DC-TO-DC CONVERTERS
2.1 Introduction
The theory of control presented in this dissertation is derived from
a qualitative state--plane analysis of a widely used class of energy-storage
do-to-dc converters. This analysis approach and its application to three
representative do-to-dc converters is described in this chapter. After dis-
cussing the princi pal function and behavioral characteristics of the con-
verters in tieneral, normalized models of three particular converter power
stages which are used throughout this dissertation to illustrate the concepts
and theories developed are presented. Based on these models, a general dis-
cussion of converter behavior as it can be portrayed in the system state
plane is presented, with particular attention being given to observing how
the system behavior changes when subjected to changes in internal parameters
or externally imposed operating conditions. To aid in the visualization of
the various concepts and aspects of converter system performance described,
numerous graphical illustrations and examples of actual converter charac-
teristics are presented and discussed.
2.2 Class of Converters
The class of energy-storage do-to-dc converters treated in this
fl
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dissertation can be represented by the three basic networks depicted in
Figs. 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. There exist numerous other converter confi dura-
tions which are also members of this family, but the fundamental operational
characteristics of each of them can be found in one or the other of the
three basic configurations shown, and consequently an understanding of the
operation of these three configurations leads directly to an understanding
of all of the others. Each of these do-to-dc converter systems is comprised
of two principal subsystems -- a power handling stage and a control subsystem.
Only the converter power stages are shown in Figs. 2.1-2.3 because there are
a myriad of different control techniques which have been developed for these
systems. The surprisingly simple circuit topologies depicted in these
figures can efficiently and reliably achieve the relatively complex do-to-dc
conversion process described in Chapter 1. For each of the basic power-
handling configurations, the overall system performance with respect to such
features as output voltage overshoot or systF-.,,. ,-spouse times to transient
disturbances is, to a large extent, dependent on the manner in which the
control function is accomplished. The state- space analysis approach pursued
in this dissertation enables a clear visualization of this cause and effect
relationship between the system control function and the resultant conver-
ter behavior, and these relationships are examined in considerable detail
in this and the following chapter.
The primary function of energy-storage do-to-dc converters is to
extract electrical energy from a given do source at some unregulated vol-
tage level, but at a controlled rate, in order to deliver precisely regulated
do power to an electrical load at some other specified voltage level. The
relative magnitudes of the input supply voltage available and the regulated
output voltage desired is the criterion that determines which type of con-
16
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v0,rated = 20.0V, v I,nominal = 30.OV, and i 0,rated = 2.0;x.
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verter configuration should be used for a given application. The converter
depicted in Fig. 2.1, for example, is capable of delivering power to a load
at a regulated voltage level which is greater than that of its source. This
configuration is commonly known as the "voltage step-up" or "boost" conver-
ter. The converter shown in Fig. 2.2, on the , other hand, is capable of
supplying power to a load at a higher current level than is drawn from the
source, and consequently it is known as the "current step-up" or "buck"
converter. The third configuration, shown in Fig. 2.3, is known as the
"current-or-voltage step-up" or "buck/boost" converter because it is cap-
able of accomplishing either of the functions described above depending on
the duty cycle of the power switch Q and the relative magnitudes of the in-
put supply voltage and the desired average output voltage.
For the sake of clarity and conciseness in the presentation of
this dissertation, detailed discussions of the concepts and theories de-
rived are presented as they are developed for the voltage step--up confi gu-
ration only. Equivalent characteristic data and examples for the other two
representative configurations are also presented, but because the proce-
dures for deriving and utilizing these data are essentially the same for
all three configurations, the discussions of the current step-up and the
current-or-voltage step-up converters are limited to highlighting any differ-
ences or unusual features which may be peculiar to one but not the others.
The voltage step-up configuration has been chosen for the more complete pre-
sentation because it has been found to exhibit more severe stability prob-
lems and greater analytical difficulties than the other two configurations,
and thus can more fully illustrate the power of this approach.
The rate at which do-to-dc converters extract electrical energy from
a source is controlled by successively opening and closing a power switch
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so as to periodically interrupt the flour of ener gy from the source to the
load. These switches, denoted as Q in Fins. 2.1-2.3, are often silicon
power transistors in actual applications, but the type of swit61 employed
is of no consequence in the analysis and theory presented in this disser-
tation, and so the more general symbol for a switch is used in these circuit
diagrams rather than the particular symbol for a transistor. During the
time that the power switch is closed, energy is extracted from the source
and stored in a magnetic field in the linear inductor L. During this same
time period, energy which had previously been stored in an electric field
between the plates of the output capacitor C is released to the load.
During the time that the switch is open, the energy stored in the inductor
during the previous half c ycle is released to the load and to the capacitor
to replenish the energy which was lost during the switch closure time.
The lengths of time that the switch is open, Toff, and closed, T on , in both
steady--state and transient operation determine how much and how quickly
energy is transferred to the load and consequently are very important para-
meters in the study of dc-to--dc converters. A more complete discussion
and qualitative explanation of this aspect of performance and the behavior
of these three converter configurations in general is presented in Reference
G. The brief discussion presented here is intended only to introduce the
basic function of this class of electronic networks and to give a basis
for interpreting some of tie data presented in this and succeedin g chapters.
Pertinent characteristic waveforms for each of the three repre-
sentative configurations are presented in the (0) and (C) portions of
Figs. 2.1-2.3. As indicated in the figures, two distinct nodes of opera-
tion -- the "continuous conduction" and the "discontinuous conduction"
modes -- are possible for each confi guration. Thi s distinction is basest
I
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on the behavior of the current, i X , in the energy-storage reactor. If
this current fails to zero during the time that the power switch is open,
the converter is said to be operating in the discontinuous conduction mode.
Otherwise it is said to be in the continuous conduction mode. In recent
years considerable attention has been given to this distinction,,
and some researchers in the field of power processing have attributed
superior performance capabilities to systems which are designed to operate
solely in one or the other of these modes. A study of the relative merits
of each of these modes of operation is not presented in this dissertation
per se, but discussions and examples of systems operating in each mode are
presented in the course of the development of this thesis, and some advan-
tages and disadvantages of each do become apparent.
Another useful distinction which is illustrated in these series of
waveforms is the difference between the volta ge, v V across ideal output
capacitors and the actual output voltage, v 0, which is present across non-
ideal capacitors. This difference is due to the presence of the parasitic
equivalent series resistance (ESR), shown as r C in the diagrams, which is
always present to some degree in actual physical capacitors. This parasitic
effect has been included, even in these simplified dia grams, because it has
been found to play an important and sometimes dominant role in establishing
converter system behavior [5]. Some examples of the effect of capacitor
ESR on the behavior of various converter/controller systems are presented in
Chapter III.
2.3 Normalized Converters and models
For purposes of generality and to facilitate relative comparisons
of converter performance characteristic, the three basic converter Dower
^I
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stages described above have been normalized as shown in Fig. 2.4. idormal-
ization factors have been chosen so that the normalized rated average out-
put voltage is unity, the normalized rated output current is unity, and
a normalized time of 21T corresponds to the undamped natural period of the
inductor-capacitor Combination in the unnormalized converter power stage.
In a system normalized in this manner, the magnitudes of all voltages re-
present some portion of the desired average output voltage. Thus, an input
voltage of 0.75 corresponds to a voltage of 75% of the desired average out-
put voltage, and an instantaneous peak output voltage of 1.05 corresponds
to an output voltage overshoot of 5%. Likewise, the values of all normal-
ized system currents represent some multiple of the rated output current,
and a reactor current of 2.0 corresponds to twice the rated current, where-
as a current of 0.5 corresponds to one half of the rated output current.
The third normalization factor, Tref	 LC, enables a quick evaluation of
the converter switching frequency relative to the natural frequency of the
system. This is a very important consideration when designing swi tchi n q
converters such as these, and normally the successful operation of them
is dependent on having a switching frequency considerably 'ni gher than the
natural frequency of the LC combination in the power stage. Thus, the
switching period of the normalized system should be considerably less than
27r to meet this criterion. Most of t;7e data presented in this dissertation
are in normalized form, and the symbols introduced in Fig. 2.4 with the
subscripts N are used to distinguish normalized variables and parameters
from their unnormalized counterparts.
To be amenable to a mathematical analysis, any physical system
must be modeled in such a way as to capture those aspects of the system
behavior which are essential to its operation and which, additionally, focus
VT-P1 iO4
I	 I	 !	 I	 !	 t
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attention on items of particular interest. The simplified schematic aiagrams
presented in Figs. 2.1 - 2.3 and the normalized networks of Fig. 2.4 are
examples of such abstractions of physical do-to-dc converter systems. An-
other model of each of these converters is presented in Figs. 2.5, 2.5,
and 2.7. The (A) portion of each of these figures represents the respec-
tive converter power stage during the time that the power switch Q is
closed or "on," while part (B) represents the converter during the time
that the switch is open or "off." Tile models portrayed in these figures
have relatively simple mathematical representations but, at the same time,
retain the essential behavioral characteristics of the actual physical
systems. Thus, for the sake of convenience in generating desired data and
to avoid obscuring fundamental concerts in unessential details, these
simplified models are used in the development of this and the next two
chapters. It should be noted, however, that the validity of the theoreti-
cal treatment presented in this chapter is not dependent on the particular
simplified converter models depicted in these figures. The same arguments
and equivalent data can be generated for converter models of arbitrary com-
plexity. A complete discussion and evaluation of various levels of model-
ing as it affects the control theory developed in this dissertation is pre-
sented in Chapter V.
As can be surmised from Figs. 2.52.7, the power switches in these
converters are assumed to be ideal,  i .e. , they switch between ideal open
circuits and ideal closed circuits instantly on command. Li kewi se the
diodes are assumed to be ideal with no losses and no switching delays.
These two approximations enable a piecewise-linear treatment of these cir-
cuits which can readily be justified given the quality of currently avail-
able semiconductor switching devices. In addition, the converter output
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voltage is assumed to be sufficiently well-regulated in the case of a con-
stant load resistance that the load can be represented as a constant current
sink, and when v i _,i is constant, the inductor current can be assumed to rise
with a constant slope during the switch on-time and fall with a coristant
slope duri ng the switch off-time. This triangular inductor current i ,	 is
O.b.-	 1
used, in conjunction with the independent output current, i C_V to compute
4	 the current into capacitor C,^ and subsequently the capacitor voltage vg_{i.
i
	
	 The mathematical representations of these models are given below
their respective diagrams in the form of pairs of first order differential
equations. The solutions to these state equations are algebraic functions
of time and thus are easy to visualize. The primary justification for the
assumptions on the shape of the inductor current and the magnitude of
the peak to peak output voltage ripple relative to its average value can
be found in the design restriction stated above that the converter switch-
ing frequency should be at least one order of magnitude greater than the
natural frequency of the inductor--capacitor combination in the converter
power stage. A more detailed evaluation of these assumptions and their
affect on the accuracy of analyses can be found in the literature [20] and
is not presented here; for as stated previously, this model has been chosen
merely for convenience and for the sake of clarity of presentation and is
t	
not cruical to the development of this control theory. More exact models
of these systems yield solutions to the state equations which, although
transcendental in nature, are equally amenable to this state-plane treat-
ment but are less readily visua l ized without the aid of detailed computation.
2.4 Converter Behavior in the State Mane
The converter system state variables employed in this study are
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the normalized reactor current ix_ N and the normalized capacitor voltage
VC-14 . The behavior of the converters can be represented mathematically by
means of a sequence of pairs of differential equations which can be solved
explicitly to yield time-domain solutions for the state of the system. The
mathematical representations for the models described in the preceding
section are given in Figs. 2.5-2.7. if the independent variable, normal-
ized Lime, is eliminated in the solutions ix-N(tN) and vC_N (tN ), a se-
quence of equations of the form ve j = q(i X ) results in which time is an
implicit parameter. These implicit equations, when plotted in the state
plane of i W versus vC_N , define what is called the solution curve, or the
system state trajectory. Those portions of a solution curve which result
when the power switch is on are referred to as on-time trajectories, and
those portions corresponding to the power switch being off are referred to
as off-time trajectories. The complete transient response of a converter
thus can be portrayed in the state plane as a sequence of connected on-
time and off-time trajectories. Normal steady-state operation of a con-
verter is indicated by a closed curve in the state plane consisting of a
single on-time trajectory and a single off-time trajectory.
A typical family of on-time and family of off-time trajectories for
a particular voltage step-up do-to-dc converter, whose equations are derived
below, are presented in Fig. 2.8. Each trajectory corresponds to a differ-
ent pair of initial conditions or initial state of the system. The family
of off-time trajectories, whose initial states have been arbitrarily se-
lected as uniformly spaced points along the translated ordinate axis, are
shown as solid lines and also include segments of the vC_N axis. Paths,
such as these are the ones which the system state must follow whenever the
power switch is turned off. Similarly, the on-time trajectories, shown
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as .dashed lines, are the paths which the state must follow during the time
that the power switch is closed. As indicated previously, time is an
implicit parameter in these state trajectories and, as time increases,
the system state moves in the direction indicated by the arrow heads; i.e.,
i
decreasing reactor current and peaking capacitor voltage, or simply de-
creasing capacitor voltage if the reactor current is zero, for the off-
time trajectories and increasing reactor current and decreasing capacitor
voltage for the on - time trajectories. Any converter solution curve, or
solution trajectory, is made up -if a sequence of such off -time segments
and on-time segments.
2.4.1 . Equations of Trajectories
When modeling the voltage step -up converter as portrayed in Fig.
2.5, these solution curves are found to be parabolas for the off-time
trajectories with reactor current greater than zero and straight lines
for the on-time trajectories as derived below. Using Ki rchoff ` s voltage
and current laws, the sequence of state equations correspondin g to the
model of Fig. 2.5 and given in that figure can be readily derived. Calling
0	 0	 0
t  the arbitrary initial time and i X
_, I (tN ) and vC _ N (tN ) the arbitrary
initial state variables of the converter, the time - domain solution of the
network of Fig. 2.5(A) for the time interval Ton-N that the power switch is
closed is
VI-N
	
°
i X_iq 	 L^^ tN 	i X-11 N)
(2.1)
i 0-N
vC-N : - CN tN	 vC^id (t.14
iiotice that the off-time trajectories peak at iX-N	 iN_*'
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for to <-4 < to + Ton-ii' Let the ti me instant (tN + Ton-N) that the
power switch opens be called t^^ as illustrated in Fig. 2.9(A) for the con-
tinuous conduction case and 2.9(R) for the discontinous conduction case.
Then, for that portion of the power switch off-time period To ff_.) that the
inductor current i X _ `J is greater than zero in Fin. 2.5 (G) , the solutions
for the two system state variables are
i	 - - 
V0-.1	 v I -11 
t;J { ix-N(ti) i X-.J
i
_ _ y0-11J	 y
v	
_	
}	 vC-
I-14 	2	 ^X-N tN - ^'3-iJ
	^ (t.l)C -N	 2L..JC^1	 t^ J 	 C^J	 t^J	 J	 if
for t' <_ t < t j + Toff
—id.
 Similarly, let the time instant (t y + Toff-'J )
that the inductor current i X _ 1J falls to zero and the diode 0 becomes re-
verse biased or "open" be called t2. Then, for that portion of the power
switch off-time period To Of f_ A that the inductor current ix-1J is equal to
zero in Fig. 2.5(13), the solutions for the two system state variables are
iX-"J ` 0
(2.3)
_ _ 0-IN
vC-N	 C,	 t11	 vC- '.1(tN )
for t2 <_ t11 < t2 k ToffT1J'
 To simplify this notation for subsequent deriva-
tions, the initial values of inductor current and capacitor volta ge when
the converter is operating in steady state are defined as illustrated in
Fig. 2.9 and as listed below.
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operation.
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i X-N (t!V ) - 'A-M
VC-NN ) - VA-N
(2.4)
i X-N (tN	 iB-N
(2.5)
VC-N (tN ) - vB-N
It should be noted that if the converter is operating in the continuous
conduction mode, the inductor current never falls to zero and only two
sees of equations, (2.1) and (2.2), are needed to completely describe the
system.
The independent variable, t P in each of the pairs of solutions
presented above can be eliminated to yield the following sequence of
equations which defines the system state trajectory during each of the
three possible time intervals, where again only the first two equations
are appropriate if the system is operating in the continuous conduction
mode.
_	 pfd i 0-N
VC-N - C N vI-N XA + Kl
V	 - -	
LN	
i 2 +	 "ii 0-N	 i	 + KC-id -	 2CN VO-N - VI-N) X-N	 C N v0-1a - vI-N	 X-i+!	 2
i X-N	 0
Kl
 and K2
 are constants which are functions
(2.b)
(2.7)
(2.8)
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values, the converter operating conditions, and the particular initial
states for the respective switching intervals, and for steady-state operation
are given by 
K= L id i0-R. i f v	 (2.9 )1	 Clf vI-N A- PI	 A-y
K2 ^ c v L^ -
	 i B2^ - C Lv ' g-N v	 i ^-^ ^- v^-^^
	
(2.10)
u a-11	 VI-N ) 	N a-	 I-N
Thus, for the converter model chosen, the system on-time trajectories are
defined by (2.6) which gives the family of straight lines of Fig. 2.8.
Likewise, the portions of the off-time trajectories which occur during
Toff-Pd are defined by (2.7) which gives the family of parabolas of Fig. 2.8.
The portions of off-time trajectories corresponding to To ff-Pd are defined
by (2.8) and are simply segments of the v C_ H axis with the direction of
movement of the state when on this axis being toward the origin of the
plane. The trajectories defined by (2.8) occur during the zero-current
dwell time of the system when operating in the discontinuous conduction
mode.
The trajectories plotted in Fig. 2.8 are shown only in a localized
region of the state plane with a voltage range of t2% of the rated output
voltage and a current range of 0 to 2 times the rated output current. This
particular region of the plane is displayed because it includes the steady-
state trajectory of the example converter operating with the input voltage
and output current specified. This steady-state trajectory is highlighted
with bold lines near the center of Fig. 2.8 and is seen to be comprised of
segments of one off-time trajectory and one on--time trajectory. The par-
ticular closed trajectory illustrated there corresponds to steady-state
operation in the continuous conduction mode at half the rated output current
^See page 125 for further discussion of i A-y' vA-^^^'
	 ^B- IV'
and v
B- N'
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and with an input voltage equal to 75% of the rated output voltage, and it
is used as a reference condition in subsequent illustrative data. It should
be noted that the average reactor current for the voltage step-up converter
is equal to Vg
-N/v I-N times the average output current, which for this example
is 3 i 0_ N . Examples of discontinuous conduction trajectories, consisting
of three distinct segments as described in the preceding' paragraph, are pre-
sented later in this chapter.
Given any initial state within this plane, the transient trajectory
which the system state follows in attempting to reach a steady-state con-
dition is determined by the sequence of power switch closings and openings
as established by the converter controller. As long as the power switch is
off, the system state must follow the particular off-time trajectory which
passes through the state at the instant the switch is opened. At the instant
the switch is turned on, the state must be gin to follow the particular on-
time trajectory which passes through the final state of the preceding off-
time trajectory. In this manner, the state of the system alternately follows
off-time and on-time trajectories around the state plane and eventually, if
the converter system is functioning properly, converges to a closed steady-
state trajectory. Such a sequence of trajectories is illustrated in Fig.2.10.
From the initial state marked with an X in the ix-N vs. vG-N plane,
the system state follows the on-time trajectory which passes through this
initial state until the power switch is turned off at some time by the
action of the converter's controller. The off-time trajectory which passes
through the final on-time is then followed until the switch is again
turned on by the controller. In this example, the converter, operating
under the influence of a fictitious controller, converges to the closed
two-segment steady--state trajectory near the center of the figure in two
"on/off" cycles of control. The families of curves shown in this figure
0-
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are the same as those in Fig. 2.8, and the steady-state trajectory high-
lighted in both figures is the same. The fictitious controller employed
in this example enables the system state to converge very quickly and
efficiently to the desired steady-state trajectory. Most conventional con-
trollers usually are not capable of achieving such quick and accurate tran-
sient solutions, however, and in some cases unstable converter operation
	 *-. f
results whereby the system state diverges from the desired steady-state
trajectory or converges to some other steady-state trajectory which does
not meet the system specifications adequately. Examples of transient tra-
jectories for systems operating with some commonly employed control tech-
niques and illustrations of various types of unstable operation in con-
verters are presented in Chapter III.
As discussed previously, time is an implicit parameter in these
state trajectories, and it can be extracted if desired to reveal the more
familiar current and voltage vs. time waveforms. The relationship between
a system state trajectory and its corresponding time waveforms is illus-
trated in Fig. 2.11. Selected instants of the implicit parameter til are
indicated in the state plane as small circles on the state trajectory. The
same values of current and voltage are similarly marked on the iX-N vs.
tN and v,_N vs. tN plots. It should be noted that the distance traversed
by the system state in the state plane is not necessarily a good indica-
tion of the length of time required to accomplish that movement. The
state of the system can move quickly or slowly around the state plane as
determined by the system time constants which are revealed in the state
equations.
0.0
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Fin. 2.11 illustration of relationship between state-Plane solution
trajectory (upper left) and state-variable time waveshapes (ripht)
for the voltage step-up converter. The solution trajectory is com-
prised of segments from the two families of trajectories displayed
i n Fig. W.
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2.4.2 Equations of Trajectories for the Current Step - Up and the
Current-or-Voltage Step-Op Converters
The general discussion presented at the beginning of section 2.4
applies equally well to the other members of this class of dc-to - dc con-
verters. Families of on-time trajectories and off--time trajectories for
the current step - up and current-or-voltage step - up converters shown in
Figs. 2.2 and 2 . 3 are presented in Figs. 2.12 and 2 . 13 respectively. The
derivation of the equations for these trajectories follows precisely the
derivation presented for the voltage step-up configuration given in section
2.4.1 and is not repeated here. The equations for the current step-up
converter trajectories are found to be parabolas during both the power switch
on-time interval and the portion of the switch off-time interval when the
reactor current is greater than zero as seen in equations ( 2.11) and (2.12)
respectively. During Ton-M
_	 L 	 2	 041 L 
vC-N -	
2CN 
V
O-N - VI-N-) ^X-N	 CN VO-N - VI-N ^X-N } Kl
During Toff - N
_	 L 	 2	 3 0-N bpi
vC-N - 2C  
vO-N X- N 	 C  v0-N X-N	 K2
During Toff -N
i X-11 = o
(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.13)
with
—
	 Lra	 2	 i o—ra ^-ra
Kl	 2cN ^0-N — "I—N	 A-N - CN VO--N	 VI—N)'-N { VA-N
(2.14)
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Fick. 2.12 Families of on-time trajectories (dashed lines) and off-time
trajectories (solid lines) in the state plane of ix-,3 vs. vc -A for the
current step-up converter shorn in Fig. 2.2 with vJ-1 = 1.5 and
i0_i = 0.5. Mghiiahted closed curve is the steady-state solution
trajectory corresponding to nominal conditions used as a reference
in subsequent figures.
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K	
2 _ '0-N P
	 (2.15)
2	
2CNV0-N 3 B-N	 CN v0-N ^B-N	 vB-N
The equations which determine -che state trajectories for the current-
or-voltage step-up configuration are given as equations (2.16) and (2.17).
During Ton-N
i
v	 iO-N L i	 +KC-N -	 v	 rdI-N C,	 X-N	 1	 (2'1°)
During Taff N
v	
^'N	 2	 LN i 0-14	 ( 2.17 )CA =- C	 i X-N C N VO- i! X- N	
«2
During Toff-N
i X-N = 0 (2.18)
with
K 	 A-M + vA-N	 (2.19)
vI-N C 
and
K2	 C7N v	
iB2 _ CN v0-N 	
i	
v	 (2.20)
N 0-N	
N	
N 0--[d B-N	 B-N
As in the case for the voltage step-up converter, the on-time trajectories
for the current-or-voltage step-up converter are straight lines,while the
off-time trajectories for reactor current greater than zero are parabolas.
The range of i X-N i l l ustratea in Fi g. 2.13 is greater than that in Figs.
ti	 I	 ',	 I	 f
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2.12 and 2.8 because the two-segment steady-state trajectory for the
current-or-voltage step-up converter operating under nominal conditions
occurs at a higher average normalized current than the steady-state tra-
jectories for the other two cases. This difference in current levels is
particularly interesting in view of the fact that both the voltage step-
up and the current-or-voltage step-up convertor s ystems are operating
under the same conditions and with approximately the same circuit com-
ponent values. Further comparisons between these configurations are pos-
sible, but it is not a purpose of this dissertation to make a comparative
study of converter power stages, and consequently detailed evaluations of
them are not proposed. Examples of transient trajectories from arbitrary
initial  states to tiie desired steady-state trajectories for the current
step-up and the current-or-voltage step-up converters and corresponding
time waveforms are presented in Figs. 2.14 and 2.15 respectively.
2.4.3 Changes in System Operating Conditions and Parameters
As discussed and derived in preceding sections of this chapter, the
shapes of converter system state trajectories are well defined and known
functions of network parameters, such as the system inductance and capa-
citance, and of the externally imposed operating conditions such as the
source voltage and the load current. Thus, a change in a system para-
meter or, more likely, a change in operating conditions, causes the shapes
of these trajectories to change accordingly. For example, Fig. 2.16(A)
illustrates how, starting from common initial states, the shapes of the
off-time and on-time trajectories for the voltage step-up converter pre-
sented previously chancre when the converter output current increases from
no load to full load. The initial state for the off-time trajectories,
f
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Fi a. 2.14 Illustration of relationship between state--plane solution
;trajectory (upper left) and state-variable tima waveshapes (right)
for the current step-up convertew. . The solution trajectory is
composed of segments from the two families of trajectories dis-
played in Fig. 2.12.
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Fia. 2.15 Illustration of relationship between state- plane solution
trajectory (upper left) and state-variable time wave-shapes (right)
for the current-or-vol tare step-up converter. The solution tra-
jectory is composed of segments from the two families of trajectories
displayed in Fi rr. 2.13.
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indicated by the dot in the fi gure, corresponds to the instant in the
steady-state cycle of Fig. 2.8 when the power switch turns off. Likewise,
the initial state for the five on-time trajectories, indicated by the
square in the figure, is chosen as the switch-on instant in the same steady-
state cycle. This reference steady-state solution trajectory can also be
seen in Fi g . 2.16(A) as the solid closed curve made up of segments corres-
ponding to one half of the rated output current and indicated on the figure
as load condition number three. ,Dote that the range of the reactor cur-
rent in this figure is 0 to 1 unit rather than 0 to 2 units as in Fig. 2.8
so that the steady-state trajectory appears enlongated in the vertical di-
rection. A similar example of how the shapes of the trajectory segments
change for various values of input voltage is presented in Fig. 2.16(€3)
where the same initial states are used, and the reference steady-state
trajectory of Fig. 2.8 is again displayed as the closed curve consisting
of segments corresponding to input-voltage condition number four.
In each of the examples of system state trajectories presented in
this chapter, a closed two-segment steady-state trajectory for the given
converter system and externally imposed operating conditions has been
noted. These closed paths have been referred to as the desired steady-
state trajectories implying that these, and only these trajectories satis-
fy all of the converter specification s. On examining the positions of
these steady-state trajectories in the system state-plane, one can see
that they are more or less centered about the voltage v 0- €-1 - 1.0 and about
some value of reactor currant ix -N which is commensurate with the output
current required. A method for determining the exact location of the
steady-state trajectory that satisfies a given converter specification is
presented in Chapter IV. It is sufficient for the purposes of this chapter
i	 I	 i	 F
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to point out that the position and shape of the steady-state trajectory of
a converter operating under a given set of externally imposed operatinq
conditions change, as do the shapes of the on-time and off-time trajectories
in general, when there is a change in the externally imposed operating
conditions.
To illustrate this concept, consider the system of Fig. 2.1
operating in steady-state under the input voltage and output current con-
ditions shown in Fig. 2.8. If the load current required suddenly changes
from 50% to 10% of the rated value (due, perhaps, to the switchin g off of
some experiment on an orbiting spacecraft system), the system state must
suddenly follow the families of on-time and off-time trajectories corres-
ponding to the new load condition, depicted in Fig, 2.17, rather than those
shown in Fig. 2.8 as it had been doing. The steady-state trajectory cor-
responding to the original operating conditions has been superimposed on
the new families of trajectories in Fig. 2.17. If the load switch occurs,
for example, when the system state is at the point marked X, a possible
transient trajectory which converges to the new equilibrium condition in
three off/on cycles of control is shown as the bold sequence of connected
off--time and on-time trajectory segments. Again the switching from off-
time trajectories to on-time trajectories is determined by the system con-
troller which is, in this case, purely fictitious. The new steady-state
trajectory, consisting of a three-segment closed path, illustrates the dis-
continuous conduction mode of operation and centers about the de-
sired average output voltage and a level of reactor current which en-
ables the supply of the required output current at that voltage. As
stated previously, the ac -ompl i shment of this Aesi red steady-state tra-
jectory is in reality a difficult task, and usually the precise steady-
av	 t	 t	 t	 1	 t	 t	 ^	 t	 A
o	 S	 1	 1	 1	 ^	 ^	 ti	 ^	 t1	 t	 ^	 ^	 ^	 1	 ^	 3	 ^	 t
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Fin. 2.17 Fxarple of a transient trajectory (bola broken lime) for the
voltage step-up converter responding to a steer-change in output
current from iC-q = X1.5 to 0.1.
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state trajectory which yields exactly the desired average output voltage 	 1
cannot be achieved for more than one set of externally imposed operating	 !
J
conditions. A more likely response of this system to a decrease in output 	
i
3
current would result in an average output voltage which is higher than the
--
	 I
desired value. Examples of such behavior are presented in Chapter III.
Similar changes in the shapes of the state trajectories for changes	 i
in output current and input voltage for the current step-up and the current-
or-voltage step-up converters can be observed as illustrated in Figs. 2.13 	 j
and 2.19 respectively. !Notice, however, that in these figures, the shapes
of the off-time trajectories are independent of variations in the input
voltage. This independence is apparent by the absence of vI-N in equa-
tions (2.12) and (2.17)
	
for the off-tirm 'trajectories of these con-
verters, but it can also be explained by observing in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3
that the input voltage source is completely decoupled from the converter
power stages during the time that the power switch is open, and consequently
cannot influence the behavior of them during that time. Notice also that the
range of i X-N displayed in Fig. 2.19 is twice that displayed in Figs.
2.13 and 2.15. This is due, again, to the fact that higher current levels
are observed in the current-or-voltage step-up configuration than in the
voltage step-up or the current step-up converters for comparable power con-
version tasks. 'Examples of transient trajectories for the current step-up and
the current-or-voltage step-up configurations moving from one equilibrium
condition to another due to a step change in load current and a step
change in input voltage respectively are illustrated in Figs. 2.27 and 2.21.
Tile controllers are again fictitious, and the final steady-state trajec-
tories achieved are those which precisely meet the new system operating
conditions.
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step--up converter with
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Fiq. 2.20 Example of a transient trajectory (bola broken line ) for
the current step-up converter responding to a step change in output
current from i 	 0.5 to 1.0.
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Fin. 2.21 Exanple of a transient tra ectory (hol d, broken curv-) for
the rurrnnt-or-voltage step-up converter responainn to a ste p change
in inp ut voltage fro g v I _. I _ 9.75 to 9.5.
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As mentioned previously, the shapes of the system state trajecto-
ries, in addition to depending on the circuit operating conditions, are
also dependent on the values of the system parameters. Of particular
interest to converter designers in recent years has been the effect of
changing the value of the energy--storage inductance. The value of in-
ductance often is chosen to insure converter operation in either the con-
tinuous or the discontinuous conduction mode over a specified range of
operating conditions. Fig. 2.22 presents the off-time trajectories and
the on--time trajectories for three different values of inductance in
voltage step-up converters which are otherwise identical  and which are 	 1
running under the same set of operating conditions. The trajectories
labeled 2 correspond to the value of inductance which has been used as the
reference value in previous illustrations. One can see the now familiar
reference steady-state trajectory near the center of the figure. As one
might expect, the steady-state trajectories which exist for the other two
illustrative values of inductance are quite different. All three of these
trajectories are shown in Fig. 2.23 for the same values of input supply
voltage, average output voltage, and average load current. For large
t
values of inductance, steady-state operation is in the continuous conduc-
tion mode, Figs. 2.23(A) and (6). With sufficiently small values of in-
ductance the steady-state operation of the converter is in the discntinr
uous conduction mode as can be seen in Fin. 2.23(0) where the solution tra-
jectory incorporates a portion of the axis of abscissas corresponding to
zero reactor current during a portion of the power swatch off-time. Thus,
one can see that these three converters, which are identical  except for
the values of inductance, accomplish the same power processing task but in
1
markedly different manners which are consistent with the requirements of
J
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Fir. 2.22 0hanyes in si^ape of on-tire trajectories (dashed lines) awi
off-tir=r- trajectori^:s (solid lines) for the voltage step--up converter
with Vi = 0.75, ig-N = r1.5, and decreasing values of inductance
Li = 11
-
0.1597, 2) 0.1135, and 3) 0.0505.
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Fiq. ''_.''3 Steady-state trajectories for the voltans step--ur► converter
operating at vJ_:i = `1.75, i,)_;= = 9.5, and successively smaller values
of inductance: (A) L,1 = 0.1597, (B) L,i = 9.1136, and (C) L.1 = .0.9505.
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the individual shapes of their respective on-time and off-time trajectories.
Similar behavior is observed for the current step-up configuration
as illustrated in Figs. 2.24 and 2.25 and for the current-or-voltage step-
up configuration as illustrated in Figs. 2.26 and 2.27. Again there are
observable aspects which are peculiar to each of the converter configura-
tions presented, but the fundamental nature of each of them is quite simi-
lar, and information learned about one is usually helpful when studying
the others.
2.5 Conclusions
The primary purpose of this chanter has been to demonstrate how
the behavior of energy-storage dc-to-dc converters can be portrayed in
the system state plane by means of families of trajectories which the con-
verter state must follow during both transient and steady-state operation.
The shapes of these trajectories are established by the physical laws
which govern the operation of the systems, and mathematical representa-
tions of them can be derived in terms of the system component values and
externally imposed operating conditions. The particular sequence of off-
time and on-time	 ajectories which a system state follows in both steady-
state and transient operation is determined by the action of the system
controller and establishes the static and dynamic performance characteristics
of the converter. A particular converter power stage operating in conjunc-
tion with a fixed set of operating conditions can exhibit the same steady-
state trajectory when functioning under different control laws provided
that the power switch duty cycle is the same for each and the controller
can be adjusted to yield the same average output voltage. When the opera-
ting conditions change, however, the transient response of each system is
0CI
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Fin. 2.24 Changes in sha p e of on-time trajectories (dashed lilies)
and off-time trajectories (solid lines) for the current stye-up
converter with vI_I = 1.5, io-N = 0.5, and decreasing; values of
inductwice L I = 1) 0.120, 2) 0.0973, and 3) 7.7577.
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Fin. 2.25 Steady-state trajectories for the current step-up converter
o9eratin9 at vl - ;j = 1.5, is ,j = 0.5, and successively smaller values
of inductance: („) L;, = 0.1291, ('S) L;j = 0.0973, and (C) L .-j = 9.0577.
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Fiq. 2.26 "hanaes in shape of on-tire trajectories (dashed lines)
and off- tim trajectories (solid lines) for the current-or-voltage
step - up converter with vi-,; = 3.75, i 7-A = 9.5, and decreasing values
of inductance Lq = 1) 0.15` 7, 2) 0.1033, and 3) 0.0573.
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quite different as determined by the particular controller employed. The
same families of off-time and on-time trajectories, as established by the
converter power stave, must be followed in each case, but the particular
switching instants and intervals, and consequently the complete transient
trajectory, are determined by the controller employed and usually are
quite different for each system.
An understanding of the system state trajectories and knowing
how they change for changes in system parameters and externally imposed
operating conditions reveal certain fundamental limitations  i n the per-
formance of the converter power stage which cannot be exceeded no matter
what control technique is employed. This ability to observe the movement
of the system state enables one to examine and compare various control
techniques which can be used to determine when to turn the converter
power switch on and off, and to determine strengths and weaknesses in
these techniques. The primary purpose of the remainder of this disserta-
tion is to investigate this task of controlling enerqy-storage do-to-dc
converters and to present the derivation of a highly responsive control
technique which is based on the findings of this chapter.
CHAPTER III
CONVERTER COATROL FUICTIMS PORTRAYED
I;J THE STATE ALA IE
	 w )
f
3.1 Introducti on
As discussed
which a converter st
tion are selected by
state-plane analysis
visualization of the
in the nrecedina chapter, the specific trajectories
ate follows in both transient and steady -state opera-
the action of the convertor control subsystem. The
approach developed in Chapter II enables a useful
manner in which various converter control functions
accomplish this task of determining a switching sequence for the converter
power sta ge. This visualization, in turn, enables a meanin gful comparison
and ulderstandin g of the stren gths and weaknesses of these various control
approaches. The pur pose of this chapter is to illusL-rate, by example,
how converter control functions can be portrayed in the system state plane,
and to demonstrate how this portrayal can be used to reveal the cause and
effect relationships which exist between the action of the control function
and the converter power stage behavior which results from it.
After discussin g M basic chlracteristics of converter controllers
in general, several control techni qo !s =.r'ii ch are commonly used in conver-
ter applications are described and evalua M . Examples of converters
operating under the influence of these control functions are presented in
the form of digital computer simulations, and comparisons and discussions
of the stren gths and weaknesses of eac;i of them are made. 'llthouph the
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state--plane analysis approach described in Chapter II can be used to ex-
tensively analyze and predict the performance of these converter/controller
systems, the presentation in this chapter is intended only to give the
necessary background for an understanding of the development of the new
control technique which is presented in Chapter IV.
3.2 Categories of Converter Controllers
One of the most important points discussed in Chapter II is the
fact that the movement of the state of any dc--to-dc converter system is
restricted to specific families of trajectories as established by the
governing physical lawF of the system. For second order systems, these
trajectories can be represented by curves in a two-dimensional state
plane as illustrated in Chapter II. For higher order systems, these
trajectories become curves in an n-dimensional state space which are less
easily visualized, but nonetheless represent completely the behavior of
the system. In either case, however, the only means available for con-
trolling the behavior of these systems is to switch the movement of the
state from one type of trajectory to another. The criterion used by the
system controller to determine when to make such a switch is the principal
feature which distinguishes one control technique from another and which
enables a particular controller to accomplish improvements in certain
aspects of converter system performance while other techniques enable
superior performance for some other aspects.
In recent years it has become apparent that each of the control
techniques developed for do-to-dc converters can be conveniently gro- ped
into one of four classes based on a characteristic timing feature of the
control function. These four classes of converter controllers are commonly
f
E
i^
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referred to as the "constant frequency," "constant on-tide," "constant
off-time," and "free running" types of controllers. Thase class distinc-
tionsare based on the manner in which ona of the two controller switching
decisions, turn-off or turn -on, is made. For example, a constant on-time
controller turns the converter power switch off after it has been on for
a ;-ire-determined constant time interval, designated T on , regardless of all
other circuit conditions. Many different criteria can he used to determine
the switch--on instant, but the switch is always opened after . specified
on-time interval. Similarly, constant off-time controllers close the
converter power switch after a specified off-time interval, Toff, without
regard to the circuit conditions at that instant. With the on-time or the
off-time switching interval fixed in this manner, the overall converter
switchin g frequency often must vary as the system operatinp conditions vary;
for as discussed previously and as described in Ref. [6], the converter
paier switch duty-cycle ratio, Ton' (Ton + Toff}' is a very important para-
meter in determining the general behavior of most converter systems, and
particularly in determining the input to output voltage transformation
i
ratio.
The third class of converter controllers listed above are character-
ized by a fixed switching interval, with a variable ratio of on-tire to
off-time within that interval to maintain the volataae regulation desired.
Inherent in this tune of controller are limitations on the maxi num on -ti m^
and off-time periods which are possible per cycle of operation, because
their surf, Ton } Toff, for each cycle must equal Lbe total switching period
T. Constant frequency controllers can be desipned so that either the
switch-off instant or the switch -on instant occurs at the beginning of the
fixed interval, T, with the other switchin o instant occurinn sometime
68
durin g the interval as determined by some other controller criterion. Tne
final cate gory of controllers listed above is the free-running class hiti
involves no system timing constraints whatsoever and makes both tie switch .-
on and tha switch-off decision based on some untired control function.
These four converter control catenories, summarized pictorially in Fig.
3.1,are discussed in considerable datail in Ref. [22]. Examples of p ar-
ticular constant on-time and constant frequency controllers, and digital
computer simulations of the performance of converters operatin g in con-
junction with them, are oresented and discussed in the next two sections
or this chapter.
3.3 Constant On-Time Controllers
No exar ►ples of constant on-tire, or pulse frequency modulation,
controllers are presented in this section. The first example is a
classical single-loop controller which senses thi converter output voltage
and makes its switch-on decision based on the ma gnitude of this voltage
relative to a fixed reference value. The second example is a more re-
cently develo ped two-loop control configuration which combines the con-
verter output voltanr with the voltage across the ener gy stora ge reactor,
intenrates this composite volta ge, and compares the resultant signal to a
fixed threshold level to determine the converter switch -on instant. 4 A-
tailed description of the development of this latter control technique is
presented in Ref. [23].
3.3.1 Conventional Single-Loop Controller
A conventional single-loop constant on-time controller is depicted
conceptually in Fig. 3.2. The controller monitors the output voltage, VXV
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Fig. 3.1 Pictorial representation of (A) constant on-time, (B) constant
off-time, (C) constant frequency, and ^D) free-running types of con-
verter controllers.
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of the converter power stage and compares it to a constant reference volt-
age, IlR-N . When the output voltage is less than the reference voltage,
two monostable multivibrators are activated; one produces a pulse of width
Ton-hl' equal to the constant on-time specified, and the other produces a
pulse of width equal to the on-time plus a specified minimum off-time
which yields, in effect, a minimum switching period equal to Tmin-,'d' The
output of the upper monostable multivibrator turns the converter power
switch on for the specified time interval, Ton-M' whereas the complementary
output from the lower multivibrator gives a negative input to the AND gate.
This insures that the upper multivibrator cannot be activated again until
after waiting a minimum time, Tmin-N' even if the output voltage never
exceeds the reference. If after this minimum period the output voltage
still does not exceed the reference level, the output of the AND gate goes
positive and a turn-on signal is again issued. If the output volta ge does
rise above the reference level within the minimum off--time interval, however,
the upper input to the AND gate is negative and the turn-on signal cannot
be activated.
A Minimum off-time interval is incorporated into this control pro-
cess to allow the energy which is stored in the inductor during the power
i
switch on-time intervals to be released to the load and the output capac-
itor, and thus enable the output voltage to rise., This feature is abso-
lutely essential to the successful operation of the voltage step-up and the
voltage--or-current step-up configurations which, as illustrated in Figs.
2.8 and 2.13 respectively, sustain decreasing output capacitor voltages
during the switch on-time intervals so that the output voltage is always
less than the reference level at the switch-off instant. This feature is 	
1
also needed when any of the three converter power stages discussed in
iis
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Chapter II undergo start-up or are subjected to sudden increases in load
current which cause the output voltage to fall considerably below the
reference level. Under these conditions, the minimum switching period en-
ables the output voltage to gradually build up to the reference level and
accomplish the desired threshold turn-on :,code of operation. In each cycle
of normal steady-state operation, however, the converter output voltage
does increase to a value which is greater than the reference level within
the minimum specified off-time interval, and the power switch remains open
until the output voltage falls back to cross the reference level. At that
instant, the desired threshold turn-on signal is issued and a fixed on-
time interval ensues. The minimum-period turn-on feature is incorporated
in this control function only as a backup measure to help accommodate severe
transient disturbances. If the operating conditions of the converter are
such that it must depend on this feature for the power switch turn-on signal,
unstable operation results as described and illustrated below.
This constant on-time control function can be portrayed in the
system state plane as illustrated in Fig. 3.3(A) and (B), where in Fig.
3.3(B) the state variables are the reactor current, ix -N , and the capacitor.
voltage, vC-N , as they are in the plots in Chapter II, but in Fig. 3.3(A)
the state variables have been chosen to be.the reactor current and the
output voltage, vC-N_ The output voltage has replaced vC_N in Fig. 3.3(A)
because it is the signal normally monitored in actual circuit implementations
rather than the ideal capacitor voltage, and as can be seen by comparing
Fig. 3.3(A), to Fig. 3.3(B) , a somewhat different portrayal of the system
behavior results. These figures present a family of off-time trajec& rigs
and a particular transient trajectory for the voltage step-up converter
of Frig. 2.1 operating under the nominal conditons specified in Fig. 2.8.
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Fig. 3.3 (A) Illustrative transient: trajectory plotted in the i	 vs. v	 plane for a voltage step-up
converter operating in conjunction with the constant on-time Wtro101f Fig. 3.2. The bold vertical
line represents the reference level switching line.
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Fig. 3.3(B I
 Trajectories of Fig. 3.3(A) mapped into the i r^ vs. v _, plane. The vertical switching line
of Fig. 3,3(A) maps into the slanted switching line of F^
	 3.3(B^.
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The on-time and off-time trajectories in the i X-N vs. 
vO--N 
plane can be de-
termined from the more familiar trajectories in the i X-N vs. vC_N plane from
equations (3.1) and (3.2) respectively.
During Ton-N'
v0-N	 vC-N - i 0-N rC-N	 (3.1)
During Toff-N'
v0-N - 
v
C-N + (i X-N - i0-N )
 rc-N	
(3.2)
The transient trajectory displayed in these figures is purely fictitious and
is intended only to illustrate the various features of the constant on—time
control technique described above.
The broad vertical line displayed in rig. 3.3(A) represents the
reference voltage, V R-N , which is used as a threshold value for the compar-
ator of Fig. 3.2. For purposes of illustration, consider the state of the
system to be initially at the point marked by an X and indicated by the letter
a. This state is to the left of the vertical switching line and -thus the
system controller initially issues a turn-on signal and the state follows an
on-time trajectory to point b. The length of this on-time trajectory is
fixed by the specified time interval, 
Ton-N' 
as are all on-time trajectories
for systems controlled in this manner. At the instant the power switch is
turned off, the state of the system jumps horizontally from point b to point e.
This jump, indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 3.3(A), is due to the sudden
change in current which flows through the output capacitor ESR at the switch-
ing instant. The magnitude of this jump in output voltage is i X-N rC-MI as
can be seen by subtracting equation (3.1) from (3.2). From point c, the
system state follows an off-time trajectory to point d, which it reaches
after the specified minimum off-time interval.	 This point: is still
in the switch-on region of the state plane, and thus the backup
i
I
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minimum off-time criterion issues a switch-on signal. The particular off-
time trajectory which the state follows from point a to point d illustrates
the need for this minimum off-time switching criterion, for as can be seen,
the system state can never cross the switching line while following this
off-time trajectory because it peaks to the left of the line and thus never
intersects it. Off-time -trajectories such as these are the ones which the
system state follows during converter startup or after severe changes in
operating conditions.
At the instant the power switch turns on, the state of the system
jumps horizontally from point d to point e, again because of the change of
current through rC-N . In this case, however, the output voltage instan-
taneously decreases by the magnitude ix -Nr0-N . A constant on-time tra-
jectory follows this jump with the final on-time state occuring at point f.
At that instant the power switch again opens and the state of the system
jumps horizontally to point g. From g the appropriate off-time trajectory
is followed, and during this off-time interval, the state of the system
crosses the vertical switching line before the minimum period switch--on
signal is issued. Thus the next switch-on signal is not issued until the
state falls back to cross the switching line at point h, at which time
the desired reference level turn-on signal is issued. The power switch is
closed at that instant and the system state jumps to point i and follows an
on-time trajectory to point j. At that instant, the switch is opened and
the state jumps to point k and again follows an off-time trajectory into
the right-hand portion of the state plane within the minimum specified
off-time interval. Thus, the system is seen to be in steady--state operation
about the trajectory h-i--j--k.
The off-time trajectories which peak to the right of the vertical
177:.
switching line are the ones which the system state follows when the conver-
ter is operating in the desired reference level turn-on mode. All of those
trajectories terminate at their lower intersection with the switching line,
because at those points the power switch is closed and the state must be-
gin to follow an on-time trajectory. The off-time trajectories which peak
to the left of the switching line, on the other hand, never intersect the
line and consequently the desired reference level turn-or, signal cannot
be achieved when the system state is following one of those trajectories.
Thus, if a steady-state trajectory which meets the requirements of a given
converter and specified operating conditions falls within a region of the 	
o-
state plane where the off-time trajectories do not peak., see for example
Fig. 2.23(A), the converter cannot operate in the desired reference level
turn-on mode and unstable operation results. An example of this unstable
condition is presented later in this section.
The same off-time trajectories and transient trajectory which are
illustrated in Fig. 3.3(A) have been mapped into the more familiar i X-N
VS. vC..N plane in Fig. 3.3(B). Since the voltage across an ideal capacitor
cannot change instantaneously, no horizontal jumps are observed in this
plane, and the end points of the horizontal dashed lines in Fig. 3.3(A)
map into one point in Fig. 3.3(B). The vertical switching line in Fig.
3.3(A) maps into a slanted line in Fig. 3.3(B) with slope - 1 /rC- and with
a v^-N axis intercept defined by equation 3.3
VR-N ^ 'R--N +'D--NrC_N	 (3.3)
where rC-N is the value of the output capacitor ESR. If the capacitor ESR
is neglected, the switch-on line becomes vertical, whereas larger values of
ti_
I.'
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ESR cause the switching line to slant even more. Thus, one effect of the
capacitor ESR on converter performance with this type of controller is
made evident; i.e., more off--time trajectories can cross the system switch-
ing line when the output capacitor has a larger ESR, thus enabling this
particular control technique to accommodate a wider range of operating con-
ditions than it can with a smaller value of ESR.
From this brief discussion of the constant on-time control function
portrayed in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3, several observations concerning the sta-
bility of such converter systems can be made. First s
 the minimum switching
period, Tmin-N , must be long enough to allow the converter state to move
to the right of the reference switching line during steady-state operation
over the entire range of specified operating conditions. Secondly, for
those combinations of operating conditions which require that the system
steady-state trajectory occur in a region of the state plane where the out-
put voltage does not peak, unstable operation results. To avoid this un-
stable condition, the value of inductance, Ly, can be decreased until the
desired steady-state trajectory does incorporate a peaking off--time trajec-
tory for those conditions. This feature is illustrated in Fig. 2.23, where
it is demonstrated that the same power processing task can be achieved
with markedly different performance characteristics for different values of
inductance. As can be seen in that figure, decreasing the value of in-
ductance increases the output voltage ripple magnitude and increases the
peak inductor current, but these conditions must be accepted in exchange
for the stable operation desired.
A third observation on the stability of these systems concerns
operation in the discontinuous conduction mode. As described previously,
steady-state trajectories of systems in the discontinuous conduction mode
i
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of operation always incorporate a peaking off -time trajectory segment and
a portion of the v,4 axis which is traversed during the time that the
energy-storage reactor current is zero. Thus, whenever these systems are
operating in the discontinuous conduction mode, the desired reference level
turn-on signal is always issued at the same output voltage level, v0-N =
VR_ N , regardless of the system operating conditions. Consequently, the
system on-time trajectories are always initiated at the state vO-N = VR-N"
i X_ N
 = 0,and proceed for a fixed length as determined by the specified on-
time interval, 
Ton-N' 
Thus, if the minimum off-time interval is specified
properly so that the state of the system can move to the right of the
switching line within that time interval, the desired reference level turn-
oil condition can always be achieved.
Some of the features described above are illustrated in the following
two examples of this type of controller applied to a voltage step-up and
a current- or-vol tage step-up converter pater stagO Although the discus--
sions presented above and the trajectories displayed in Fig. 3.3 are de-
veloped explicitly for the voltage step-up configuration only, the obser-
vations made can also be applied to the current-or-voltage step-up con-
verter because the on-time and the off--time trajectories for each of these
systems are of the same nature. The first example illustrates a stable
transition from one operating condition to another, while the second
example illustrates one of the unstable conditions described above.
Example 1. Consider the current-or-voltage step--up converter of
Fig. 2.3 in steady-state operation at the nominal conditions of v l _N = 0.75
and i0_ N
 = 0.5 as given in Fig. 2.13. If the output current is suddenly
reduced from 50% to 10% of its rated value, the state of the system must
3The energy-storage inductors used in these examples and the other examples in
this dissertation were designed using the procedure described in Ref.[9].
i
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follow different families of on-time and off-time trajectories in attempting
_
to reach a new steady-state trajectory which satisfies the new load con-
dition.	 The response of this converter to such a disturbance when operat-
ing	 under the influence of the constant on-time controller described
above is illustrated in Fig. 	 3.4,	 These data and the data for the other
examples presented in this chapter were generated by means of a modified
Continuous System Modeling Program (CSMP) with extended graphic display
capabi l i ties.
The state trajectory of this system moving from the original
equilibrium condition to steady-state operation for the new load condition
is presented in Fig.	 3.4(A).	 This figure again displays ix_ N vs.	 VC-N
1 ^ ' rather than ix_ N vs. v0-N because the horizontal jumps which occur in
{_. the i X-N vs. v0-N plane tend to clutter the figure and thus obscure the
points of interest.	 The original steady-state trajectory is represented
by the two-segment closed curve which occurs between the steady-state
switch-off and switch-on points marked a and b respectively  in the figure.
This steady-state trajectory is the same as that displayed at tht center
of Fig. 2.13.	 The controller reference level, VR_ N , has been specified
` so as to yield a normalized steady--state average output voltage of 1.0
at these nominal operating conditions, and consequently the steady-state
trajectory is centered about 1.0 on the v C_ N axis.
The load change arbitrarily occurs when the system state is at
point c in Fig.	 3.4(A).	 At that instant the state of the system must
E
follow the new on-time trajectory which passes through that point for the
remainder of the fixed on-time interval.	 At the end of this on-time
interval, point d in Fig. 	 3.4(A), the power switch is opened and the off-
-, time trajectory corresponding to the new load condition and passing through
.- 4See note concerning this simulation program on page 80- A.
iJ
NOTE
The structure of this CSMP simulation program is such that the
particular converter system being investigated is entered into the computer
in terms of the system state equations. These state equations are integrate
by means of a second order Runge-Kutta integration scheme to yield the
time domain solution of the system. If the converters are modeled as
piecewise linear systems, see for example Figs. 2.5-2.7, two sets of state
equations must be programmed, one set for the power switch on-time interval
and one set for the off-time interval. The converter control function, pro.
grammed in the same manner, determines whether the power switch should be
on or off at each integration step and thus which set of equations should
be integrated during each interval. Thus, a given converter power stage
which is programmed in this manner can yield significantly different
solution curves for different control functions as can be seen by comparing
the examples presented in this chapter to the examples presented in
Chapter IV.
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Fi g, 3.4 CSMP.generated response of current-or-voltage step -up converter
of Fig. 2.3 operat;ng with the constant on-time controller of Fig. 3.2
for a step decrease in 
,
from 0.5 to 0.1. Controller ;parameters are
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point d is followed. Point d is to the right of the switching line, which
is indicated by the slanted dashed line in this figure, and thus this off-
time trajectory is followed until the reactor current falls to zero at
point e. At that time, the state moves 'to the left along the vC-N axis
until the switching line is crossed at point f. On crossing this threshold,'
the converter power switch is closed for the fixed time interval, Ton-N'	 "'y
and the system is seen to be in steady-state operation in the discontin-
uous conduction mode as represented by the three segment closed curve
f-g-h.
It should be noted that the switching line displayed in Fig.3.4(A)
corresponds to the second load condition of i O_ N = 0.1 but not to the
original condition of i O_N = 0.5. The slope of this switching line is
constant at, 
-1/rC„N, for all operating conditions, but the vC_N axis
intercept, as given by equation (3.3), is a function of the output current
and thus is not the same for both of the load conditions displayed in
Fig. 3.4. The switching line  corresponding to the original operating
conditions is a straight line parallel to the dashed switching line shown
in Fig. 3.4(A), but it passes through point b rather than point f. Thus,
the decrease in load current is seen to shift the switching line to the
left. It should also be noted that the magnitude of the slope of the on
time trajectories for this system operating under the lighter load con-
dition is greater than the magnitude of the slope of the switching line.
Thus, the state of the system is always to the right of the switching
line when operating under this light load condition and consequently the 	 i
minimum off time switching criterion is not employed.
Plots of i X-N' "C-N and v0_N vs .time for this s arse test case are di s'-
played in Fig.3.4(B). The vertical jumps observed in the v0- vs.tW waveform
JJ
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are again the result of the instantaneous change of current which flows
through the output capacitor E5R as a result of the converter power switch
turning on or off. The magnitude of these jumps can be computed from a
consideration of equations (3.1) and (3.2) . Before the load change occurs
at t = 2.0, v0- is seen to undergo a vertical jump at both the switch-31
off and the switch-on instants. After the load change occurs, however,
the system operates in the discontinuous conduction mode, and the in-
stantaneous jumps in v0_ N occur only at the switch-off instants because at
4	 the switch-on instants ix
-
	
0. As illustrated in this figure, the con-
verter switching frequency at the lighter load condition is less than it
is for the nominal conditions, but the power switch on-time interval re-
mains constant for each cycle of operation.
This particular exampl e illustrates two characteristic features
of do-to-dc converters which operate with this type of controller. First,
constant on-tine converters are able to respond very quickly to disturbances
_..	
which require	 the release of energy from the converter power stage;
i.e., to decreases in load current or changes in input voltage which
bring v	 closer to the regulated output voltage, V 	 For either of
these two types of disturbances, the system rust release some of its
_.-	
stored energy in order to accomodate the lighter operating conditions, and
z^
this release of energy can only be accomplished by opening the converter
r 	
-
p
power switch. This type of controller puts no limitation on the length
of tide that the switch can remain open and thus permits the release of
as much energy as is needed to satisfy a change in operating conditions.
Conversely, an increase in load current, or a change in input voltage
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on-time is restricted to Ton-N and thus cannot respond as quickly to this
type of disturbance.
A second feature of this type of system concerns the fixed threshold
reference level V R-N . As stated previously, the particular value of VR-N
used in this example has been chosen so that the normalized average out-
put voltage of the converter when operating in steady state under nominal
conditions is 1.0. For any other set of operating conditions, this fixed
reference level is not the value which will yield an average output voltage
of 1.0. This feature is illustrated in Fig. 3.4 where the average output
voltage of the converter operating at the lighter load condition is seen
to be greater than 1.0. For heavier load conditions, an average output
voltage of less than 1.0 results. In order to be able to achieve the de-
sired average output voltage for all possible operating conditions, the
converter controller must employ a reference signal which adapts to changes
in those conditions. Such an adaptable reference level is incorporated
in the new control technique which is developed in Chapter IV.
Example 2. An example of the application of the single loop con-
stant on-time controller to the voltage step-up converter of Fig. 2.1
operating under the nominal conditions of v I_ N = 0.75 and i 0_ N = 0.5 is
presented in Fig. 3.5. The steady-state trajectory which corresponds to
these operating conditions can be seen in the i X_N vs. vC-N plane in Fig.
3.50) with the steady-state switch-off and switch-on points indicated by
the letters a. and b respectively. At tN = 2.0, the output current isj
changed from.5.0% to 100% of its rated value, and the resultant system
response, as can be seen in both the state plane and the time domain,
i
1	 leads.to..an unstable mode of operation.
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Fig. 3.5 C5M p generated response of voltage step-up converter of Fig. 2.1
operating with the constant on-tine controller of Fig. 3.2 for a step
Increase in i 0_ N from- 0.5 to 1.0. Controller parameters are VR-N = 1.0007,
Ton-N = 4.03 and Turin-N = 0.24. Scale factors for the time waveforms are,
in normalized units per major division: iX..N, I.0/div; VC-N, 0.05/div; and
vO-N , 0.05/div.
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At the instant of the load switch, the state of the system is at
point a as indicated in Fig. 3.5(A). At that same instant, the system
switching line shifts to the right to accomodate the higher load current,
as indicated in equation (3.3), and the system state is suddenly to the
left of the switching line. The state of the system, located on the
original steady-state off-time trajectory at the load-change instant, be-
gins to follow an off-time trajectory which corresponds to the new load
condition, and it continues to follow this particular trajectory until
the end of the specified minimum off-time interval, which began even be-
fore the load change occurred. After this minimum off-time interval, the
state of the system is at point d and the backup minimum period switch-
on signal is issued. After a fixed on-time interval, the state is at
point a and begins to follow the off-time trajectory which passes through
that point. After another minimum off--time interval, the converter state
is at point f and the power switch is again closed for the fixed on-time
interval, Ton-N . As can be seen in Fig. 3.5, this backup switch-on	 1
criterion issues the converter turn-on signal for the first eight cycles 	
a
of the system's transient response, because during each of these cycles,
the state of the system cannot move to the right of the system switching
line within the specified minimum off--time period. After the eighth on-
3
time interval, however, the reactor current has increased to a value large
enough to enable the state of the system to move to the right of the
switching line before the backup turn-on signal is issued. The state of
the system at this switch-off instant is indicated by point g in Fig.
3.5(A). At this state, however, the reactor current is much larger than
that which is needed to meet the output conditions, and thus a relatively
long power switch off-time interval ensues while the system state follows
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an off-time trajectory from point g around to the reference level switch-
on line at point h. At that point, the ret.,.tor current is again too low
to accomodate the 100% load condition, and the fixed on-time/minimum off-
time switching syndrome again is observed until the state of the system
is able to move to the right of the switch-on line within the specified
minimum off-time period. A second crossing of the switching Dine occurs
when the converter power switch opens at point i in Fig. 3.5(A). This
behavioral pattern continues indefinitely, and the unstable subswitching-
frequency mode of operation illustrated in Fig. 3.5 results. This re-
sponse is an example of the unstable operation which results when the
region of the state plane around the desired average output voltage and
the required average reactor current does not contain peaking off-time
trajectories.
3.3.2 Two-Loop Controller
A second example of a constant on-time control technique as it is
applied to a current step-up converter power stage is illustrated in Fig.
3.6. This system, commonly referred to as a two-loop controlled converter,
is described and analyzed in considerable detail in Ref. [15] and is pre-
sented here only as an illustrative example of an advanced dc-to-dc con-
verter control technique. The system has been normalized as described
in Chapter 1:1; so that the data presented in the following two examples are
consistent with the other data presented in this dissertation. The un-
normalized component values, as presented in Ref. [151, and their normal-
ized counterparts are presented in Table 3.1.
The principal difference between this two-loop control technique
and the single loop approach presented in the preceding section is found
It-	 1 -
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Table 3.1	 89
System Component Values and Parameters for the Two-Loop
Constant on-Time Current Step-lip Converter sy stem of Fig. 3.6
Component or
Parameter
Actual
Value
formalized
Value
VT,nominal 30.0 V 115
iO,nominal 2.0 A 1.0
VR 6.4 V 0.32
VT 8.0 V 0.4
L 0.25 mH 0.09
C 300 uF 10.9
rL 0.015 sa 0.0015
rC 0.077 n 0.0077
R 1 28.7 Ksz 2870.
R2 13.5 Ka 1350.
R3 10 Kn 1000.
R4 100 Kn 10000.
C 1 .0022 V F .00008
C2 .022 uF .0008
n 0.65 0.65
Ton 20 usec 0.07
Tmin 25 pse c 0.09
f
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in the manner in which the analog control signal, v,
- ,,, is formed5 For
the controller depicted in Fig. 3.2, 
vC-N is simply equal to the con-
verter output voltage. For the controller depicted in Fig. 3.6, this
signal is formed by integrating a combination of the converter output
voltage and the voltage across the energy-storage inductor, L. N . Whenever
this analog control signal exceeds the specified threshold level, VT-N'
a fixed power switch on-time interval is initiated. If after this fixed
on--time interval, 
vC_N is less than VT_ N , the power switch opens and
remains open until v C_ N again exceeds VT-N' If, however, v C_ N has not
fallen below VT-N after the fixed on-time interval, the power switch
remains open for a specified minimum off-time interval, after which another
fixed on-time interval is initiated. Thus, this controller employs the
same type of fixed on-time/minimum off-time switching criterion as is
used in the previous example. It should be noted, however, that the
positive input to the comparator in this example is the analog control
signal, vC_ N , rather than the fixed threshold level as it is in the pre-
vious example. This difference is due to the nature of the analog control
signal for each system.
As mentioned previously, a detailed analysis of this system is
presented in Ref. [15] and is not repeated here. The system model and
mathematical representation presented in Ref. [15] have been used in this
work to generate the computer simulated responses presented as Examples 3
and A. below, Because of the presence of energy storage elements in the
control subsystem, this converter is not a second order system, and thus
its behavior cannot be completely represented in a two dimensional plane
as has been the case for Examples l and 2 above. However, the movement
of the state of the converter power stage is still restricted to specific
Vote the distinction between vL,_ N , controZ voltage, and. v	 capacitor
voltage.
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families of off-time and on-time trajectories in the i X_N vs, vC-N plane
regardless of the order of the control subsystem. Thus, the response of
the converter power stage stiii can be observed by means of trajectories
in the i X-N vs. vC-N plane although the complete state of the system,
and consequently the system switching criterion, is not represented in
these trajectories. Examples of trajectories in the i X-N vs. vC-N plane
and corresponding time waveforms for the system of Fig. 3.6 are presented
below.
Example 3. The response of the constant on-time current step-up
converter system of Fig. 3.6 to a step change in load current from 100%
to 50%
 of its rated value is illustrated  i n Fig. 3 . 7. The load swi to
occurs at tN = 0.8 during a power switch on -time interval, and thus the
system state initially follows an on-time trajectory which corresponds to
the new load condition, point a to point b in Fig. 3.7 ( A).	 Within
three switching cycles, the state of the system has reached the general
vicinity of the new steady-state trajectory, but convergence to a final
closed trajectory is very slow and the new equilibrium condition has still
not been achieved after 30 cycles of operation as tan be seen in Fig. 3.7(B).
As observed previously in Example 1, the average output voltage for this
system operating at the lighter load condition is greater than it is for
the heavier load. This steady-state error in the average output voltage
is again due to the fact that although the analog control signal, vC-N,
is a carefully formed combination of pertinent system variables, the
power switch turn-on signal is still issued when this analog signal inter-
sects a . predete .rmined fixed threshold level which does not change as the
operating conditions change.
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Fig. 3.7 CSMP generated response of converter system of Fig. 3.6 for a
step decrease in i 0- ,N from 1.0 to 0.5. Scale factors for the time
waveforms. are, An normalized units per major division- iX-N, 1.0/div;
vC-NI 0.005/div; and v0-N , 0.005/div.
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Example 4. A second example of the behavior of this converter/con-
troller system is presented in Fig. 3.8. During the first seven cycles
displayed in this figure, the system is in steady-state operation with
an input voltage equal to 1.5 times the rated average output voltage, and
an output current equal to 100% of its rated value. The steady-state
trajectory under these conditions is seen in Fig. 3.8(A) between points
a and b. At tN 	0.8, point a in Fig. 3.8(A), the input voltage changes
to twice the rated average output voltage, and the shapes of the system
on-time trajectories change accordingly. In this example, after only two
cycles of transient operation, the system state has reached the vicinity
of the new steady-state trajectory, but again convergence to the final
equilibrium condition is slow. Only six cycles of the transient response
are displayed in Fig. 3.8(A) because the trajectories begin to overlay, for
displays of longer duration, which tends to obscure the visualization of
the system behavior.
3.4 Constant Frequency Controller
One of the most popular approaches to the control of energy-storage
do-to-dc converters is the constant frequency, or pulse width modulation,
approach. Many different techniques have been devised for implementing
this type of control function, and it has been used extensively with all
types of converter power stages and for all types of applications. One
very commonly used embodiment of this approach is the constant frequency
coincidence detector controller illustrated conceptually in Fig. 3.9.
In this configuration, the converter output voltage is subtracted from a
fixed reference voltage, VR-N , and the difference, v -N , is amplified byE.
a factor -^A. The resultant analog control signal, v 0-N , is compared to
.'_	 ,
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Fig. 3.8 CSMP generated response
in vi-N from 1.5 to 2.0. Scale
normalized units per major divi
and v4-N , 0.005/div.
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a constant frequency sawtooth function, vF-NN), and the converter power
switch turn-on signal is issued when these two signals are coincident.
The switch remains closed until the end of the fixed period, T ck-N I at which	 -
time the sawtooth function falls to zero, the output of the comparator goes
negative,   and the power switch turns off. Examples of the application ofA	 ^
this control technique to each of the three converter power stages being
a3
treated in this dissertation are presented below.
Example 5. The response of the voltage step-up converter of Fig.
2.1 to a step change in load current from 50% to 10% of its rated value
when operatin g under the influence of the constant frequency coincidence
detector controller described above is illustrated in Fig. 3.10. The
steady-state trajectory corresponding to the nominal operating conditions
f
of vi- = 0.75 and i 0-N = 0.5 is displayed near the center of Fig. 3.10(A)
between points a and b. After the load switch occurs at t ry = 2.0, point
c in Fig. 3.10(A), the system state begins to follow the families of off-
time and on-time trajectories which correspond to the new load condition,
and steady-state operation in the discontinuous conduction mode is approxi-
mately achieved within seven cycles of control. This new equilibrium 	 3
condition yields an average output voltage which is higher than the rated
value, however, and thus this example illustrates once again the steady-
state error which results when employing a fixed reference level in the
controller subsystem.
The initial transient off--time trajectory, point c to point.. d in
Fi g. 3.10 (A) , i s i me rrupte d at poi n t d by the acti on of the coi n ci den ce
detector controller. If this system were being controlled by the constant
on-time controller described in section 3.3.1, this off-time trajectory
9
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Fig. 3.10 CSMP generated response of voltage step-up converter of Fig. 2.1
r	 operating with the constant frequency controller of Fig. 3.9 for a step
decrease in io_ N from 0.5 to 0.1. Controller parameters are V R-N = 0.97,
V F-•N	 0.04, Tck-N = 0.3, and A = 1.0. Scale factors for the time wave-forms are, in normalized units per major division: i X-N , 0.5/div;
. VC-N, 0.01/di v; and v0_ N , 0.01/di v.
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would not be terminated until the state of the system reached a peak and
fell back to cross the reference level switching line. Thus, the peak
output voltage overshoot is greater for this disturbance than it would
have been if the system were controlled by the constant on-time technique
of Fig. 3.2.
Example 6. The response of this same converter/controller system
to a step change in input voltage from 75% to 50% of the rated average	 -
output voltage is presented in Fig. 3.11. After two units of normalixud
time, the system state begins to follow trajectories which correspond to
the lower 'input voltage, and as illustrated in the figure, unstable
operation results. The final time of the state trajectory plot in Fig.
3.11(A) is again less than the final time of Fig. 3.11(B) because after
	
	 -
i
t units of time the state trajectories begin to overlap and obscure the
visualization of the system behavior. The states of the system at the
switching instants between t  = 2.0 and t  = 4.0 are marked with black
dots in Fig. 3.11(A) to help distinguish the transient trajectory which 	 !
occurs during that time from the trajectory which occurs from tN = 4.0
to tN = 6.0. The states marked with the letters a and b in Fig. 3.11(A)
correspond to the peak reactor currents which are similarly marked in
Fig. 3.110). The final state plotted in Fig, .`s,l1(A) is labeled  point c.
Example 7. The constant frequency coincidence detector controller
applied to the current-or-voltage step-up converter power stage of Fig. 2.3
is illustrated in Fig. 3.12. The re-,!onse shown in this figure corresponds	 i
to a step increase in load current from 10% to 50% of the rated value.
Steady-state operation before the load change occurs is in the discontin-
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Fig. 3.11 CSMP generated response of voltage step-up converter of Fig. 2.1
operating with the constant frequency controller of Fig. 3.9 for a step
decrease in V I-N from 0.75 to 0.5. Controller parameters are VR-N = 0.97,
VF-N = 0. 04, T^k-N = 0.3, and A=1.0. Scale factors for the time waveforms
are, in ormalized units per major divisions: 
'X-N, 1.0/div; vC-N , 0-05/
div, and v0-N, 0.05/div.
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Fig. 3.12 CSMP generated response of current-or-voltage step-up converter
of Fig. 2.3 operating with the constant frequency controller of Fig. 3.9
for a step increase in ip., N from 0.1 to 0.5. Controller parameters are
V§-N=  0.99, VF-N = 0.04
1
 Tck-N = 0.3, and W.O. Scale factors for
te time waveforms are, in normalized units per major division: ix -1-11'
1.0/di v; vc_ N , 0.02/di v; and v0 _ N , 0.02/di v.
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uous conduction mode with an average output voltage approximately 1.5%
greater than desired. This steady-state operation is represented in Fig.
3.12(A) by the three segment closed trajectory labeled a-b-c. After the
load is switched at t  = 2.0 units, point d in Fig. 3.12(A), the families
of trajectories for the new load condition are followed to the unique
steady-state trajectory that yields the desired average output voltage for
this converter operating under nominal conditions. The average output
voltage of this system running under these operating conditions is equal
to the rated value because the fixed reference level, V R-N , has been
specified to accommodate them. As in previous examples, the plot of the
system state trajectory in Fig. 3.12(A) was terminated before the final
steady-state trajectory was reached in order to prevent obscuring the
nature of the transient response. The shape of the final steady-state
trajectory for these operating conditions can be seen in Fig. 2.13.
Example 8. The final example of this chapter illustrates the
application of the constant frequency coincidence detector controller to
the current step-up converter power stage of Fig. 2.2. The response of
this system to a step change in input voltage from 1.5 to 1.25 times the
rated average output voltage is presented in Fig. 3.13. The original
steady-state trajectory shown at the center of Fig. 3.13(A) between
points a and b is the same as that displayed in Fig. 2.12. Six cycles of
the transient trajectory are shown in Fig. 3.13(x). The time waveforms
in Fig. 3.13(6) show that after 17 cycles of transient operation, the
system is still not in an equilibrium condition, but that the system is
stable for vi-N = 1.25 and i 0-N = 0.5, and an average output voltage
approximately 1% below the rated value results.
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Fig. 3.13 CSMP generated response of current step-up converter of Fig. 2.2
operating with the constant frequency controller of Fig. 3.9 for a step
decrease in v1-N from 1.5 to 1.25. Controller parameters are V R-N = 0.983
VF_N = 0.05, Tck =0.2, and W.O. Scale factors for the time waveforms
are, in normalized units per major division: ix
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3.5 Conclus=ions
As illustrated by the examples in this chapter, the behavior of
do-to-dc converters is very much dependent on the manner in which the
system control function accomplishes its task of determining a switching
sequence for the converter power stage. Different control techniques
applied to the sarn! converter power stage can be adjusted to yield pre-
cisely the same steady-state trajectory for one specified operating point.
The response of each of these systems to any disturbance in the nominally
specified operating conditions is quite different, however, and the re-
sultant steady-state trajectories achieved by each system for the new
operating conditions are also quite different and usually do not yield
the desired average output voltage. This feature is illustrated in
Examples l and 7 above in which the current-or- voltage step-up converter
exhibits the same steady-state solution trajectory under nominal operating
conditions when functioning under both a single-loop constant on-time
controller and a constant frequency coincidence detector controller.
Likewise, examples 2 and 5 illustrate this feature for the voltage step-
up converter configuration.
Individual converter control subsystems usually are able to
respond very well to certain types of system disturbances, but other
types, or disturbances of sufficient magnitude, often result in poor con-
verter performance and even, in some cases, unstable operation as illus-
trated in Examples 2 and 6 above. It sometimes is possible to readjust
controller parameters, such as V R-N or Tmin-N' in order to accommodate such
disturbances, but this can be done only at the expense of the system performance
over some other range of the specified operating conditions. One of the major
f
i
i
causes of this inability of.converte,r controllers to respond to wide varia-
tions in operating conditions is the fact that the controller parameters are
fixed and cannot adapt to changes in the system operating conditions. As
revealed in Chapter 11, the shapes of the system trajectories change as
the externally imposed operating conditons change, and consequently param-
eters computed for one particular operating point do not necessarily
adequately satisfy all .possible conditions.
Another limitation in converter system performance is caused by
timing restrictions which are usually inflicted on conventional control
techniques. Each system disturbance requires a redistribution of energy
within the converter power stage in order to accommodate new operating
conditions. This redistribution of energy can usually be adequately
accomplished for moderate distuybances in the system operating conditions,
regardless of the controller timing restrictions; but for relatively
large disturbances, the timing limitations, such as minimum off-times or
minimum on--times, often play a dominant role in determining the converter
switching sequence, and the converter power stage is not able to process
the necessary amount of energy sufficiently quickly to maintain the de-
sired average output voltage. To meet the converter performance specifi-
cations for all possible disturbances in externally imposed operating
conditions, the system controller must be given sufficient flexibility in
terms of establishing threshold levels and switch timing sequences. The
next chapter presents the development of an analytically derived control
function which does incorporate these considerations.
CHAPTER IV
DERIVATIOJ OF A STATE-TRAJECTORY
COLITROL LAW FOR DC--TO-DC C4;dVE.TERS
	 lb#-
4.1 Introduction
The use of the system state plane as a vehicle for studying and
understanding the behavior of do-to-dc converters is extensively described
in Chapters II and III. Both the fundamental physical constraints in the
performance of the basic converter power stages and the manner in which
various control techniques accomplish the task of regulating the flow of
energy through then are discussed. The purpose of this chapter is to
demonstrate how the insight gained through this theoretical investigation
can be used to develop a new state-trajectory control law for a class of
do-to-dc converters which enables the accomplishment of system perform-
ance that approaches the theoretical limits revealed in Chapter II. Tile
control approach derived in this chapter is conceptually quite simple and
can be easily visualized in the system state plane.
After presenting a qualitative description of the control tech -
nique, switching lines in the system state plane are derived for each of
the converter configurations discussed in Chapter II. The performance
:T,
capabilities of these do-to-dc converter systems operating under the in-
fluence of this control law are discussed and evaluated, and digital com-
puter simulations of such systems in both steady-state and transient
operation are presented to illustrate and verify the theoretical dis-
(105)
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cessions presented. The particular converter power stages and operating
conditions used as examples in this chapter are identical to those used
in Chapter III so that comparisons of the behavior of these systems when
functioning with the various control techniques can be made.
4.2 Conceptual Development of the Control Law
In Chapter II, several figures are presented which display, in
the state plane, families of off-time and on-time trajectories for various
converter power stages. In most of these figures, a particular corrbi-
nation of an off-time and an on-time trajectory segment which together
yield a closed path in the system state plane is highlighted and referred
to as the desired steady-state trajectory for the given converter operat-
ing at a specified switching frequency, input voltage, and output current.
This steady-state trajectory centers about 1.0 on the vC-ii axis, and
about a value of reactor current which is commensurate with the converter
input and output conditions on the i X_g axis. No other closed path in
the system state plane can precisely meet these conditions at the speci-
fied operating frequency, and consequently it is used as the cornerstone
for the development of the state-trajectory control law as described
below.
The switching criterion employed by this state-trajectory control
law is illustrated  i n Fig. 4.1. This figure displays the same on-time and
off--time -trajectories for the voltage step-up converter as are shown in Fig.
2.8, but in this case, the state plane has been divided into two regions,
with the off-time trajectories being confined to the upper right-hand region
and the on-time trajectories to the lower left. The boundary between the
regions consists of segments of a particular off-time trajectory and a
380	 1.00	 1.02
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Fig. 4.1 Off-time and on-time trajectories for the voltage step-up
converter of Fig. 2.1 with v l-N = 0.75 and iO-N T 0.5. Bold line
separates state plane into an on-region and an off-region.
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particular on-time trajectory which are shown as bold lines in the figure.
The particular trajectories chosen to construct this boundary line are
the ones that also include the steady-state off-tim and on-time trajec-
tory se gments which yield the desired converter output characteristics
for the given operating conditions. The actual desired steady-state
trajectory for this converter operating with v i- w = 0.75 and i0-I4 = 0.5
is represented by the closed curve at the intersection of the two seg-
ments; that make up the boundary line. The steady-state trajectory shown
in this fixture is the same trajectory that has been used throughout this
dissertation as a reference case for the voltage step-up converter.
The information contained in this figure can be used to determine
a converter power stage switching: sequence which enables the converter to
achieve the desired steady-state operation in one on/off cycle of con-
trol, regardless of the system's initial state and for any imposed operating
i
conditions. For example, if the initial state of the system is in the region
of the plane below the boundary line, and if the control law is such 	 3
i
that the power switch is closed when the state is in this region, the
system state must follow the corresponding on-time trajectory upward and
to the left toward the bold boundary line. If, in addition, the controller
is such that it uses this boundary as a switch-off line, the converter	 I
power switch opens the instant the state reaches this boundary and the 1
a
off-time trajectory which coincides with the boundary line is subsequently
folIowed. If the controller likewise uses the on-time se gment of the i
boundary line as a switch-on line, the system state immediately converges
to the steady-state trajectory shown adjacent to the boundary lines.
i
Similarly, if the control law is such that the power switch is off when-
..
ever the system state is above the boundary line, a state in this upper 	 '
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region must initially follow an off-time trajectory until the switch-on
boundary is reached. At that instant the power switch closes and the
on-time trajectory which coincides with the boundary line is follovied
to the desired steady-state trajectory. Thus, it is evident that if
this boundary is used as a switching line, the desired system steady--
.
state trajectory can be reached within one precisely determined cycle	 I
a
of control; i.e., with one on-tima and one off-time, or vice versa, de-
pending on . which region of the plane contains the initial state. Two i
examples of transient trajectories for a converter operating under the
control of this law are illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The portions of the
transient trajectories in this figure which do not coincide with the
switching boundaries are represented by bold dashed lines rather than
by solid 7M es so that the switchin g boundaries themselves are not ob-
scured.
	
	 1
The same switchin g criterion is valid for the current step-up
and the current--or-voltage step-up converter configurations as illustrat-
ed in Fins. 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. These figures display the same
on-time and off-time trajectories as are shown in Figs. 2.12 and 2.13,
i
but again the state planes have been divided into an on-region and an
off-re gion by a particular combination of an off-time and an on-time
trajectory. If the control law is such that the power switch is turned
on when the state of the system is in the re gicn to the left of the
boundary, and off when the state of the system is to the right of the
1
boundary, the desired steady-state trajectory for each configuration
can be achieved within one cycle of control as illustrated in Figs.
4.3 and 4.4. The transient trajectories which begin in the offs-region
of the state plane in these two figures incorporate a portion of the
0.9f0	 1.GG	 1.02
Fig. 4.2 Two exan
operation in onE
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Fig. 4.3 Switchin g
 boundary (solid bold line) and two examples of transient
trajectories for the current step-up converter of Fig. 2.2 with v I _N = 1.5
and i Q_ N
 = 0. 5. Initial states are indicated by X.
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Fig. 4.4 Switching boundary (solid bold line) and two examples of
transient trajectories for the current-or-voltage step-up converter
of Fig. 2.3 with v I-N = 0.75 and i 0 _ N " 0.5. Initial states are indi-
cated by X.
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VC-.4 axis as part of their off -time trajectories. The abrupt change in
direction which the system state under goes at the instant the reactor
current falls to zero is caused by the diode in the converter power stage
becoming reverse biased, rather than by a svAtching signal from the system
controller.
No timing restrictions are imposed-on the converter power switch
during these transient trajectories so that the switch can remain open or
closed for as long a period as is needed for the system state to reach the
switchin g. boundary. Any switching prior to the intersection of the state
with this boundary, whether it be caused by a controller timing constraint
or a fixed reference level which was chosen to accommodate some other
operating point, can only caus6 delays in the accomplishment of the de-
sired steady-state condition or, in some cases, cause the state of the
system to converge to some other undesired equilibrium condition. As a
final observation on these figures, one can see that no matter how far the
initial state is from the desired equilibrium condition, the direction of
movement of the state is always toward the switching line rather than
away from it, and thus thc-se converters operating in conjunction with
such a control last are inherently stable in tie large.
4.3 Derivation of the Switchinq Line
To implam2nt the control content described above, one must be able
to precisely determine for a given converter and opPratinn conditions, the
location, in the system state plane, of the steady--state trajectory which
yields the desired converter output characteristics. As demonstrated in
Chapters II and III, the location of Viis equilibrium trajectory is very
much dependent on the values of the converter input voltage, output
114
current, and the values of the com ponents in the converter power stare.
The location of this steady-state trajectory is also a function of the
specified converter steady-state operating frequency or of a specified
power switch on-time or paler switch off--time if ireforred. These re-
lationships and the equations which are needed to determine the location
of the desired converter steady-state trajectory for any externally im-
posed operatin g conditions or timing s pecifications am derived in the
following subsections.
4.3.1 rteQ-State Switch-- gaff point
Given the iiiecewise linear nature of this class of do-to-sic
converters, a sufficient criterion for locating Ma desired steady-state
trajectory is to specify the system state at the instant that the power
switch should he turned off. This steady-state switch--off point is the
initial state for the system off-time trajectory and the final state for
the on--time trajectory for each cycle of steady--state operation. Thus,
since only one off-tine trajectory and one on-time trajectory can pass
through a given point in the system state plane, specifying this point
completely specifies the system steady -state trajectory. The steady--
state switch-on point corresponding to this trajectory is simply the
lower intersection of the appropriate on-time and off-time trajectories
for continuous conduction operation, or the intersection of the on-time
trajectory with the vG _ N axis for discontinuous conduction operation.
The precise location of this equilibrium switch-off state can
be determined from a static analysis of the particular converter power
stage. The specification of this point takes the form of a pair of
algebraic equations which give the converter reactor current, i X _: 1 , and
i
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capacitor voltage, vC _ l1 , at the steady-state switch-off instant in terms
of the converter power stage component values, the externally imposed
operating conditions, and a designer specified timing parameter. For
convenience, these variables have been assigned the symbols i5-pi and v5_.y
as illustrated in Fig, 2.9. The equations derived for these variables are,
of course, dependent on the particular model used to describe the actual
converter power stage. The equations and data presented in this chapter
are derived from the models presented in Chapter H. An evaluation of
the accuracy of these models and the resultant state-plane switching lines,
and the development of other switching lines based on different converter
models are presented in Chapter V.
The equation for the value of peak, reactor current, i $_{a, can be
derived from a consideration of the average reactor current and the power
switch duty--cycle ratio required to yield the desired converter output
characteristics. The value of capacitor volta ge at the steady-state switch-
off instant, vb_ J, can by derived by averaging, over one cycle, the ex-
pressions derived in Chapter II for vr- € as a function of time. This
averagin!l procedure yields an expression for the average output voltage,
VD^ , i , as a function of v3_,,, and consequently vD -iy in terms of V0- ^.
Expressions for i^, _{ and v D_...€ must be derived for both the continuous and
u-^
thn discontinuous conduction modes of operation if the converter is re-
quired to function in both modes over the specified range of operating con-
ditions. If converter operation is restricted to one mode or tile other,
only the expressions corresponding to that movie are needed to specify the
switching boundary for all possible operating conditions. Detailed de-
rivations of these expressions for both the continuous and the discon-
tinuous conduction modes of operation are presented in Appendix A. The
i
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resultant expressions for each of the three converter configurations being
treated in this dissertation are given in fable 4.1.
4.3.2 Steady-State Timing Parameter
The expressions listed in Table 4.1 are all functions of the power
stage components, L  and CW the externally imposed operating conditions,
v I _ N and i 0-1% , the desired average output voltage, VO-N, and a timing para-
meter which, in these equations, is the normalized switching period TN.
The shape and location of the steady-state trajectory which satisfies a
particular set of operating conditions for a converter is very much depen-
dent on the frequency at which the state of the system switches from the
steady-state on-trajectory segment to the off trajectory. As the converter
switching frequency increases, the steady-state trajectory contracts about
a point which corresponds to the desired average output voltage and the
1
required average reactor current. In the limit, as T^ 0, the steady-state
trajectory actually approaches that single state as can be demonstrated
mathematica's Ey by letting TH = 0 in the equations of Table 4.1. This con-
dition is, of course, not physically realizable, and in practice converters
rarely are designed to operate above 100 KHz because with currently avail-
able switching components, system efficiencies begin to decrease severely at
that frequency and higher. Conversely, converters operating at low frequen-
cies tend to display large excursions of reactor current about the required
average value and large peak-to--peak ripples on the converter output voltage.
This dependence of the system steady-state trajectory on the converter operat-
ing frequency is illustrated in Fig. 4.5 where steady-state trajectories for i
the same voltage step-up converter operating under the same externally im-
posed operating conditions but at different switching frequencies are dis-
played.	 i
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Fig. 4.5 Steady-state trajectories for the voltage step--up converter
of Fig. 2.1 operating with v l_,, = 0.75, i 0- H = 0.5, and a switching
frequency of (A) 10 KHz, and (B) 20 KHz.
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Table 4.1(A)
Location of Steady- State Switch-Off Point for Constant Frequency
Operation in the Voltage Step-Up Converter
CONTINUOUS CONDUCTION OPERATION
^ueur^arrw^mw awa«
i	 10-N 
VO-N TNVI-NN (VO-N - VI-M)	 (4.1)
B-N	 VI-N	
2LN VO-N	 i
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vB- N	 V	
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Table 4.1(B)
Location of Steady-State Switch-Off Point; for Constant Frequency
Operation in the Current Step-Up Converter
CONTINUOUS CONDUCTION OPERATION
VO
-N (VI-N - VO-N ) TN
^B-N T ^O-N	 2LN VI-N
(V
v	 = V	 +	
-	 2Y - r	 2
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B-N	 O-N	 12 L C V 2N N I-N
(4.5)
(4.6)
DISCONTINUOUS CONDUCTION OPERATION
2 TN i O-N (V I-N	 VO-N ) VO-N
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Table 4.1(C)
Location of Steady-State Switch-Off Point for Constant Frequency	 W.
Operation in the Current-or-Voltage Step-Up C m verter
CONTINUOUS CONDUCTION OPERATION
i
O-N (VI-N 
+ 
VO- N
T
N VO-N VI -N
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The timing parameter used to determine the point (vB_ i , ig-A ) is
by no means restricted to the switching period, T.,l . As discussed in
Chapter III, there are three basic timing specifications which can be in-
corporated into a converter control function and which are widely used in
practical systems. A converter can be designed to operate at a constant
frequency with a fixed period,T J , or with a constant switch on-time,
Ton-A' or a constant switch off-time, Toff- A' Any one of these three
timin g parameters can be used in specifyin g the steady-state switch-off
point with the resultin g converter steady -state behavior displaying the
aporonriate timin g characteristics. Table 4.2 presents tha relationships
bet4een the various timing parameters which can be substituted into the
equations of Table 4.1 to yield the proper expressions for each of these
conditions. The time relationshi ps given in Table 4.2 are derived in
Apne',ndi x B,
Operational timing characteristics in conventionally controlled
converters are normally achieved by using explicit elements such as fre-
quency clocks or monostable multivibrators. The state- trajectory control
law presented in this cha pter requires no such timing elements, nmiever, and
yet achieves the desired steady-state tiring characteristics implicitly by in-
cornorati nn the appropriate timing ;p arameter in the equations which deter-
mine the converter steady-state switch-off ooint. Titus, systems operating
in conjunction with this control late :ern free-runnin g in the sense that no
external timing elements are involved in tote switching decisions, but at
the same time they can be designed to operate in any of the three timing
modes described above during steady-state operation over the entirs ranee
of externally imposed operatinq conditions. ' t' i`le free- running nature of
those s,ys`ims allows them to close or open the system pourer switch at any
r
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Timing Parameter Relationships for the Voltage Step-Up Converter
CONTINUOUS CONDUCTION OPERATION
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Timing Parameter Relationships for the Current Step-Up Converter
CONTINUOUS CONDUCTION OPERATION
TN = yI-N
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Table 4.2(C)
Timing Parameter Relationships for the Current-or-Voltage
Step-Up Converter
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time and for as lon g as needed during a transient cycle to move the system
from one steady-state condition to another in one on/off cycle. As de-
scribed in Chapter III, it is very often the timing restrictions imposed on
conventional controllers which prevent them from responding adequately
to severe transient disturbances. By eliminating these restrictions, the
converter is better able to achieve its maximum performance capability as
established by the physical lairs of the power stage. Examples of free-
running converter systems operating in conjunction with this state-trajec-
tory control law in the constant frequency and constant on -time modes are
presented in succeeding sections of this chapter.
4.3.3 Constructing the Switching line
Having determined the steady-state switch-off point as presented
in fable 4.1, the state-plane switching boundary is established by select-
ing the system off-time and on-time trajectories which pass through that
point. This selection is accomplished mathematically by substituting the
derived values of i Q_,, and v,_n, into the expressions for K l and K2 which
are derived in Chapter II and are given as equations (2.9) and (2.10) for
the voltage step -tip converter, equations (2.14) and (2.15) for the current
step-up converter, and equations (2.19) and (2.20) for the current-or-voltage
step-up configuration. It should be noted that the expressions for K 1 in-
volve iA-N and 
vA_(d rather than 'B-R and v6_1.4, but since both the steady-
state switch-on point and the steady-state switch-off point must be on that
on-time trajectory, the two points can be used interchangeably. Thus,
the converter power stage switching signals, for both steady--state and
transient operation, are issued when the system state trajectory intersects
this well-defined switching line which corresponds to the particular con-
verter power stage components, desired output characteristics, and extern-
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ally imposed operating conditions.
A conceptual picture of this free- running control !process for the
voltage step-up converter is presented in Fig. 4.5. As illustrated in this
figure, four signals from the converter puler Mae are required by the con-
troller to accomplish the decision making process described above. These
signals corres pond to the two externally imposed operating conditions of
the system, v j-, ^ and K , ^, an d
 the system state variables, v,_.^ and i X- j.
The instantaneous values of innut voltage and output current are used, in
conjunction with the rower sta ge component values, the desi gnor--specified
timing parameter, anJ the desired average output voltaga, to construct
the two-se gment switchin g line derived above and illustrated graphically
in Fig. 4.6(3) with the functional representation f(V O- , i , LA) CA: T A,
vi- : 41 i 0-1 ) = 0, where q represents the designer specified timinp para-
meter. The controller compares the measured value of tho system state
to this computed switching boundary and turns the converter poorer switch
on if the state is in region R and off otherwise. Since M values of
the externally imposed operating conditions are continuously monitored,
any change in them is immediately reflected as a chanpe in tho switching
boundary, and consequently the converter switching sentience, thus elimi-
natin g all delays in the res ponse of the system to that disturbance. Such
delays in response often occur in conventionally controlled systems which
must wait for the disturbance to mani Fest itself in some internal system
signals. This fast response is illustrated by example in the next section
of this chapter.
To determine whether or not the state of the system is containel
within region R, the state variables, i x-A and vVY must also be con-
tinuously monitored. As described in Chapter 11, the ideal capacitor volt--
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Fig. 4.60) Conceptual diagram of state--trajectory control law for a
-	
voltage step-up converter. (B) Definition of function f and region R.
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age usually is not physically obtainable, and thus the actual out p ut volt-
age, VO-N , is shown in Fig. 4.6(A) as an alternative input to the control
process. In this case, the function f must be modified accordingly to
yield an f; which is also a function of the capacitor ESR. This modified
function, as well as the original function f, is given in Appendix C. The
computer simulations presented later in this chapter use the output voltage
as a controller input rather than the ideal capacitor voltage.
Similar visualizations of the application of this control theory
to the current step-up and the current-or-voltage step-up converter con-
figurations are illustrated in Fins. 4.7 and 4.8 respective-ly. The same
four system signals are required in each case although the resultant
switching boundary and region R for each configuration are different.
Examples of each of these converters operating under the influence of the
state-trajectory control law are presented in the next section.
4.4 System Performance
In Chapter II, a fairly complete study of the dependence of the
shapes of converter on-time and off-time trajectories on system parameters
and externally imposed operating conditions is presented, and as described
in the preceding section, this information is used by the system con-
troller to determine how it s;iould respond to changes in these conditions.
System state trajectories and switching boundaries for the voltage step-up
converter of Fig. 2.1 for three different load conditions are presented
in Fig. 4.9. If the system is operating in steamy state at 59% of the
rated output current, the system state follows the closed trajectory at
the center of Fig. 4.903). if the load current is reduced to 10/0' of *,3e
rated value, the trajectories plotted in Fig. 4.9(C) subsequently must be
i	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
N
v	
^ C-^^
IV I
-n	 ^'	 +	
VG 
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C_. 17
I F(` CA I i x4d a 1^, 4 ON
IF(vC-ti'i#%-rl) R, Q OF
Determine Boundary
f (^^0-^d'i'x^'^'N" N""I-N'^04.1 = 0
k"A)
(B)
Fig. 4.7 (A) Conceptual diagram of state-trajectory control law for a
current step-up converter. (B) Definition of function f and region R.
s
a.
Fig. 4.8 (A) Concf
current- or- vole
and region R.
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Fin. 4.9 State trajectories and switching boundaries (bold lines) for
the voltage step-up converter of Fig. 2.1 with vI_N 1:1 0.75 and i 0 _m =(A) 1.0, (B) 0.5, and (C) 0.1.
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followed, and the bold switching line sAaa',(n there should be used H the
switching decision making process. Similarly, if t)e load current is in-
creased to 134% of its rated value, the trajectories shown in Fin. 4.9(1)
must be followed, and if the switchinp line shown there is used to .determine
the converter power stage switching sequence, the steady-state trajectory
in the upper central portion of that figure results. For each of these
load conditions, the steady-state trajectory displayed adjacent to the in-
tersection of the switch-off and switch-on lines yields the desired average
output voltage. The behavior of this system when switching between these
various load conditions is described below.
4.4.1 Transient Trajectories
Consider first this system in steady-state operation under the con-
ditions depicted in Fig. 4.9(C). If the load current is suddenly reduced
to 10% of its rated value, the transient state trajectory which results
when the system is operating under the influence of the state-trajectory
control law is illustrated in Fig. 4.17(,1). The trajectories and the
switchin g boundary shown in this figure are the same as those displayed
in Fig. 4.9(C), with the original steady--state trajectory of Fin. 4.9(3)
superimposed on the plane as the dashed closed curve. Let the chan ge in
load current arbitrarily occur when the system state is at the !point marked
with an X in Fin. 4.14(1). At that instant, the switching boundary and the
system trajectories chan ge to accommodate the change in load current, and
the system state be gins to follow the new off-time trajectory which passes
throu gh the state at that instant. The reactor current eventually falls
to zero at which time the converter power stage diode becomes reverse biased
and the output capacitor voltage continues to decay along the v
1.00	 1.02
(A)
1
133
0.9f30	 1.00	 1.02
(0)
Fig. 4.10 Transient response of free-running voltage step-up converter
system to step changes in i0-N from 0.5 to (A) 0.1, and (8) 1.0. Dashed
closed curves represent the original steady-state trajectory corresponding
to vT-N	 0.75 and i 0_N = 0.5.
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until the switch-on boundary line is reacded,. A swi tc5-on signal is i ssiA
at that instant, and the new steady-s tata condition, which  i s in a dis-
continuous conduction mode, has been attained, within one cycle of control.
It should be noted that no matter wkeo the loaf switco occurs witoin tea
original steady-state trajectory, whetner it ba during a power MOO on-
time or a switch off-time, the power swi tch, if it is not already off, is
immediately opened at that instant because the original steady-state tra-
jectory is suddenly located entirely within the off re g ion. kis rasponse
is apai n in contrast to that which is observed with conventional control
techniques which often must wait to complete a fixed on-time or HOME
interval before a new control command can be issued. TO transient tra-
jectory which results for a step chan ge in load current from 59% to l^°^;o
of the rated value is illustrated in Fi g . 4.19(3). In this case, tle
system state is in the on-region of the state plane immediately followJinc
the load change, but it again reaches the now steady--state condition
within one cycle of control.
The same principles of operation apply when the system is subjected
to changes in input voltage as illustrated in Fir. 4.11. The state tra-
jectories and switching boundary displayed in Fin. 4.11(.1) correspond to
this voltage step-up converter system operating with an in put voltage
equal to 50`Y of the desired average output volta ge rather than the nominal
75% as in Fier. 4.9(b), and the conditions de p icted in Fin. 4.11(3) cor-
respond to an input voltage of 90% of the rated output volta ge. TO tran-
sient trajectories which result when the system is subjected to step changes
in input voltage from 75% to 50% and 90% of the desired avera ge out-
put voltage are illustrated in Fins. 4.11(A) and (3) respectively in the
same way that they are displayed in Fin. 4.19.
1.00
(A)
vC-N
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0.980	 1.00	 1.02
Fig. 4.11 Transient response of Free--running voltage step--up converter
system to step changes in v I _ N from 0.75 to (A) 0.5, and (B) 0.9.
Dashed closed curves represent the original steady-state trajectory
corresponding to v i _ N = 0.75 and i0-iI = 0.5.
the various control techniques might be mE
6See page 80-A for a discussion of the st
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Additionally, examples of transient trajectories for the current
step-up and the current-or--voltage step-up converters are illustrated in
Figs. 4.12 through 4.16. As discussed previously, the off-time trajec-
tories for these two converter configurations do not change shape for
changes in input voltage. This characteristic is clearly illustrated in
Fins. 4.14 and 4.16 where for the cases in which the change in input volt-
age occurs {wring a power switch off-interval, no apparent change in the
converter trajectory occurs until either the original or the nmi switching
boundary is crossed. 'cote also that sone of the axamVes nresentH in biese
figures illustrate changes in operating conditions Wereby the new staady-	 1
state trajectory comoletely encompasses the original trajectory or Mee	 !
versa. In these cases, the system transient trajectory results in no volt-
age or current overshoot or undershoot. The principles of operation for
these converters are precisely the same as those described above so t+hat
no additional discussion of these cases is necessary.
4.4.2 Computer Simulated Responses
To illustrate and verify the theoretical discussions presented
above, di gital computer simulations of do-to-dc converters operating undar
the influence of this state-trajectory control law are presented in this
section. The simulation tool used to venerate the Jata presented in this
chapter is the same CSMF program that was used to obtain tiha data pre-
sented in Chapter HIP ,'also, the same converter power stages and the same
external disturbances in the system operating conditions are used in these
examples as are used in Chapter III so that useful cmmnarisons between
ixA
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Fi	 4.12 State trajectories and switching boundaries (bold lines) for
^A} the current step-up converter of Fig. 2.2 with V IA = 1.5 and iO -N
= 0.5, and (B) the current-or-voltage step-up converter of Fig. 2.3 with
vi-N = 0.75 and i 0_ N = 0.5.
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0.980	 1.00	 1.02
(B)
Fig. 4.13 Transient response of free-running current step-up converter
system to step changes in i 0-N from 0.5 to (A) 1.0, and (B) 0.1. Dashed
closed curves represent the original steady-state trajectory corresponding
to v i _ N = 1.5 and i 0-N = 0.5.
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Fig. 4.15 Transient response of free-running current-or--voltage step-up
converter system to step changes in i0_^j from 0.5 to (A) 1.0 and (B)
0.1. Dashed closed curves represent the original steady-state tra-
jectory corresponding to vI_IN = 0.75 and i 0_ N = 0.5.
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Fig. 4.16 Transient response of free-running current-or-voltage step-up
converter system to step changes in VI-N from 0.75 to (A) 0.5 and (B)
0.9. Dashed closed curves represent the original steady-state trajectory
t	 corresponding to v 1-N = 0.75 and i 0-N = 0.5.
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Example 1. The response of the volta ge stem-up converter of Fibs.
2.1 to a step change in output current from 391 to 1112 of its rated value 	 f
when operating under the influence of tie state-trajectory control la+i is
presented in Fi g . 4.17. The timinn parameter specified for this example
is Ton-!ly`.1.00 so that the conditions of this exampla correspond precisely
to those of Example 2 in Chapter III ON results shown in Fin. 3.3. The
system state initially follows tike steady -state trajectory which corresponds
to the nominal operatin g conditions of this system as can b y seen in botl
Fi gs. 4.17(`1) and 3.5(A). The steady-state switch-off and switch-on
points of this trajectory are indicated by the letters b and a respectively
in Fig. 4.17(A). The load chan ges in these two examples occur at the same
instant in time, but they are not synchronized to the same point on the
initial steady-state trajectory so that the transient state trajectories
in Figs. 4.17('1) and M(A) ;do not Spin at precisely the same point in
the system state plane. The natura of the transient response of each of
these systems is not dependent on the particular state at the instant of	 1
the load change, however, and thus qualitative comparisons of these data	 j
J
t
are ,justified. The same scale factors have been used for each of these
figures to facilitate comparison of the data.
The change in load current in this example occurs after two units
of normalized time. At to=2.0, the state-plane switching boundary immedi-
ately changes to accommodatethe new load condition, and the system state,
located at point b in Fig. 4.17(8), is suddenly well within the switch-on
region of the plane and begins to follow an on-time trajectory toward the
new switch-off line. After reaching this boundary at point c in the
state plane, the converter power switch is turned off and the system state
follows that off-time trajectory to the new steady -state condition. The
?..0
1 .0
ix-t1 1.0
VC-N 1.0
v0 _ N 1.0
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Fig. 4.17 CSMP generated response of free-running voltage step-up con-
verter system for a step increase in i 0_ from 0.5 to 1.0. Scale factors
for the time waveforms are, in normalize units per major division:
i	 1.0/div; v _ N , 0.05/div; and v0 _ N , 0.05/div. The control law is
i Nhe constant ^ -time mode.
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new steady-state switch-off and switch-on points are indicated by the
letters e and d respectivel y in Fig. 4.17(,x). The tine waveforg s presented
in Fig. 4.17(B) illustrate the free-running nature of this converter during
the sin gle on/off transient cycle in which the on-tire interval and tle
off-time interval are different from all of the other cycles. Before and 1.
after this transient cycle, the system o perates with the specified fixed
on-time, Tan-7 and because this system is operating in tie continuous
conduction mode for both load conditions, the switch duty cycle, and con-
sequently the overall system switching frequency, is the same in botr3
steady-state conditions.
The steady-state trajectory achieved for the new load condition
is tote only closed trajectory for this system which yields precisely
the desired average output voltage for the given operating conditions
and specified timing parameter, T On-.r,. The peak-to-peak autput voltage
ripple for this heavier load condition is greater than it is for operation
at 50% of the rated load, but it is the minimum Mich is physically ob-
tainable with the g iven converter power stage components and externally ;m-
nosed operating conditions. The ability of this system to achieve the de-
sired steady-state trajectory at more than one operating point is possible
because no fixed roference levels are imposed on the converter control
subsystem. Also, the very fast and p recise response of this system as
observed in Fig. 4.17 is possible because no timinn restrictions, such
as minimum or maximum switching intervals, are imposed on this control
function as trey are, of necessity, in tee conventional controllers des-
cribed in Chapter III.
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Example_ 2. The converter response illustrated in Fin. 4.18
corresponds to the same power stage configuration and the same load-switch
-^	 conditions as are presented in Example 3 of Chapter III and illustrated
in Fig. 3.7. This example illustrates the behavior of a constant on-titre
current step-asp converter responding to a step-decrease in load current
from 10010' to 50% of its rated value. The new steady-state condition is
achieved in this case in one off/on cycle of control, and again it is seen
to yield the desired average output voltage for the new load condition.
Example 3. The response of a current-or-voltage step-up converter
to a step-increase in load current from 10% to 50% of its rated value is
presented in Fig. 4.19. This load--change condition and the converter power
stage are the same as those presented in Example 7 of Chapter ii and
illustrated in Fi g . 3.12. The system switchin g line for this example has
been specified to yield a constant steady-state switching frequency when
in both the continuous and the discontinuous conduction modes of operation.
A single on/off transient cycle again leads to the desired steady-state
trajectory for the new load condition, and except for the single transient
cycle, the &si red constant switching frequency is maintained.
Example 4. The current step--up converter of Fig. 2.2 operating in
conjunction with the state trajectory control law in a constant switching
frequency mode is illustrated in Fig. 4.20. The transient response dis-
played in this figure is to a step--decrease in input voltage from 1.5 to
1.25 times the rated average output voltage. The converter power stage
and perating conditions for this example are the same as these presented
in Example 8 of Chapter III and illustrated in Fig. 3.13. Since the
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Fig. 4.18 CSMP generated response of free-running currant step-up
converter system for a step decrease in 
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The control law is in the constant on-time mode.
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Fig. 4.19 CSMP generated response of free-running current-or-voltage
step-up converter system for a step-increase in i 0-11 from 0.1 to 0.5.
Scale factors for the time waveforms are, in normalized units per
major division: i x-M 1.0/di v; vC _ N , 0.02/di v; and v0-N. 0.02/di v.
The control law is in the constant frequency mode.
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Fig. 4.20 CSMP generated response of free-running current step-up
converter system for a step decrease in vj - ,N from 1.5 to 1.25. Scale
factors for the time waveforms are, in normalized units per major
division- i X-N, 0.5/div; v c-NI 0.01/div; and v0-N, 0.01/div. The
control 7aw is in the constant frequency mode.
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shapes of the system off-time trajectories for the current step-up conver-
ter configuration are independent of the input voltage, y r -N , the system
state trajectory in this example does not appear to change at the instant
of the input voltage change, point a in Fin. 4.20(.'1), because this change
occurs during a power snitch off -time. The system switching line does
change at the instant of the input voltage channo, however, and when t'he
new switch-on boundary is crossed at point b, the power switch is closed
and the new steady-state trajectory is very quickly attained with no out-
put voltage or inductor current oversaoot or undershoot. The off-time
se gment of the new steady-state 'trajectory is the same shape as the original
off-time trajectory, but it is displaced to the left yielding a smaller
peak-to-peak output volta ge ripple.
4.5 Conclusions
	
The qualitative insight gained through observing! the behavior
	
11;
k
of energy-storacse do-to-dc converters ir. the system state plane has led
to the development of a state- trajectory control lair for do-to-dc con-
verters, The control law is conce ptually quite simple and is easily
visualized in the system state plane. It can be re presented mathematic-
ally by mans of relatively simple algebraic equations which :an be used
to implement the nraphical conce ption. The realizability of this control
law and the excellent static and k!yn, .iic performance whici result for con-
verters operating; in conjunction with it- have baen demonstrated through 	 j
1
digital computer simulations of actual converter systems.
The mathematical foundation of this control technique enables one
to predict, a priori, the performance characteristics of any converter
system which 15 controlled by it. SUCK measures as overshoot or undershoot
,i	 I	 I	 I	 !	 ',	 f
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of volta ges and currents, anJ transient settlin g Was of the systan
variables can be conputed from simple al nebrai c axpressi ons which can be
derived from the converter power sta ge r^dels presented in Chaptar II.
The control function is comp letely free of the usual limiting constraints,
such as fixed operating frequencies, fixed power switch ors-tire intervals,
or fixed reference threshold levels which cannot ada p t to chan ges in the
system operating conditions and thus tend to hinder the successful per-
formance of converter systems. Moreover, this control technique is based
an a knowledne of th, behavioral characteristics of tho converter sower
stapes as revealed throu gh the system state plane, and it uses this know-
ledge to guide the system state to a desired location in tKat pla pe. Pus,
converter systems which employ this control technique offer a unique com-
bination of excellent performance-Anherent stability, precise static reyu-
lation, and fast dynamic response--and a straightfonrard understanding of
the manner in Wicn this performance is accomplished and the design pro-
cedures which enable its imolemantation.
{i
Chapter V
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE
STATE--TRAJECTORY CONTROL LAW
5,1 Introduction
The state-tra;jeczory control law presented in Chapter IV is based
on a general conceptual visualization of the behavior of do-to-dc con-
verters and can, in theory, be formulated from converter models of arbi-
trary complexity. The particular equations used in Chapter IV to illustrate
the mathematical implementation of this control concept are derived from
the converter models presented in Chapter II in which most of the elements
are assumed to be ideal components. Because of the nonideal nature of
actual circuit components, however,the state trajectories of actual do-to-do
converters do not precisely coincide with those of such approximate
mathematical models. Consequently, if switching boundaries which are
derived from idealized converter models are applied to actual physical
systems which are comprised of nonideal components, the resultant system
performance does not meet the theoretical limits described in Chapter IV,
and the deviation of the actual performance from the theoretical limits
can be predicted from a consideration of the nature and severity of the
approximations which are incorporated into the converter power stage model.
A principal purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate how the
state-plane analysis technique described in Chapter II can be used to ex-
(151)	 i{a
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p lore the influence of various converter modeling assumptions on the
shape and location of the state-trajectory switching boundaries which are
derived from those models, and to describe the deviations in system be-
havior which result from using those switching boundaries in the converter
control process. Throughout this chapter, the voltage step-up converter
is used to illustrate and verify theoretical discussions and to provide
computer simulation data for further c'arification of the concepts pre-
sented. A relatively complex mathematical model of this converter is pre-
sented, and the shapes of the state trajectories which correspond to it
are compared to those which are presented in previous chapters and which
correspond to the less complex model presented in Chapter II. The be-
havior of this complex model when operating in conjunction with the state-
plane switching boundary derived in Chapter IV is illustrated by means of
a digital computer simulation and compared to the theoretical behavior
which is described in Chapter IV. From the insight gained in this investi-
gation, a third model of the voltage step-up do-to-dc converter is proposed
which incorporates those elements of the complex model which are the pri-
mary contributors to the discrepancies observed in the behavior of the
two previously described models. The state-plane switching boundary de-
rived from this third converter model is applied to the complex model and
the resultant system performance is again compared to the theoretical limits
described previously.
A fundamental tenet held throughout the development of this disser-
tation is the belief that the theoretical limits in converter performance
which are revealed through a state-plane analysis can be achieved only if
all of the information which is available in the converter power stage is
properly used in the control decision making process. As demonstrated in
N(. f
15 3
u	 Chapter III, however, the contra' of dc-to- dc converters can be success-
fully accomplished with a less complete processing of the system information,
but the resulting system performance degrades accordingly. Likewise, it is
possible, if desired, to make additional approximations to the state plane
switching boundaries presented in Chapter IV in order to simplify their
implementation and still achieve good system performance, although not the
theoretical limits predicted through analysis. Thus, a second purpose of
this chapter is to introduce the nature of such simplifications to the im-
plementation of the switching boundaries and to indicate a basic approach
to exploring them. Because of the mathematical nature of this control law,
numarous possibilities exist for such modifications, and the discussions
presented in this chapter are intended only to indicate the types of re--
-°	 sults which are possible and to give an example of such a control law mod-
ification.	 Additional features which can be incorporated into the control
function to accommodate particular converter application requirements are
also indicated in this chapter, but the details of these investigations
are left to the reader.
5.2 Effects of Modeling Assumptions on the Switching Boundary
Most of the state trajectories which are presented as examples
throughout this dissertation are comprised of segments of parabolas and
straight lines as established by the mathematical models presented in
Chapter II and given by equations (2.5) through (2.8) for the voltage step-
up converter, (2.11) through (2.13) for the current step--up converter, and
(2.15) through (2.18) for the current--or-voltage step-up configuration.
More detailed models of these converter systems yield solution trajectories
which are combinations of logarithmic spirals and generalized parabolas? One
7Parabolas of the form vC_pj = ai X_N +y, where a, s and y are constants with a>O
dO--
iN^
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such model of the voltage step--up converter is presented in Fig. 5.1.
This model includes resistive parasitic elements such as source resistance,
r5_N , inductor winding resistance, r X-N , and semiconductor bulk resistances,
rb-N for the diode, and rQ-N for the power switch, which cause a loss of
efficiency in the converter operation. Also included in this model are
a switch saturation voltage drop, V 4_ N , and a diode forward voltage drop,
Vp-N . No assumptions are made concerning the relative magnitudes of the
peak to peak output voltage ripple and the average value of the output
voltage, and the validity of this model is not dependent on the converter
switching frequency heirg much greater than the natural frequency of the
inductor-capacitor combination in the converter power stage. The piecewise
linear  approximation to this switching system is preserved in this model,
however, as the switches are assumed to be ideal open circuits during their
off-time intervals, and the transition from an open to a closed condition
and vice versa is assumed to occur instantly on command.
The solutions to the state equations which represent the behavior
of this model are logarithmic spirals during the power switch off-time
intervals and parabolas during the switch on-time intervals. The
shapes of these trajectories relative to the shapes of the state trajectories
which correspond to the model of the voltage step-up converter presented in
Fig. 2.5 are illustrated  i n Fig. 5.2. From point A, the off-time trajectory
for the converter model of Fig. 2.5 is plotted as the parabola labeled a,
whereas the logarithmic spiral corresponding to the model of Fig. 5.1 is
shown as plot b. In the region of the state plane which corresponds to
normal steady-state operation, the shapes of these two trajectories are
quite similar, with the observable differences between them being caused by
the parasitic losses which are included in the model of Fig. 5.1 but assumed
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Fi a. 5. 1  Detailed model and mathematical representation of the voltage
step--up converter durinn (A) power switch on-time, and (B) power switcl,
off-time.
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Fig. 5.2 Comparison of shapes of state trajectories for two different
models of the voltage step--up converter. Off-time trajectory a and
on-time trajectory c correspond to the model of Fig. 2.5. Trajectories
b and d correspond to the model of Fig. 5.1.
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negligible in the model of Fig. 2.5. Because of these losses, the same
initial value of reactor current in the system of Fig. 5.1 is unable to
charge the output capacitor during the power switch off-time intervals
as fully as the system of Fig. 2.5 which is loss less. Similarly, the on-
time trajectories for these two models emanating from the common initial
state marked B, spread apart as time increases because the effective vol-
tage across the inductor for trajectory d is less than it is for trajectory
c and consequently the reactor current cannot rise as quickly.
If the switching boundary derived in Chapter IV, which is based on
the model of Fig. 2.5, is used to control a converter whose behavior more
nearly corresponds to the model of Fig. 5.1 , the system performance
wh i cn is predicted and illustrated  in Chapter IV does not result.
An example of the type of behavior which does result under these conditions
is illustrated in Fig. 5.3. In this figure, the steady-state off-time and
on-time trajectories, and consequently the state-plane switching boundary,
deri ved from the model of Fig. 2.5 for v I _N = 0.75 and i 0
_
N = 0.5 are shown
as bold lines. As illustrated in Fig. 5.2, however, the actual off-time
trajectory for the converter model of Fig. 5.1 curves inside of the tra-
jectory which corresponds to the idealized model, and consequently the
state of the system crosses the switch-on line at point a with a higher
value of current and a lower voltage level than it woulu have if the simu-
lated power stage were lossless--point b. The on-time trajectory which en-
sues has a lower slope than the switch- on line and subsequently intersects
the switch-offboundary at point c rather than point d, and the steady-state
trajectory wh i ch results is a-c-a rather than b--d-b which is predicted in
theory. Thus, one can see that the basic principles of operation of the
state-- trajectory control law as developed in Chapter IV still apply for this
case, but that the steady-state trajectory which results in this system does not
r
.w..
0.,
0.
n.995 1.0
	 1.005
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Firs. 5.3 Steady-state trajectory, a- c-a, of the voltage step-up converter
of Fin. 2.1 with v r = 0.75 and i	 = 0.5 8modeled as shown in Fin. 5.1but controlled wit'1 q switching bAn-" ary, bold line, derived from the
simplified converter model of Fig. 2.5.
In the model of Fig. 5.1 , the load condition is determined by the value
of resistance, RO_;4. The value of RO_,i used in simulatin g this model
is computed from R _r, = VO_"1/10_EI, where iO_;1 is considered to be the
desired average ou put current. Thus, i O-N = 0.5 for the model of
Fig. 2.5 corresponds to RO_N = 2.0 for the model of Fig. 5.1.
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coincide with the unique desired solution, and as would be expected
intuitively, the average output voltage in this case is less than the de-
sired average output voltage because of the loss of power in the converter
power stage. To compensate for this loss of power, the location of the de-
sired steady-state trajectory must be shifted to accommodate higher reactor
current levels as illustrated later in this section.
A more complete illustration of this dependence of th-a converter
behavior on the particular switching boundary generated in the control pro-
cess is presented in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5. Thf. response of the voltage step-
up converter of Fig. 2.1 modeled as shown in Fig. 2.5 is presented in Fig.
5.4. The state-plane switching boundary used in the control of this system
is derived from the same converter model, and thus the shapes of the system
trajectories coincide with the shape of the switching boundary and the theo-
retically predicted response of this system to a step change in load current
from 100% to 50% of its rated value is observed in the simulation. The
format of this and succeeding examples is the same as the format used in
previous chapters so that comparisons of the data can be made if desired.
As can be seen in Fig. 5.4, the desired average output voltage for this
system is achieved for both load conditions, and the transition from one
steady-state condition to another is accomplished in one off/an cycle of
control.
Using the same switching boundary to control the voltage step-up
converter model depicted in Fig. 5.1 results in the system behavior illus-
trated in rig. 5.5. As discussed previously, the losses within this con-
verter power stage model cause the average output voltage to fall below
the desired value. At higher power levels,  rated load for example, these
lasses increase and the average output voltage falls even more as the steady-
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Fi ci. 5.4 CSMP venerated response of the vol taste step-up converter of
Fiq. 2.1 modeled as shown in Fin. 2.5 and controlled with a switcAing
boundary derived from the same model. The operating conditions are
v Y _ ; = 0.75 and i 0- NN switches from 1.0 to 0.5 at t,, = 2.0. Scale
factors for the time waveforms are, in nor=malized units per major
division: i X_11, 1.0/di v; vC-rE , 0.02/di v; and v, 0.02/di v.
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Fig. 5.5 CSNP generated resp ,)nse of the voltage step-up converter of
Fig. 2.1 modeled as shown in Fig. 5.1 but controlled with a switching
boundary derived from the model of Fig. 2.5. The operating conditions
are v
	 = 0.75 and i	 switches from 1.0 to 0.5 9at t . = 2.0.
Scaie l Actors for the0^^me waveforms are, in normalizef units per
major division: ix 'V 1.0/div; vC _ N , 0.02/div; and v0_1141 0.02/div.
9RO_N switches from 1.0 to 2.0.
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state trajectory shifts to the left. Also, since the unique desired steady-
state trajectory cannot be achieved under these conditions, the frequency
of operation deviates from the specified value, for as discussed in section
4.3.2, the frequency of operation of these converter confi gurati on.> is very
much dependent on the particular steady-state trajectory being traversed,
and any change in the location of this equilibrium trajectory causes a
change in the system's operating frequency. In spite of these inaccuracies
in the static performance characteristics of the converter, however, the
basic switching decision process is the same as specified in theory and the
transition from one steady-state condition to another is again accomplished
in one off/on cycle of control.
5.3 Modified Switching Boundary
With an understanding of the effects of parasitic losses in the
converter power stage on the shapes of the system state trajectories, it
is possible to derive a state-trajectory switching boundary which can
accommodate those internal losses and consequently enable actual systems to
more nearly accomplish the theoretical performance described previously.
Such a switching boundary can be derived from the converter model depicted
in Fig. 5.6. This model is the same as that shown in Fig. 2.5 except that
the effects of the parasitic losses in the power stage components are in-
cluded. The switch saturation voltage drops are modeled as constant voltage
sources of amplitude VQ_ N for the converter power switch during an on-time
interval and Vg-N for the diode during the converter off-time intervals.
The effects of the resistive losses are modeled as voltage sources whose
ampiitude y are dependent on the value of the output current, i O_ N . This
approximation eliminates the exponential terms in the system solutions and 	 r'
I
iX-14 'r	 16 3
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Fick.	 5.6	 Model and mathematical	 representation which includes the effects
of parasitic losses but Preserves the parabolic shape of the off-time
trajectories for the voltage step-up converter.	 ^
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thus preserves the parabolic nature of the converter off-time trajectories
and the linear nature of the on-time trajectories. The dependency of these
voltage sources on the value of the output current enables this model to
accommodate the effect of higher output currents causing greater resistive
losses within the converter power stage as described previously. Other
values of current, such as the average reactor current, could also be used
to determine the magnitudes of these dependent sources, but the output
current has been chosen in this case because it is the simplest to implement.
The solution trajectories corresponding to this model are parabolas
during the power switch off-time intervals and straight lines during the
switch on - time intervals as given by equations ( 5.1) through (5.3).
_	 L  i0-NvC-N T	 CN vi-N - vN 	X-N } K
1 	(5.1)
_	 L 	 2	 L 	 O-N	 (5.2)
vC-N W	 2 CN vN - vI-N
	
X-N
	 CN vN - vI-N 3 X-N	 K2
i X-N = 0	 (5.3)
Aere
vN = VQ-N + (rS-N + rX-N + rQ-N ) iU-s,	 (5.4)
an d
vN - VO-N + VD-N + (rS^-N + rX-N + rD-N + rC-N ) "O-N	 (5.5)
K  and K2 are constants which are functions of the circuit component values,
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the converter operating conditions, and the particular initial states for
the respective switching intervals and are given by
K	 L  io-N	
i	 (t°) + v	 (t°)	 (5.6)
7	 CN vI_N - vN) X-N	 N	 C-N	 N
and
K2 =	 C	 vN - v --T iX-N (iN} - CCN 4d-- v 	 iX-N N)N 	 N	 I-N	 N	 N	 I-N
+ VC-N (tN)	 (5.7)
Thus, following the procedure established in Chapter IV, a switching
boundary can be established by selecting the off-time and on-time trajec-
tories which correspond to steady - state operation for the given system.
'The steady-state switch - off point for this model can be derived as demon-
strated in Appendix A, and the resultant expressions for the voltage step-
up converter in the constant frequency mode of operation are presented in
Table 5.1.
A comparison of the shapes of the off - time and on-time trajec-
tories which correspond to the models of Fig. 5.6 and 5.1 is presented in
Fig. 5.7, and as car, be seen in this figure, the shapes of these trajec-
tories are nearly identical in the displayed region of the state plane.
The off-time trajectory corresponding to the model of Fig. 5.1 and labeled
a curves slightly under that of the model of Fig. 5.6, trajectory b, but
the on-ti m trajectories coincide F=:: .,tly. Thus, the inclusion  of the
power stage losses 4 ^. the converter model has improved the effectiveness of
the switching boundary considerably, even though the approximations which
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Table 5.1
Location of Steady-State Switch-Off Point for the Modified Model
of the Voltage Step-Up Converter
CONTINUOUS CONDUCTION OPERATION
v 	 -
vN TN (VI-N - vN N" - VI-N )	(5.6)
^ B-N - v I-N
+
- vN 1 0-N 2 L 	 v;N" - v^
v	 -
B-N
V-
D-N
-	
(vN - v I
-N ) i 0-N TN -	(vN - v I - N )(v i - N - 
v^}3TN2
(5.7)
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Fin. 5.7 Compari s on of shapes of state trajectories for voltaoe ste!j - up
converter model s of Fi a. 5.1 , trajectory a, and Fi y. 5. 6, trajectory b.
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lead to parabolic and linear trajectories are retain,:r'10
To demonstrate the improved performance which results -, ,,ten using
this modified switching boundary, the same test conditions as are illustated
in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 are repeated in Fig. 5.8 for the same converter power
stage but operating w;th the modified switching boundary. The converter
power stage model simulated in this example is the detailed model displayed
in Fig. 5.1. As can be seen in Fig. 5.8, the performance of this system
operating with the modified switching boundary again approaches the theo-
retical limits revealed through analysis. The desired average output vol-
tage is accomplished for both load conditions and the steady-state switching
i
frequency is again stable at the specified value. On comparing the data
of Fig. 5.8 to the response of the lossless converter model as illustrated
in Fig. 5.4, one can see that the average reactor current for this system
i
is higher than it is for the lossless converter model displayed in Fig.
5.4 as it must be to accommodate the losses in the converter power paths.
Thus, by adjusting the shape and location of the switching boundary, the
performance characteristics described and demonstrated i n Chapter IV can
be achieved.	 I
5.4 Simplification of the Switching Boundary
As demonstrated in the preceding section, the performance of a
converter system operating in conjunction with the state- trajectory control
law is very much dependent on the location and shape of the switching
boundary which is generated by the control function. If the theoretical
converter performance described in Chapter IV is desired, the shape of
the system switching boundary must closely match the shapes of the actual
converter trajectories, and the steady-state switch- gaff point which ;s used
he degree of improvement can be seen by comparing Fig. 5.7 to Fig. 5.3.
I	 f
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Fi c1. a. 3 CSP1F generated response of the voltage step-up converter of
Fin. 2.1 modeled as shown in Fia. 5.1 but controlled with a r4itching
boundary derived from the model of Fig. 5.6. The operatin g conditions
are vi-;q = 0.75 and i0-,l switches from 1.0 to 0.5 at t. j = 2.0. Scale
factors for the time waveforms are, in normalized units per major
division: i X- ,,l, 1.0/di v; v CAI 0.02/di v; and v0 -IN , 0.02/di v.
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to locate the switching boundary must be derived with a consideration of
the losses within the converter power stage so that additional power from
the source can be processed to compensate for the parasitic losses within
the system. However, if a particular application does not require such
stringent performance characteristics, simplifications can be introduced
into the construction of the switching boundary so that adequate system
performance can be achieved with a more easily implemented control function
The possibilities for such control function simplifications are
too numerous to treat in detail in this dissertation, but an example of
one switching line approximation is presented in this section to illustrate
3
the nature and approach to this process. As discussed previously, the
state-trajectory control law derived in this dissertation is based on two
fundamental observations. First, the state of a converter power stage follows
specifically shaped trajectories during the power switch on-time and off-
tim intervals as determined by the governing physical laws of the system.
The shapes of these trajectories can be approximated to arbitrary degrees
of accuracy with mathematical expressions which can be derived from con-
ceptual models of the physical system. Secondly, the particular combi-
nation of off-time and on-time trajectory segments which a converter state 	 i
follows during steady-state operation establishes the static per^brmance
characteristics of *hat system. Thus, by either adjusting the shape of
the switching boundary or by changing its location in the system state
plane, the overall performance of a converter system can be changed. As
more approximati ons are introduced into the specification of the switching
boundary, the deviation of the resultant converter performance from the
theoretical limits discussed in Ciapter IV increases, but the complexity
of implementing the corresponding control function decreases.
a
I	 I	 I	 I	 ^	 t
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As an example of how the generation of a state-trajectory switching
v	 boundary can be simplified, consider the equations which give the location
of the steady-state switch-off point for the voltage step-up converter as
presented in Table 4.1(A). This table presents mathematical expressions
which give the exact coordinates of the steady-state switch-off point for
both continuous and disco,, -inuous conduction operation of a voltage step-up
converter modeled as shown in Fig. 2.5. Given the values of the system
power stage components, L  and C N , the desired system steady-state operating
characteristics, VO-N and TN , and a nominally specified operating point,
V I-N and i O-N , the value of capacitor voltage, v B-N , which should occur
at the steady-state switch-off instant for these conditions can be com-
puted. If this value of capacitor voltage is used in determining the lo-
cation of the switching boundary for all operating conditions, rather than
computing a new value for each condition from equations (4.2) and (4.4),
considerable computation can be saved in the control process with relatively
little loss in the accuracy of the steady-state performance characteristics.
This type of simplification is illustrated graphically in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10.
The families of off-tire and on-time trajectories displayed in
Fig. 5.90) correspond to the voltage step-up converter of F 4 g. 2.1 operat
ing with v i _ri = 0.75 and i O-N W 0.5. These trajectories are derived from
the model of Fig. 2.5 and consequently are the same as those displayed in
Fig. 4.90), and the steady-state switch-off point for these condi di ti ons ,
marked with an X in Fig. 5.9(A), is given by equations (4.1) and (4.2) in
Table 4.1(A). If the output current being withdrawn from this system is 100/
of the rated value rather than 50%, the families of trajectories displayed in
Fig. 5.9(B) are followed and a different steady-state switch-off point can
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Fig. 5.9 State trajectories and switching boundaries (bold lines)  for
the voltage step-up converter of Fig. 2.1 modeled as shown in Fig. 2.5
.with v l _^i W 0.75 and i 0-N = (A) 0.5 and (S) 1.0. Dashed switching
boundary in (8) results if the value of vg_p j computed for i 0-N = 0.5
is used to locate the steady-state switch-otf point.
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be determined from equations (4.1) and (4.2). If instead of recomputing
a value of vB-N for i 0-N = 1.0, however, the value computed for i0-N = 0.5
is used to determine the location of the switching boundary for this
heavier load condition, the dashed boundary shown in Fig. 5.9(B) results.
By using this value of vB-N , which is greater than the value that corre-
sponds to operation at i 
04 - 1.0, the state-trajectory switching boundary
is shifted slightly upward and to the right, and the steadly-state trajec-
tory which results from using this switching boundary also shifts to the
right yielding an average output voltage which is approximately 0.25%
greater than the desired value.
If the value of vB
-N which corresponds to i 0-N = 0.5 is used to
locate a switching boundary for this converter operating with i 0-N = 0.1 ,
the dashed boundary of Fig. 5.10(B) results. Since vB_ N for i0-Pd = 0.1
is greater than v
B-N for i 0-N	 0.5, using the smaller value of vB-N tends
to pull the switching boundary and the resultant system steady-state tra-
jectory to the left. Thus, the average output voltage of the converter
operating with this switching boundary is slightly less than the desired
value, but neither this steady-state error nor the error displayed in
Fig. 5.9(B) is as great as the errors encountered with conventional control
techniques as presented in Chapter III. Thus, qualitatively at least,
approximating vB-N with a constant value which corresponds to a nominally
specified operating point still enables good system performance with a
less complex mathematical implementation of the state-trajectory control
law.
Digital computer simulations which illustrate the response of a
voltage step-up converter operating in conjunction with the simplified state-
trajectory control law are presented in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12. The conver-
ter power stage model simulated in these examples is the more complex model
tv
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Fiea. 5.11 CSMP generated response of the voltage step-up converter
of Fig. 2.1 modeled as shown in Fin. 5.1 but controlled with the
switching boundaries illustrated i n ' Fi g. 5.9. The operating con-
ditions are v^,.^ = 0.75 and i 0_; switches from 1.0 to 0.5 at t. l = 2.0.
Scale factors Ar the time waveforms are, in normalized units per major
di vision : i X- ,^, 1.0/di v, vC-;1 , 0.02/di v, and v0-:1 , 0.02/di v.
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illustrated in Fig. 5.1, but the switching boundaries generated by the	 _	 3
converter control function are the simplified implementations illustrated
in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10, respectively, which are derived from the model of
Fig. 2.5 but with the steady-state switch-off voltage fixed for all operating
conditions rather than computed from equations (4.2) and (4.4). The response 	 ry
of the voltage step-up converter of Fig. 2.1 to a step change in output
current from 100% to 50% of its rated value when operating in conjunction
with this simplified state-trajectory control law is illustrated in Fig.
i
5.11. The test conditions illustrated in this figure are identical to those
of Fig. 5.5 except that the steady-state switch-off voltage, v B _ N , is constant
in Fig. 5.11 rather than computed as it is Fig. 5.5. As predicted from the
graphical analysis of Fig. 5.9, the fixed value of v 	 causes the steady-	 I
state trajectory to shift to the right for higher values of load current,	 j
which actually improves the converter performance in this case. The
steady-state trajectory corresponding to i Cl- ii	 0.5 in Fig. 5.11 is also
seen to yield a higher average output voltage than that in Fig. 5.5 because
the constant value of v 0_ used in determining the switching bot-Nary for
the system of Fig. 5.11 was chosen to be slightly greater than the computed
value from equation (4.2) in order to compensate for the losses in the
converter power stage which are not incorporated in the converter switching
boundary.
The response of this system to a step decrease in load current
from 50% to 10% of its rated value is illustrated in Fig. 5.12. The final
steady-state trajectory corresponding to i 0_ = 0.1 is seen to be in the
discontinuous conduction mode and to yield an average output voltage 	 -
slightly less than the desired value as predicted in Fig. 5.10. The effect 	 ^I
i
of these approximations on the switching frequency of the system under the 	 1
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1.0
Vr-N 1.0
VO-N 1. 0
2.
0.J;5	 1.0	 1.025
(A)
0	 5.0
	 10.0
(g)
Fig. 5.12 CSMP generated response of the voltane Step--up converter of
Fig. 2.1 modeled as shown in Fin. 5.1 but controlled with the switching
boundaries illustrated  i n Fig. 5.10. The operating conditions are
v_^1
 = 0.75 and i iJ switches from 0.5 to 0.1 at t 	 2.0. Scale -Factors4r the tick waveUr4ms are, in normalized units per major division:
i X-;N 1 1.0/di v; vC-11 , 0:02/di v; and vC- 1.l , 0.02/di v.
i^	 I/
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various load conditions can be seen in Figs. 5.10(B) and 5.11(B). For the
examples presented in this chapter, the systems operating with the approxi-
mate switching boundaries tend to operate at higher frequencies than speci-
fied. This is due to the fact that the actual converter trajectories curl
inside of the derived switching boundaries and thus switch sooner than
they should. The resultant steady-state trajectories enclose smaller areas
of the state plane which, as illustrated in Fi g . 4.5, correspond to higher
operating frequencies. In all of the examples presented in this chapter,
however, the inherently stable, single cycle switching process is main-
tained through all transient disturbances, and only the converter steady-
state performance characteristics are influenced by the switching boundary
approximations.
5.5 Conclusions
The state-trajectory control law presented in this dissertation is
based on a mathematical processing of information from the controlled system's
power stage. the precise form of the equations which are used to implement
this control function depends on the particular model chosen to represent
the physical converter. Detailed converter models which include repre-
sentations of the effects of lossy elements in the system power paths	 l
lead to more complex equations for the control law implementation. These
more complex equations, in turn, enable converter performance that approaches
the theoretically predicted response described in Chapter IV. Simplified
converter models which ignore the effects of lossy elements on the system
behavior lead to simpler expressions for the implementation   of the state-
.
trajectory switching bound?-y, but the performiance of a converter operating
under the influence of such a simplified ,:oritrol i mpl ewntati on does not
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match the theoretical behavior predicted through analysis. The particular
performance measures which degrade for given approximations can be pre-
dicted through the analytical framework used to derive the control law,
and thus tradeoffs of system performance vs. controller complexity can be
made.
After deriving a switching boundary from a given converter model
which enables satisfactory performance with a control implementation of
acceptable complexity, additional simplifications can be determined by
examining the resultant mathematical expressions which represent the
switching boundary. Neglecting terms in the expressions for i B-lyor vB_ N can
result in simpler implementations with acceptable levels of performance.
As illustrated in this chapter, it may even be possible to approximate one
or more of the mathematical expressions by a constant value if it is found
that the range of that value for the specified operating conditions is
not too large.
1dditional modifications to the state--trajectory switching boundary
can be made to accomplish other desired circuit functions such as converter
start-up or circuit protection features. The method for implementing such
additional features can again be determined by examining the behavior of
the converter in the system state plane and malting the switching decisions
based on the position of the system state relative to a derived boundary.
A current limiting feature, for example, could be incorporated by imposing
a third segment on the switching boundary which limits the on-time region
of the plane to an area be:ow a maximum reactor current level. The
possibilities for adapting this control technique to particular appli-
cations are too numerous to descr i be in this dissertation, and the dis-
cussions and examples presented in this chapter are intended only to illus-
trate and give guidance for such investigations.
}
Chapter VI
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE
STATE-TRAJECTORY CONTROL LAW
6.1 Introduction
The control function derived in this dissertation can be represented
mathematically by means of relatively simple algebraic equations. Thus, any
physical device or combination of devices which can generate algebraic func-
tions of measured signals can be used to physically realize this control
concept. Currently available electronic components, both digital and
analog, are capable of processing electronic signals in this manner and
thus can be used to implement, in a straightforward manner, the state-
trajectory control law derived in this dissertation. The purpose of this
chapter is to demonstrate the physical realizability of this control tech-
nique and to discuss some possible approaches to such an implementation.
The particular implementation approach described in this chapter
involves digitally computing the state-plane switching boundary and com-
paring the position of the monitored state of the system to this computed
boundary. The implementation at this stare does not represent a practical
development, but rather is designed to enable a.maximum investigation of all.
aspects of the system behavior. After presenting a brief outline of this
implementation procedure, osci l lograms are presented which illustrate the
behavior of an experimental voltage step--up do-to-dc converter operating
(180)
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under the control of this physical realization of the control technique.
The performance of this experimental system is discussed with respect to
the theoretically predicted performance and the computer simulated re-
sponses of such systems as presented in Chapters IV and V.
6.2 Implementation of the Control Law
For purposes of demonstration and experimentation, the control
function derived in this dissertation has been programmed into a Digital
Equipment Corporation PDP-11/45 digital computer. The signals from the
converter power stage which are used in the control decision process are
transmitted to the program through four separate analog to digital con-
verter channels, and the resultant control signal is transmitted from the
computer to the converter power switch via a single digital to analog
converter channel. The program is written in an assembler language and
all of the mathematical operations required by the program are performed
by means of integer arithmetic. These required operations are performed
sequentially in the central processing unit of the machine as instructed
by the program and as described below.
A flow chart of this program is presented in Fig. 6.1. As indicated
by the symbols in this figure, unnormalized system parameters and variables
are used in this program and consequently throughout the discussions in
this chapter. Also, two new symbols are introduced in this figure to help
distinguish between physically measured system variables and the variables
and parameters which are computed within the control program. Thus,
throughout this chapter, measured values of variables from the converter
power stage are indicated by a superscript asterisk, and computed values
generated by the control program are indicated by a superscript circle.
5
i';	 a
3
Fin. 6.1 (1 of 3)
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Fig. 6.1 (2 of 3)
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B
Fia. G.1 Program flow chart for digital implementation of the state-
trajectory control law.i
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The instructional loop depicted in this figure begins by taking measured
values of the four signals from the converter power stage which are used
in generating the control f^inction. Two of these signals, i* and 
VI , re-
present the externally imposed operating conditions of the system, and
the other two, iX and v*, represent the state of the system at the instant
of sampling. The program then follows the sequence of operations depicted
in the figure to determine whether the converter power switch should be
turned on or off for those measured values of the power sta ge variables.
By the time the program has reached the end of the loop, the control
command has been updated to correspond to the most recently sampled values
of these variables, After the loop is completed, the program immediately
takes another set of sampled values and proceeds to process them to deter-
mine the next control command. A more detailed discussion of this control
loop is presented in the following paragraphs.
The equations which generate the switching boundary used in this
program are given in Appendix C as equations (C.3) and (C.4) and are re-
written below in a form which more clearly illustrates their use in the
program. These equations are derived from the model of the voltage step-
up converter given in Fig. .2.5.
V C
--off ` c l (i x 2 - i g 2 ) + 
co (i X- i B) + v o- j* r	 (u . l)
v0-on - c3 (i* - ia) + v6. ^ (i*	 ip) rG	 (6.2)
where
	
co -	
L(6'3)
1 -	 2
.
0 o - vI
i° L
c2	 C V C vk	
_ (6.4)
0 7 I
CO_..-0
	 (6.6)
3	 V*
Equation (6.1) gives the value of voltage on the switch-off segment of
the switching boundary as a function of the measured reactor current,
iX, and thus this computed value of voltage is given the symbol, v0-off'
This computed boundary is illustrated in Fig. 6.2 in the system state plane.
The value of voltage on the switch- on segment of the switching boundary
as a function of the measured reactor current is given by (6.2) and is re-
presented by the symbol, v0..on. This boundary is also depicted in Fig. 6.2.
The coefficients used in these equations, c^ , c' and c', are functions of the
values of the converter pourer stage components, L and C, the desired average
output voltage, V0 , the measured value of input voltage, vr, and the computed
value of desired average output current, i0, which is discussed below.
The program loop ill ustrated in Fig. 6.1 consists of two principal
segments--a computational segment in which 
vo_off and v5-on are determined,
and a decision making segment in which the measured output voltage, va, is
compared to these computed values and a control command is issued accordingly.
After receiving a set of measured system signals, the program proceeds to
process these signals, -together with the programmed power stage component
values and specified steady-state operating characteristics, to determine the
system switching boundary. As indicated in Fig. 6.1, the first computation
performed determines. the value of average output current, i0, which is commen-
surate with the desired average output voltage, V 0 , and the externally applied
load. The computation is given by equation (6.6)
	
i o 
= R0	 where	 R* = is	 (6.6)
	
0	 0
which is based on the assumption that the converter load is purely resistive,
and thus can be determined. from Ohm's Law for the measured values of output
current and output voltage. This computed value of current is the value which
f
I
t	
#
i°
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is used in determining the coordinates of the steady-state switch-off point;
and the coeff=icients of the equations which describe the system switching
boundary.
Using this value of i^ and the measured value of input voltage, vI,
the coefficients c^ c2, and c3 are computed from equations (6.3)-(6.5) re-
spectively. These coefficients determine the shape of the system switching
boundary, but the desired steady-state switch-off point must also be computed
to locate the particular on-time and off-time trajectories which yield the
desired steady-state operating characteristics. The experimental converter
being used to exercise this control lawimplementation is designed to operate I
in a constant frequency mode, and thus the equations given in Table 4.1.(A)
can be used to compute ig and vg. As indicated in Table 4.1 (A), however, the
equations which determine the coordinates of this point are not the same for
both continuous and discontinuous conduction operation. Thus, before this
point is computed, the program determines in which mode of operation the con-
verter should function under the measured operating conditions. This can be
done by computing the value of the steady-state switch-on current, iR, which
is given by equation (6.7) for the voltage step-up converter.
io- i0 VU- Tv1 {V0 	v1)
A	 v I	2 L VU	
(6.7)
i
This expression can be Jeri ved from equations (M), (A.2) , and (A.5) of
Appendix A. If this computed value of current is greater than zero, steady-
1
state operation for this converter under the measured operating conditions
is in the continuous conduction mode. If iA is less than or equal to zero,
the converter should operate in the discontinuous conduction mode. Thus,
depending on the computed value of iA, either equations (4.1) and (4.2)
or-(4.3) and (4.4) of Table 4.1(A) are used to compute values ot i^ and 	 -	 3
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v', the coordinates of the steady-state switch-off point. Having deter-
mined the values of the coefficients c' , c2, and c3, and the values of
i 
B and vB, values for v* _ o ff and vo_ on can be computed from equations (6.1)
and (6.2) respectively. These computations are the final steps in the com-
putation segment of the program, and with these computed values and the
measured values tauten at the beginning of the control loop, the program has
all of the information it needs to determine whether the converter power
switch should be on or off.
The first step in the decision segment of the program is to deter-
mine the current state of the converter power switch. If the power switch
is off, the measured value of output voltage, vQ, is compared to the com-
puted value of the switch-on line, vo_ on , at the measured value of reactor
current, iX. If the measured value of voltage is greater than the computed
value, the state of the system at the sampling instant is to the right of
the switch-on line, region I of Fig. 6.2, and thus the power switch should
remain off. If the state of the system is to the left of the switch-on
boundary, however, its position relative to the switch-off boundary must
be determined. Likewise, if the converter power switch is found to be on
at the beginning of the loop, the position of the system state relative
to the switch-off boundary must be determined. If the computed value of
voltage, v0_off , is greater than the measured value, v*, then the state
of the system is in region II of Fig. 6.2, and the converter power switch
should be on. If vQ_off is less than or equal to v*, however, the system
state could be in either region III, an on-region.., or region IV, an off--
re gion. Thus, the measured value of reactor current, iX, must be compared
to the value of the steady-state switch- on current which was computed in
the computational segment of the program to determine whether the system.
rr
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state is in region III or IV, and thus whether the power switch should be
on or off.
At this stage in the program a control decision has been made based
on the most recently measured values of the state of the system and its
externally imposed operating conditions. However, before the program re-
turns to the beginning of the loop to take the next set of measured signal
values, the value of the measured reactor current is compared to a specified:`
maximum value, Imax . If i 
X 
exceeds this maximum value, a power switch	
i
turn-off signal is issued, if it has not already been issued, to prevent
the reactor current from rising to a level which might damage the con-
verter power stage components. If iX is less than 
Imax, 
no operation is
performed. This step is a simple current limit  protection feature as dis-
cussed in the preceding chapter.
6.3 Performance of Experimental Voltage Step-Up Converter
The time required for the PDP-11/45 to perform the operations called
for in this control loop from start to finish is approximately 200 micro-
seconds. Thus, in order to be able to compute a control signal sufficiently
often per cycle of operation to enable accurate system performance, con-
verters operating with this control implementation must switch at relatively
low frequencies. An experimental voltage step-up do-to-dc converter de-
signed.to operate at 100 Hz so that the control loop could be processed
approximately 50 times during each switching cycle, has been built and
exercised in conjunction with the digital implementation of the state-tra-
jectory control law described above. The component values used in this
converter power stage are listed in Table 6.1. The rated average output
voltage for the converter is 28.0 volts, the rated output current is 4.0
Component or
Parameter
Measured or
Specified Value
L 9.7 mH
C 12,900 IiF
rC 0.017 n
VO 28.OV
T 10.0 cosec
i O 0.4 - 4.0 A
v 1 16=0 - 24.0 V
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amperes, and the specified range of input voltage is 16 to 24 volts.P	 P	 g	 P
Small current sensing resistors are used to measure the instantaneous values
of reactor current and output current.
	 -
The response of this voltage step-up converter system to a step
change in load current from 100% to 50% of its rated value is presented in
Fig. 6.3. As predicted by the theory presented in Chapter IV, and as demon-
strated in digital computer simulations in Chapters IV and V, this converter
operating under the influence of the state-trajectory control law is able
to move from one steady-state condition to another in one cycle of control.
	 i
In this case, the decrease in load current occurs during a power switch
off-time interval, and the switch remains open until the state of the
system crosses the new switch--on boundary. As can be seen from the current
waveform, the converter momentarily operates in the discontinuous conduction j
mode during the transient cycle, but steady-state operation for both load
conditions is in the continuous conduction made.
The average output voltage at the lighter load condition is apr,`ox-
i
imately .3 V, or 1%, lower than the value at the rated load. This shift
e
in the average output voltage is due to inaccuracies in the computation of
the .steady-state switch-off voltage, vB. As can be observed in the simu-
laticn data presented in Chapters IV and V, the difference in the magnitude 	 I
of vg over a range of output currents is quite small relative to the magni- 3
tude of the average output voltage, V
ol For example, the case illustrated
in Fig. 4.17 shows a difference in v' of approximately 0.2% for a change in
load current from 100% to 50% of the rated value. Consequently, given
the limits in the accuracy of integer arithmetic, this difference is not
c
transmitted through the control loop and the system effectively operates in 	 7
a fixed vg mode as discussed in section 5.4. As described in that section,
1f	 •
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Fin. 6.3 Response of experimental voltage step-up converter system
to a step decrease in load current from 100%, 4A., to 50%, 2A, of the
rated value with v* = 21 V. Scale factors are: i*, 5 A/div; v*,,
0.8 V/div; time, 1 6 mS/ di v.
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the fi xed value of vg causes the steady-state trajectories at lighter  loads
to shift to the left yielding lower average output voltages, and causes the
steady-state trajectories at higher loads to shift to the right yielding
higher average output voltages. The sane test condition as is illustrated
in Fig. 6.3 is simulated in Fig. 5.11 although applied to a different
voltage step-up converter. Although the details are not the same, the same 	 "`" 3
i
basic response is seen to occur in the physical converter as occurs in the
s i mul ati on .	 1
j
A second example of the response of the experimental converter	 ' F.
l
system is presented in Fig. 6.4. In this example, the system is subjected
to a step change in output current from 1.00% to 25% of its rated value.
t•
The new steady-state condition is again achieved in one cycle of control,	
T
and the system is Seen to be in the discontinuous conduction mode of opera-
tion at the lighter load condition. As discussed in the preceding para-
graph, the average output voltage at i 0	1A is less than it is at i 0 = 4A.
The frequency of operation at the lighter load condition is seen tc. be
a
approximately 75 Hz rather than the specified 100Hz as it is at the higher
load conditions. This change in frequency is again due to the fact that
the change in the steady-state switch-off voltage, v", cannot be detected
by the control program and as illustrated in Fig. 4.5, the frequency of
r	 ^
operation of converters operating in conjunction with this control law is 	 j
very much dependent on the location of the system switching boundary in
the state plane. The response depicted in the oscillogram of Fig. 6.4
is quite similar to the digital computer simulated response of Fig. 5.12.
Two other test cases are presented in Figs. 6.5 and 6.6. These oscillo- 	 -;
s
grams again illustrate the single cycle transient response which can be
achieved with the state trajectory control law.
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Fig. 6.4 Response of experimental voltage step-up converter system to
a step decrease in load current from 100`/, 4A, to 25%, lA, of the rated
value with v* = 21V. Scale factors are: i X , 5A/div; v*, 0.8l/div;
time, 10 m5 /hiv.
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step-up converter system to
1A, to 50%, 2A, of the
are: i X, 5A/di v; va, 0. gV/di v;
Fig. 6.5 Response of experimental voltage
a step increase in load current from 25%,
rated value with vi = 21V. Scale factors
time, 10 n-6/div.
i*X
vo
i
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Fig. 6.6 Response of experimental voltage step-up converter system to a
step devrease in load current from 75%, 311, to 25%, 1A, of the rated
value with v* = 21 V. Scale factors are: iX, 5A/div; v*, 0.8V/div;
time, 10 ms /hiv.
}
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6.4 Conclusions
This chapter presents a brief description of the early stages
of an experimental implementation of the state-trajectory control law de-
rived in this dissertation. The implementation is, of course, not practical
for normal use, but rather is intended to enable an experimental investigation
of the theoretical discussions and predictions presented throughout this
dissertation. It is believed that the oscillograms presented in this
chapter conclusively demonstrate the feasibility of implementing the
analytically derived converter control function.	 i
Another approach to the implementation of this control law is
currently bein g pursued whereby the algebraic expressions required to
establish the state-plane switching boundary are generated by means of
analog function modules. The same computations and control decisions as
are illustrated in Fig. 6.1 are employed in this analog implementation,
but the processes are all accomplished concurrently, and thus it is
being applied to a converter which operates at IOKHz. Preliminary in-
vestigations of this approach have yielded encouraging results, and it
is believed that with currently available electronic components, practical
implementations of this control technique are feasible, whether they be
d;gital in nature (e.g., microprocessors), analog, or hybrid combinations
of these two approaches.
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS
A general, qualitative investigation of three representative
members of a widely used class of energy-storage do-to-dc power converters
has been presented. The state-plane analysis approach employed in this
investigation reveals families of trajectories which the state of a
converter power stage must follow during the power switch on-time and
off-time intervals as determined by the governing physical laws of the
system. An unde rstanding of these trajectories and knowing how they
change with changes in system parameters and externally imposed operating
conditions reveal certain fundamental limitations in the performance of
the converter power stages which cannot be exceeded no matter what type
of converter control techni q ue is employed. This ability to observe the
movement of the system state enables one to examine and compare various
control techniques which can be used to determine a converter power stage
switching sequence and to determine strengths and weaknesses in each of
these techniques. Such a graphical visualization of the converter be-
havior is of course limited to second order systems, because higher order
systems require more than two state variables to completely represent the
behavior of the system. However, each of the power stages of the con-
verters studied in this dissertation are second order and consequently
their behavior can be portrayed in a plane even though the complete state
of the system cannot.
(199)
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In addition to revealing considerable qualitative insight into the
behavior of do-to-dc converters in general, this state-plane analysis
approach has led to the postulation of a state-trajectory control law
which enables converter performance that approaches the theoretical limits
revealed in the analysis. This control law is conceptually quite simple
and is easily visualized in the converter state plane. It can be repre-
sented mathematically by means of relatively simple algebraic equations
which can be used to implement the graphical conception. Furthermore,
because of its sound mathematical basis, the nature of the operation of
this control technique is easily understood and additional developments
and extensions of it can be readily accomplished to meet particular appli-
cation requirements or system performance constraints as desired. These
modifications can take the form of simplified implementations with less
precise converter performance, or the incorporation of additonal con-
trol features such as current limiting protection or converter startup pro-
cedures.
. The principal function of energy-storage do-to-dc power converters
is to extract electrical energy from a given source at some unregulated
voltage level, but at a controlled rate, in order to deliver energy to
an electrical load at a different specified voltage level and particular
power level. The only means available for controlling this rate of
energy extraction is the switching on and off of the converter power
switches, which is of course the principal task of any converter controller.
Wi ch such an a priori limitation  i n the ability to continuously control
this flow of energy, further restrictions imposed on the control process
such as fining the power switch on-time or, even more restrictive, fixing f
r
^e
^l
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the converter switching frequency can only cause degradation from the
theoretically achievable converter performance. Likewise by restricting
converter reference levels to constant values which are established for a
nominally specified operating point, the converter system is prohibited
From accommodating all operating conditions equally well. Thus, only by
utilizing all of the information which is available from the system, and by
allowing the power switch to remain on and off for variable periods of
time can the theoretical limits in converter performance which are revealed
by analysis be approached.
The control technique proposed in this dissertation enables con-
verters to operate in such a free-running mode and thus to avoid the
degradation in system performance which often accompanies imposed switching
restrictions. At the same time the control law is such that a particular
system timing characteristic can be incorporated during steady-state opera-
tion if desired. Likewise the sensitivity of the converter controller to
chan ges in the system operating conditions and the lack of dependence on
fixed reference levels enables the converter to adapt to all changes in
externally imposed operating conditions and to precisely achieve the de-
sired system output characteristics over the entire range of specified
operating conditions. However, while providing sup&rior performance, this
approach also requires considerably more complex circuitry to implement
than the more conventional control techniques in widespread use today.
Thus, as is often the case, more complex circuitry and the resultant de-
crease in system reliability must be weighed against the desired improved
converter performance. however, with the current.rapid advances in elec-
tronic component development, it is believed that control circuitry of
this complexity is viable.
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The brief discussion presented in Chapter VI concerning the im-
plementation of the state--trajectory control law is intended only to dem-
onstrate the feasibility of ph ysically realizing such an analytically
derived function. Given the quality of modern electronic components and
design techniques, it is believed that a practical and cost effective
implementation can be developed. Furthermore it is believed that this
implementation could be general in nature so that a single control design
could be applied to all of the converter configurations discussed in this
dissertation. The nature of the control process is the same for each case,
and the input signals which are required from the converter power stage
are also the same. Thus, by incorporating external adjustment capabilities,
the particular converter parameters and desired output characteristics
as well as the type of converter power stage being controlled could be
conveniently specified for a standard control module.
Because of the general nature of the state-plane analysis techniques
employed in this work, these same approaches and theories should apply to
other types of power processing systems in particular and to any other
second order systems which employ on/off control in general. The approach
is quite s trai ghtfongard and can be applied to any system which can be
adequately represented by piecewise linear models. By observing the
shapes of the trajectories which the state of the system must follow
during each of the possible combinations of switch states in the system power
stage, and by analytically locating the desired equilibrium trajectory
of the system, one should be able to construct switching boundaries which
always turn the movement of the state of the system toward the desi red
1
equilibrium trajectory. Such an approach yields inherently stable systems
which respond vary quickly to transient disturbances and which achieve
f203
excellent static performance as well.
The mathematical nature of the control law is such that additional
explorations into modifying and extending the control switching boundary
are possible. One such modification with immediate  applicability would
be to rederi ve the switching lines so that the converter could regulate
the output current rather than the output voltage. One example of the
use of such current regulated converters is to recharge batteries onboard
orbiting spacecraft. Such a modification can be easily accomplished by
interchanging the roles of the desired output voltage and the desired
output current in the equations which determine the steady-state switch-
off point for the given converter and operating conditions.
1
APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF STEADY-STATE SWITCH-OFF POINT
The equations which specify the location of the steady-state
switch-off point for the three do-to-dc converter power stages treated in
this dissertation are derived below. Equations for the reactor current,
ig
-N , and the output capacitor voltage, vB-N , for both continuous con-
duction and discontinuous conduction operation are derived for each of
the converter configurations. The resultant equations are given in
Table 4.1 as equations (4.1) through (4.12). These equations are derived
from the models of the converter power stages presented in Chapter II,
and consequently the equations and figures presented there are used as
the baseline for these derivations.
Voltage Step-Up Converter: Continuous Conduction Operation
Reactor Current, i B--N'
The average steady-state reactor current, I X-N , can be determined
geometrically from the waveform of i X-N vs. tN given in Fig. 2.9(A).
I	 - iB-N + iA-N	 (A.l)	 lX- N	 2
For the voltage step-up configuration, the average reactor current is
equal to the average input current. Also for the lossless modelsq	 S	 p	s	 re-p
sented in Chapter II, the average input power equals the average output
power which can be expressed mathematically as follows:
(205)
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vI-N I X-N	
V
O-N iO-N (A.2)
(since v1-N and i O-N are constant in steady-state operation).
From equation
	
(2.1),
.	 vI-N
i B-N	
L 
	 Ton-N +	 A-N (A.3)
Combining (A.l),	 (A.2) and (A.3) to eliminate 	 I X-N and i A-N yields
i	 - 
i
0-^! 
VO
-N
	+ 
vI_N T
(A.4)B-N	 vI-N	 2LN	 on-N
Substituting (4.13) into (A.4) to eliminate T on _ N yields
i	 V	 T	 v	 (V	 -	 v	 )
^B-
	
04	 O-N	 N	 I-N	 0-N	 I-N (A.5)
-N	 v I-N
	 2LN V0-N'
which is equation	 (4.1) of Table 4.1(A).
Capacitor Voltage, v6-N:
During steady--state operation, the average output voltage equals
the average voltage across the output capacitor, C N .	 Thus, integrating
the expressions	 for vC_ N (t 
N
)given in
	
(2.1) and (2.2) over one cycle,
and dividing the resultant integral by the period, T N , yields
Tan-N
_ 1	 _ iO-N	
^VO
-N	 TN	 0	 CN	 tN	 vA-N
	
dtN 9
Toff-N F
1
f	
- VO-N - yI-N tN } 1 B-N - i O-N t
	 + v	 dt
LN CNN	 CN	 N	 B-N	 N
fo
(A.6)
i
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From equation (2.1),
10-N
vA-N = vB-N	 C  Ton -N
Substituting (A.7) into (A.6) and combining terms yields
V	 = l	 iO_N T 2	 _ VO-N - yI-N T 30-N TM	 2CN 	on-N	 6LN CN	off-N
i B-N - i O-N	 2
2CN	Toff-N k (Ton-N + Toff- N ) vB-N	 (A.8)
Substituting (4.1), (4.13) and (4.14) into (A.8) to eliminate i B-N' Ton-N
and 
Toff-N and combining terms yields
v	 = V	 _ (VO-N - 
V
I-N ) i 0-N TN _ (VO-N - VI-N) v13N TN 	 (A.9)
B-N	 0-N	 2C  VO-N
	
12L C V 3N N O-N
which is equation (4.2) of Table 4.1(A).
Voltaae Step-[gyp Converter: Discontinuous Conduction Operation
Reactor Current, i B_N:
The average steady-state reactor current, IX-N' can be determined
geometrically from the waveform of i X_ N vs. t  given in Fig. 2.9(B).
I	 = i B-N (Ton-N + Taff-N	 (A.10)X-N	 2 TN
From (A.2),
IX-N _ VON iO-N	 (A.11)v 
I-Ni
j
i
(A. 7)
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From (B.1),
Toff-N - VO
Substituting (A.11)
2 TN
7 B-N -
From (2.1),
vi v
	 Ton-N	
(A.12)
-N	 I-N
and (A.12) into (A.10) yields
i O-N (VO-N
	
VI
-N)	 (A.13)
v
I-N Ton
vI-N
	
(A.14)
^B-N	
L 
	 Ton-N
(since ix-N W) = 0 for discontinuous conduction operation).
Substituting (A.14) into (A.13) to eliminate 
Ton-N yields
i	 2TN 
i O-N (VO-N -'vI-N)	 (A.15)B-N
	 LN
which is equation (4.3) of Table 4.1(A).
Capacitor Voltage, vs4
From equati on  (2.1) , (2.2) , and (2.3)
Ton-N
1	 i0-N
VO-N - TN	- CN tN vA-N dtN
0
Toff-N
+	
_ VO-N
	
v I-N t2 + ^B-N	 jO-N t f v	 dt2L C	 N	 C	 N	 B-N	 N
a	 N N	 N
Toff--N
+	
_10-N tN + vC_N (t2)	 dtN	(A.16)
N
0
From (A.12) and
Toff N
Since Ton-N +
Ton-N Toff-N
(B.7),
r
L' O-N LN TP
VO_N - vI.
Taff-N - TN - To_
2iD
-NI
TN -	 VO-N
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where vC_ N	( .2 ) is the value of capacitor voltage at the instant the
reactor current falls to zero.	 From (2.1)	 and	 (2.3),
s vB-N - -
^ 0-N Tan-N	 VA-N (A.17)CN
and
vA-N - -
i 0-N Taff-N * vC-N
2(t^^)	 {A.18)
CN
Combining
	
(A.17) and (A.18) yields
i
vC-N (tN) = vB-^N	
CN {T
off-N	 Tan-N)	 (A.19)
Substituting (A.17) and (A.19) into (A.16) to eliminate vA-N and
vC_N (t2) and integrating the resultant equation yields
V	 = 1	 -
It
	
- 
V
I-N T , 3	 + i B-N - 
i
O-N T , 2
	0-N TN	 6L  C 	 off-N	 2C 	 off-N
+ '0- 	 T	 T"	 2
	
2C
	 off-N)
} Tan-N * Toff-N + 1
i B-N + iA-N
i O-N	 2 (A.25)
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Substituting (A.21) and (A.22) into (A.20) to eliminate 
Ton-N' Toff-N'
and TOff-N= and substituting (A.15) into (A.20) to eliminate i B-N yields
i0-N TN i0-Nr^V
O-N
NTN(A.23)
	
vB-N - V0-N -
	 2CN
	 3CN 	 - vI-N)
which is equation (4.4) of Table 4.1(A).
Current Ste p-loo Converter: Continuous Conduction Operation
Reactor Current, iB-N:
Following the pattern established for deriving the equations for
the voltage step--up converter, the average steady-state reactor current,
IX-N' is again given by
	
IX-N 	
iB-N 
2 
iA-N	 (A.24)
For the current step-up con iguration, the average steady-state reactor
current is also equal to the average output current so that
From the equations presented in Fig. 2.6, the steady-state
solutions for i X-N and vC-N as functions of time can be found to be
VI-N - VO-N
i X-N -	 ^N	 N} iA-N
(A.26)
_ VI-N - VO-N 2	 i A-N - i0-N
vC-N	
LN C 
	 tN	
C 
	 tN	 vA--N
which is equation (4.5) of Table
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during the power switch on-time interval,
VO_N
i X-N	 .. 
L 	 tN	 i B-N
(A.27)
_ VO-N	 2	 i 6_N - ;0_N
VC-N r 2LN CN tN	 C 	
tN + vB-N
during Toff-N' the power switch off-time interval with i X_ N a 0, and
iX-N - 0
(A.28)
0-N	 2
vC-N - w —CM tN } vC-N (t N}
during Toff-N' the power switch off-time interval with i X_ N = 0, where
again vC-N N) is the value of the output capacitor voltage at the
instant that the reactor current falls to zero.
From (A.25),
V I-N - VO-N
A--N - B-N -	 LN	 Ton-N	 (A.29)  
Substituting (4.17) into (A.29) to eliminate T an -N and substituting the
resultant expression for i A _ N into (A.25) yields
_	 VO-N (V I-N	 VO-N ) TN	 (A.30)B-N	 O-N	 2LN vT_N
^	 ;	 I	 I	 I	 f
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Capacitor Voltage, vB_N:
!Again following the pattern established for the voltage step-up
configuration, the desired expression for vg -N
 can be found from (A.26)
and (A.27) as follows:
Ton -N
V= 1
	
Vi-N - VO-N t2 + i A-N - i 0-N t 
+ vR-N	
dtNO-N	 T
N	
2l.
N CN	 NN 	C	 N
0
Toff-N
+
ZO-C	 f t2
 
+ I B-NC- ' 0-N tN ^- v8-N } dt^l (A.31)
NN	 N
`^ 0
From (A.25), (A.30), and (A.27), i A-N' i B_N , and vA-N , respectively, can
be eliminated from (A.31). From (4.17) and (4.18), T on _N and Toff-N
can be eliminated, and after integrating and recombining terms, equation
(4.6) of Table 4.l(B) results.
Current Step-Up
 Converter: Discontinuous Conduction Ooeration
Reactor Current, is_N:
From Fig. 2.9 (B) ,
__ i B N Ton N + Toff-N)	 (A. 32)
I X-N	 2 TN
;1
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From (B.15),
J
yI-N - VO-N
Toff-1V -	 VO-N	 Ton-N	 (A.33)
Substituting (A.33) and IX-N = i0-N into (A.32) yields
i	 _ 217N i0-N VO -N	 (A.34)B-N
	 v I-N Ton-N
9
F
From (A.26),
i	 _ VI-N - VO-N T
	
(A.35)B-N
	 L 	 on-N
since i A_ N = 0 for discontinuous conduction operation. Substituting (A.35)
into (A.34) to eliminate Ton_N yields
_	 2 TN i O-N (V I-N r V O-N ) 'O-N	 (A. 36)B-N	 ____	
L  VI-N
which is equation (4.7) of Table 4.1(B).
Capacitor Voltage, vB
-N'
From (A.26), (A.27), and (A.28), one can obtain the following
expression for the average output voltage, V O_ N ,where again 'A-N = 0
for discontinuous conduction operation.
J	 /
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Ton - N
v	
_ I	 vI-N - VO-N t2 _ ^O-N N vA_N 	d^,^
0-N - TN
	 `	 2LN CN	
N	
rN
JO	 _
off-N+ j t2 + 'B-N - ^O-N t
2LN 
c  
N	 c 	
N vB-N dtN.
0
toff--N
^o-N	 2	 -
	
(- C tN 	 VC-N (tN )	 dtN
	
jo	 (A. 37}N
From (A.28),	 j
2 _	 ^O-N
	 (A.38)vC-N (t N )	 vA-N	 CN off-N	 r
Substituting (A.38) into (A.37) and integrating yields
_ 1
	
vI-N - VO-N
	
3	 _ ^O-N
	
2
VO-N - TN	 6L  
c 
	 Ton-N 2CN Ton-N VA-N Ton-N
	
V0-N	 T,3'B-N	 ^O-N T12
	
off-N	 2CN	 off-N vB-N Toff-N6L^ ^ 
+ 10-N T' s 	+ v	 T11
	
2CN
 off-N	 A-N off-N
From (A.26),
v	 - v
	
- 
yI-N - VO-N 
Ton
2	 ^O-N
	
(A.40}A-N	 B-N	 2LN CN	 -N- CN	 on-N
l
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i
Also, since
^^
Toff-N - TN - Ton-N 
_ 
off-N
from (4.19) and (A.33),
T' s 	
v I
-N (V I-N - VO-N) T2	 _ 
v Z
-N T
off-N - 2LN i O_N VO-N	 .on -N VO-N 
on -N
(A. 41)
(A. 42)
Substituting (A.40), (A.35), (A.33), and (A.42) into (A.39) to eliminate
v
A-N' i B-N' Toff-N' and Toff-N respectively, one obtains an expression
for vB_ N in terms of Ton-N' Substituting the value of Ton-N from (4.19)
into that expression yields equation (4.8) of Table 4.1(B).
Current-or--Voltage Step-Up Converter: Continuous Conduction Operation
Reactor Current, iB_N:
From the equations presented in Fig. 2.7, the steady-state solution
for i X-N and vC_ N as functions of time can be found to be
v 
_N
^X-N - L
N	
tN + 'A-N
(A.43)
VC-N ° - 
j CN 
tN * vA-N
N
during the power switch on-time interval,
^X-N - -VO-N. tN + iB
N	
-N
	
_	 (A.44)
VO-N	 2	 ^B-N	 '0-N
v
C-N - - L^CN tN *	 CN	 tN vB-N
during To ff-N' the pager switch off-time interval with i X_ N>0, and
i X- N = 0
i 0- N	 { 2 )
'C-N = -_TN
_ t
N 
+ 'C-N tN
during TDff_ N , the power switch off-time interval with iX-)1 = 0, where
again vC_N (t2)  is the value of the output capacitor voltage at the instant
that the reactor current falls to zero.
From Fig. 2.7, one can see that the average steady--state output
current, i 0_ N , is equal to the reactor current during the power switch
off-time interval averaged over the whole period, T N . Thus,
i	 _(iB-N 
+ 
i A-N ) Toff-N	 (A, 46)	 v:
0-N
	
2 TN
From (A.43),
vz_Ni A_N = i B-N - LN Ton-N	 (A
Substituting (A.47) into (A.46) and recombining terms yields
i
	
i0-N TN	vI-N Ton-N	 (A
	
B-^N - 
T- '_ --	 2LN
Substituting equations (4.21) and (4.22) into (A.48) to eliminate Ton
and Taft_ N respectively yields
(A. 51)
s
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3	 10-N (VI-N + VO-N)	
TN 
VO-N vI-N	 (A. 49)
	
B-N	
VI-N	
2L 
	 VO-N + VI-N
-	 which is equation (4.9) of Table 4.1(C).
Capacitor Voltage, vB_N:
The desired expression for v B-N can be found from (A. 43) and
z	 (A.44) as follows:
Ton - N
.
VO-N 1	 { - CN tN + vA-N "NN
frOl
Toff-N
	+ 	 V^-N t2 + i B-N - i0-^l t + vdt
	
(A.50)
2LN CN N	
C 
	 N	 B
_
 N	 N
0
From (A.47), (A.. 49), and (A.44), i A-N , i B_N , and vA-N , respectively, can
be eliminated from (A . 50). From ( 4.21) and (4.22), Ton-N and Toff-N can
be eliminated., and after integrating and recombining terms, equation (4.10)
of Table 4.1(C) results.
Current-or-Voltage Step-Up Converter: Discontinuous Conduction Operation
Reactor Current, iB-N'
From ( A.46), with i A-N = 0,
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From (B.20),
_ VI-N
Toff-N	 VO-N	 Ton-N
(A. 52)
Substituting (A.52) into (A.51) yields
i	
- 2 i O-N VO-N TN (A.53)B-N
	 v I-N Ton-N
But from (A.47), with 1 A-N - 0'
N_
Ton-N	 v I 1B-N-N (A.54)
Thus, substituting (A.54)	 into (A.53) yields
2 TN i 0VOi	 -	 -N	 -N
B-N -	 LN (A.55)
which is equation	 (4.11)	 of Table 4.1(C).
Capacitor Voltage, vB
-N:
The desired expression for vB-N can be found from (A.43), (A.44),
and (A.45) as follows:
Ton-N
1VO-N - TN
10-N
-	
C 
	 tN + vA-N ) dtN +fn
i a
(A. 56)
(A. 60)
C
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off -N
	
- VO-N
	
2	 i B-N - i0-N
 t + v	 dt
	
2!. C	 N	 C	 N	 B-N	 N
	
NN	 N
fn
Toff-N
+	 0-N tN + VC-N (tN ) 1 dtNC N
i fn
From (A.45),
v	 (t)	
v	
10-N T"
C-N	 N	 A-N	 CN	 off-N
Also, from (A.43),
(A.57)
	
i0-N 
T	 (A.5$)
	
vA-N vB-N	 CN	on-N
Substituting (A.57) and (A.58) into (A.56) to eliminate vC_N (tN) and
vA-N , and integrating yields
1	
_ y0_N	 3	 jB-N - ^0-N T , 2	 * v	 T'
	
V0-N - TN	6LNCN Toff-N	 2CN	 off-N	 B-N off-i!
+ 
30CN (Ton-N	 Toff-N)2 + vB-N (Ton-N + Toff-N) 	
(A.59)
N
From (A.51),
	
T ^	 _2 i 0-N TN
	off-N -	 i$-N
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Also, since T
on-N	 T off-N	 TN	 Toff-N'	 -!
2 1 0-N TN
	Ton-N + Toff-N - T
N -	 i 0-N	 (A.61}
Substituting (A.60) and (A.61) into (A.59) to eliminate Toff-N and
( Ton-N + Toff_y), respectively, and substituting (A.55) into the resultant
equation to eliminate ig -N , yields
v	 = V	 - 0- N 
TN	 1 0-N	 2 i O -N ^'N TN
	 (A.62)
  
	
.'.
B-N	 0-^N	 2 C 	 } 3 CN	 VO_N
1
which is equation (4.12) of Table 4.1(C).
r
APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF STEADY-STATE
TIME RELATIONSHIPS
Equations which specify the relationships between the power switch
off-time and on-tine intervals and the total switching period for each of
the three converter configurations in steady-state operation in the con-
tinuous and the discontinuous conduction modes are derived below. For
discontinuous conduction operation, the off-time interval consists of
two subintervals to distinguish the time that the
greater than zero, Ta ff_N , from the time that the
equal to zero, Ta ff-N . Thus, for discontinuous c
T  
r Ton-N + To' ff-N + Toff-N
In the continuous conduction mode of operation, h
Toff-N ^ Taff-N
and
TN Tan-N +Toff-N
(221)
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The equations derived in this appendix are presented in Table 4.2
as equations (4.13) through (4.24).
Voltage Step-Up Converter: Continuous Conduction Operation
During steady-state operation, the increase in reactor current
during the power switch on-time interval is equal to the decrease in 	 ^`" {
reactor current during the switch off-tithe interval. Thus, from (2.1)
^ 	 1
and (2.2),
i
v	 V	 -v
I- N	 O-N	 I-N T	 (B.1 )
	
L_N Ton-N	 L.N	 off-N
For continuous conduction operation,
	
Toff-N - TN - Ton-N	 (B.2)
Substituting (B.2) into (B.1) and rearranging terms yields
	
T	
VO-N	 ( B .3)
	
N	
VO4 - v	 Ton-N	
.
I N 
or
v
_ aN
	
TN	 vI-N Toff-N	
(B.4)
which are (4.13) and (4.14) respectively of Table 4.2(A).
`	 3F	 !
F.
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Voltaae Steo-Uo Converter: Discontinuous Conduction Operation
From equation (A.15),
i 2	 _ 2 TN i O-N (VO-N	 vi-N) (B.5)B-N	 L 
From (A.14),
vI-N
^B-N
	
LN	Ton-N
r
(B.6)
Substituting (B.6) into (B.5) and recombining terms yields
2
vI
T	 -	
-N	 T 2
N	 2 L 	 i o-N	 VO-N - vi-NT	on-N
(B.7)
which is equation (4.15) of Table 4.2(A).
Since
Ton-N _ TN - Taff-N (B,8)
T	 2
onN = TN2 - 2 TN 
T off-N Toff-N (B.9) 
Substituting (B.9) into (B.7)	 and recombining terms yields
2_	 LN i O-N (V O--N -
T,N	 2 (Toff
v I--N )_
)	 TN
2
+ 
Toff= O-N (B.IO)-M	
vI-N2
which is equation	 (4.16) of Fable 4.2(A) with TN = TR .	 Solving for TN
yields
^w
i
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TN+ TN- - T *T2 - Toff-N	
(B.11)
where
T	 + L
N i O-N (VO-N - VI-N)	 (B.12)
off-N	 2
Since	 vI-N
(T - T
off-N )2 ` T2 - Toff-N
	
(B.13)
it follows that
TN- = T -	 T2 - T ff-N
	 ` Toff-N	 (B.14)
which is a -)ntradi cti on. Thus, TN equals the larger root of the quadratic
as stated in Table 4.2(A).
Current Step-Up Converter: Lontin uous Conduction Operation
From (A.26) and (A.27),
V
i-N - VO-N	 VO-N ,
L N	Ton-N - LN Toff-N	 (B. 15)
Substituting (B.2) into (B.15) and recombining terms yields
TN	
VI
-N Ton-'^	 (B.16)0-N
and
vi 
TN - 
v I - N - VO - N Toff-
N	
(B.17)
which are (4.17) and (4.18) respectively of Table 4.2(B).
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Current Step-Up Converter: Discontinuous Conduction Operation
Combining (A.34) and (A.35) to eliminate i B-N yields
T = v I-N (V I-N - VO-N ) T 2N	 2 LN i0-N VO-N	 on -11
(B.18)
which is equation (4.19) of Table 4.2(B).
Substituting (B.9) into (B.18) and recombining terms yields
TN2 - 2 (Toff-N + va-N v I-N-N VO-N )TN + Toff-N = 0
	 (B.19)
which is equation (4.20) of Table 4.2(B) with TN = TR. Following the
argument given in equations (B.11) through (B.14), TN equals the larger
root of the quadratic as stated in Table 4.2(B).
Current-or-Voltage Step-Up Converter: Continuous Conduction Operation
From (A.43) and (A.44),
VI-N 
T	 -
 
VO-N
on 	
im_
 T	 (8.20)off-N N	 N
Substituting (B.2) into (B.20) and recombining terms yields
TN	 VO-NV+ VI-N Ton-N
	
(B.21)
O-N
and
TN	 VO-Nv+
 yi-N Toff-N
	
(B.22)
I-N
which are (4.21) and (4.22) respectively of Table 4.2(C). i
.	 i.
sr	 ^
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Current-or-Voltage Step-Up Converter: Discontinuous Conduction Operation
Combining (A.53) and (A.54) to eliminate i B-N yields
2
T _	 VI-N	 2	 (B.23)N	 2 L  
i O-N VO-N `on-N
which is equation (4.23) of Table 4.2(C).
Substituting (B.9) into (8.23) and reconbining terms yields
TN  - 2 (Toff_N 
i 
O-N 
L 
N 
V O-N ) 
TN + 
Toff-N r O
	 (8.24)
which is equation (4.24) of Table 4.2(C) with TN = TR. Following the
argument given in equations (B.11) through (B.14) , T N equals the larger
root of the quadratic as stated in Table 4.2(C).
iU	 APPENDIX C
SWITCHING BOUNDARIES f AND f'
This appendix presents the equations for the switching boundaries
developed in Chapter IV. Boundary f is used if the ideal capacitor vol-
tage, vC _ N , is monitored as one of the system state variables, whereas
`4	 boundary f' is used if the output voltage, v0_ N , is monitored. Expressions
.: for i B-N and vB_ N are given i n Table 4.1. The timing parameter can bel
changed by substituting the desired parameter from Table 4.2 into Table
4.1.
Voltage Step-Up Converter
f = -	
HN	 (i 2 - i 2 ) i O-N LN	 (^ X-N - B-N }
2CN VO-N - VI-N1	
X-N	 B- N 	 CN VO-N - vi-N
+ vB-N - VC-N	
for i X-N ' 'B-N	 (C.1)
_ i o-N LN
f	
- vI-N C
N (ix-N - iB-N) + vB-N - VC-N (C.2)
for i X-N ` i B--N
(227)
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L,	 i	 L
f' = - 2 C (V
O-N - vI-N
	
^X-N - iB-N) 
+ 
C
N
'7 V0N-N N- vI-N 
O
X-N	
i
B-N ) 	
+ vB-N	 vO-N
	
i O-N rc-N	 (C.3)	
W
for iX-N > iB-N
i
O-N L f 
= - v
I - N NC	
O X-N - iB-N) + vB-N - vO-N + ( 'X-N - i O-N ) rC-N
	
(C-4)
for i X-N ` i B-N
Current Step-Up Converter
f	 L	 22	 iO-N L  (i	 i	 )+ v	
- 
2 C  VO _N (i X_N - i B-N )
 + c  VO-N	 X-N - B-N
	 B-N	 VC-14 (c.1)
for i
X-N '— 'B-t%
f=- 2 C
	 V N	 - v	 ) (i X-N - i S-N }+ C 1 0-N L 	 (i X-N - i B-N }N	 O-N	 I-N	 N	 O-N
	 VI-N T
+ v
B-y - vC-N	 (C.b)
for i X-N ` i B-N
I
LN	
(i2	 - i2 ) + iO-N L
f'	
N
- 2 C N VO-N	 X-N	 B--N	 CN VO-N	 X--N	 B-N
+ vB-N - vO-N 
W i
O-N rC--N
	
(C.7)
j
for i X-N > i B-N
	 I
rl
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f	 -
LN
- 2 'N7 '0-N - vI -N
2
(iX-N -
2
1B-N}
+	 i O-N L
c 
(VO-N - VI-N)(i X-N - 'B-N)
J
+ 
vB-N -	 vy^ "' +-. ^ j X-N - 7 O-N )	IC-N (C.8)
for iiX-N `	 B-N
- Current-or-Voltage Step-Up Converter
f = ,.
L
Ny2 C
L	 i
N 
VO-N
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